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Executive summary

The purpose of this research programme supported by the HSRC, DEAT and DST
was to create the first economic database of plastics, glass and paper recycling
activities in South Africa. These sectors of industrial economic activity which have to
date not been enumerated have created a massive gap in the efforts of academics,
researchers and government departments to research the industry’s dynamics and
activities so as to develop views on (1) the size and nature of the industry, (2) the
potential of these industries to grow and create employment, and (3) how such
potential growth can be supported. This report is a first high level analysis of the data
collected during a mammoth one year primary data collection process and provides
only a broad description of economic activity and issues facing the glass, paper and
plastics recycling industry. Much of the data collected in the survey is not reflected in
this report as the main purpose of the programme was the generation of datasets and
not the analysis of this data. The hope of the commissioning parties – and the
researchers involved in the process – is that the creation of this database will enable a
flood of research and interpretation to occur which will ultimately lead to a better
understanding of a poorly researched area of South African economic activity.

In terms of understanding the size and nature of the recycling industry in plastics,
paper and glass the survey revealed that:

 Contrary to popular belief, recycling is commercially and economically viable
and indeed in most cases quite profitable.

 The paper and glass recycling industries are relatively mature and well
established, while the plastics recycling industry is less well developed but
growing quickly. All three sectors do however have room to grow further based
on current recovery rates.

 The nature of the three recycling industries is fundamentally different and
policy and support issues should be developed with these differences borne in
mind. The industry is heterogeneous and waste stream specific issues need to
be understood and addressed.

 The nature and operations of the three recycling sectors is strongly influenced
by the degree of competition in the market. All three sectors appear to enjoy
relatively competitive collection markets. Buyers of recyclates are, however,
limited in the paper and glass sectors, but not in the plastics sector. The glass
recycling sector is dominated by a single large buyer, the paper recycling
industry by two dominant players, with only the plastics recycling sector
operating under highly competitive and dynamic free market principles.

In terms of the absolute size of the three recycling industries and their contribution to
GDP and employment in South Africa, the data revealed that at present the industries
are small players in the local economy. The three summary tables, based on data
collected for 2007 are shown below.
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Table 1 – Glass Recycling Industry Overview

Turnover (Rm) Capital Base
(Rm)

Employment Number of
enterprises

Glass collection 102 90 1 700 (direct)

10 000 (channels)

110

Glass recycling/

Conversion

74 131 257 4

Industry total 176* 221 11 957 114

* Figure is an underestimation of true value of turnover due to some recyclers operating within parent
companies and not ‘selling’ outputs on the open market.

Table 2 – Paper Recycling Industry Overview

Turnover (Rm) Capital Base
(Rm)

Employment Number of
enterprises

Paper collection 478 198 11 000 (direct)

34 000 (channels)

326

Paper recycling/

conversion

416 493 729 6

Industry total 894* 691 45 729 332

* Figure is an underestimation of true value of turnover due to some recyclers operating within parent
companies and not ‘selling’ outputs on the open market.

Table 3 – Plastics Recycling Industry Overview

Turnover (Rm) Capital Base
(Rm)

Employment Number of
enterprises

Plastic collection 396 254 4 350(direct)

27 000(channels)

150

Plastic recycling 429 492 3 000 60

Industry total 825 746 34 350 210

The general points noted from the three tables are:

 Recycling activities are essentially capital intensive, with most employment
being created in the collection phase of the waste streams supply chain.

 The majority of enterprises involved in this sector are in the collection portion
of the supply chain, with a limited number of recyclers existing, except in the
plastics sector where no dominant market players exist.

 Most of the employment created in the industry occurs indirectly through a
multitude of collection channels who supply collection enterprises with waste
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materials that are sold to recyclers. These collection channels include: trolley
men, landfill waste pickers, individuals who sell to buy back centres, individuals
who collect from drop off centres or who undertake curb side collections.

 Turnover values are high and, in all but plastics, are underestimated due to
vertical integration within the industry which allows collected materials to be
transferred to recycling activities within the same company from a cost centre
or operating division which is not profit driven.

Turning to the potential of these industries to grow and create employment our key
findings were that all three waste stream recycling activities have the potential to grow
but that this growth is largely constrained by access to waste materials at economic
costs and access to quality waste. Supply side constraints characterise the industry and
across the board survey respondents believed that a system of separation at source
was crucial to the growth of the industry. Although containing price increases is an
industry-wide phenomenon, demand-led growth appears less of a factor in the glass
and paper industry than in the plastics industry where the massive increases in the
price of oil, diesel and coal based feedstocks are driving converters to demand
increased recyclates inputs in order to keep their costs down, specifically in relation to
packaging clients.

One of the avenues we were very interested in exploring was the potential of recycling
industries to spawn new industries based on alternative uses of waste materials. We
found that these opportunities are highly limited in the glass and paper sectors, but
that enormous potential exists in the plastics industry for a plethora of new industries
based on alternate uses of plastic polymers.

In terms of job creation the recycling industry itself holds little potential for job
creation based on the highly capital intensive nature of the recycling process. If
recovery volumes increase and recycling activity increases certainly some jobs will be
created but these will be very small in absolute terms. The majority of job creation
potential exists at the collection stage of the supply chain and in the creation of new
alternative uses of waste materials in new enterprises. This former source of job
creation will be threatened if separation at source is implemented as a way of
increasing supply of waste material to the industry thus policy options related to
increasing employment and increasing recycling activity need to be very carefully
balanced1. In addition the need to improve the quality of recyclates available to
recyclers may shift the industry away from manual sorting towards mechanised sorting
and this too will seriously affect the number of individuals finding a livelihood or
employment in the sector.

1 It is important to note then when industry associations were asked to comment on the document all of
them took umbrage at this statement and argued that MRFs and increased quality supply of recyclates
would more than compensate for any lost employment. While the author believes that separation at
source is required, the survey and international literature do suggest that job losses will occur.
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In terms of how government and governmental agencies can support the potential
and growth of the industry there appear to be three broad areas identified in our
survey that require consideration.

The first issue as mentioned above is that the industry believes that government must
seriously consider passing legislation to force household to separate at source. Such
enabling legislation, which is common in developed countries, would provide the
recycling industry with increased supplies of materials to recycle and better quality
waste to reprocess. Separation at source is an expensive option to implement in terms
of transporting waste separately and options will need to be considered regarding how
such increased disposal costs could be funded and who should bear the costs of such
a system. In addition the negative employment implications of a separation at source
policy, especially for those involved in the collection stages of the supply chain needs
additional consideration.

The second issue in terms of growing and supporting the industry relates to input and
operational costs. In all three waste streams we found that the purchasing of waste
materials to recycle account for upwards of 70% of input costs. As such the pricing of
waste collected through a separation at source process would need to be considered,
especially in light of the high level of concentration in the recycler market in glass and
paper. The remaining 30% of costs in the industry are operational costs of which
transport and electricity costs are the largest single contributor after wages.
Transporting waste at the collection stage and to recyclers is a serious issue in the
industry as waste typically is high volume, low value and transport costs seriously bite
into profit margins. With petrol prices increasing collectors and (to some extent)
recyclers are finding it difficult to maintain profit levels and certainly smaller collectors
are being pushed out of the market due to rising transport costs. Industry players
across the board are suggesting that some type of financial support for transport costs
may be necessary if the industry is to develop further.

A third category of support measures suggested relates to codes of conduct, pricing
levels for waste, market competition issues, and broad technology issues. These issues
vary across waste streams and cannot be generalised. What is interesting is that across
all waste streams there appears to be a general view that while these types of issues
need to be addressed they should not necessarily be addressed by government but by
the industry itself. Bar providing financial support and increased access to the supply
of waste materials, the recycling industry appears keen to keep government’s
involvement in its activities at arm’s length. Having said this, however, very few
industry players are represented by industry associations and even those who are
members of such organisations receive very few of the services they require from
these establishments. This lack of institutional depth in the industry is something
which should be borne in mind moving forward.

In summary the report shows that the recycling industry is commercially viable and
profitable and has the ability to grow if supply side constraints are addressed. Demand
for recyclates is increasing in some waste streams as virgin input prices rise and this
trend is likely to continue over time. Industry players believe there is untapped
potential in their industry and some of them are enthusiastic and dynamic about
harnessing these opportunities. Across the board we find substantial increased capital
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investment in each of the waste streams across all points of the supply chain
indicating a healthy industry with a positive outlook.

As to the job creation potential of the sector, recycling itself will never be a major
source of job creation, but waste material collection and sorting and job creation via
the development of new enterprises creating alternative products from waste materials
is full of opportunity. As with all environmentally driven policies, worldwide, creating
employment in recycling may lead to job losses in virgin input production activities
and meeting the volumes and quality of waste required by recyclers may add to job
losses in the waste collection sector which is highly labour intensive. These issues are
raised across the world and each country battles to find the right balance for their
situation.

South African policy makers will need to do some deep soul searching in moving
forward in this area, but at least, for the first time, an initial set of data and
information is available to assist them in these deliberations. It is hoped that this first
benchmark data collection exercise will be followed up by an annual or bi-annual
follow-up so that over time series can be developed to better help policy makers and
researchers understand and support this area of economic endeavour which will
inevitably become an increasingly important sector in the local economy.
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1 Introduction and context

1.1 Project origin

This project originated in early 2006 when a team of researchers at the HSRC’s
Employment Growth and Development Initiative (EGDI) began looking for local
industrial sectors which did not appear on the radar screens of policy makers, but
which could have job creating potential. During this scoping exercise the team came
across a study conducted by the CSIR and DTI in 2000 and a FRIDGE study in 2005
which considered the potential of the Environmental Goods and Services (EGS)
sector in South Africa. The studies were both interesting but contained virtually no
South African specific data resulting in the studies concluding that the local EGS
sector could employ anything between 100 000 workers and 500 000 workers. These
figures were very interesting. If the figure was close to 100 000 then relative to other
industries the sector would not be particularly significant in absolute terms. If on the
other hand the figure was close to half a million then the EGS sector would be one of
the largest industrial sectors in South Africa and rival the ICT sector and the
automotive industry in terms of job creation. These figures and the lack of certainty
about the specific employment levels in the sector made the EGS sector, which was
not a high priority or high visibility sector, a perfect candidate for the EDGI team to
investigate.

Initial background research on the EGS sector showed the sector to be characterised
by two main themes. The first theme was the universal agreement amongst
environmentalists, economists, industrialists, academics and politicians that the sector
was a strong future growth sector. One economist, Ernest Lowe even went so far as
to state that ‘the global imperative to use materials more efficiently is likely to create
as many new professions, companies and industries as did the communications
revolution of the last centaury’. While the timing of when this revolution would begin
to influence markets was moot, the certainty that access to raw materials, waste
disposal and waste reutilisation would become important economic drivers and
variables in national economics across the world was unanimous. As such the EDGI
team felt that even though the timing of the growth of this sector was uncertain, the
potential of this growth was definite and hence demanded further investigation.

The second theme running through all the EGS literature was that this was a sector
which was incredibly hard to map, collect data in and analyse; and indeed most
countries, developed and developing, believe that even with substantial sums of
money being applied to EGS sectoral research they still have nothing but a superficial
understanding of the industry and its operations. There are three core difficulties in
enumerating and getting a handle on the EGS sector. These challenges are discussed
at some length as they were pivotal in directing the trajectory and areas of emphasis of
this research programme.
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The first difficulty relates to challenges in determining industry definitions and
boundaries. The EGS sector is enormously broad and heterogeneous. The industry
not only includes a vast array of different activities, ranging from the production of
goods such as refuse removal trucks and re-processing plants and pollution control
devices to a wide range of services such as waste management, waste reutilisation ,
waste disposal and land reclamation. In addition each one of these broad categories is
comprised of sub sectors which are also highly diverse and heterogeneous. For
example, recycling cannot be considered a uniform industry as the recycling of
different materials such as paper, glass, metals or plastics operate in fundamentally
different ways. Similarly public waste disposal and private sector waste disposal are
fundamentally different economic activities as is the disposal of hazardous versus non
hazardous waste. As such speaking about EGS is just too broad a concept to be useful
from an economic analysis perspective. Even when smaller groupings of EGS
activities are considered – such as waste management or capital goods production or
recycling – the categories are again very broad and include a large number of disparate
activities. Environmental economics is still nascent and classification and
categorisation of these types of activities still requires substantial research. As such
any attempt to map or enumerate any portion of EGS activities will have to develop
industry boundaries and definitions on what is actually going to be researched.

The second broad difficulty when looking at EGS sector activity arises from the
transparency and identification of EGS activities within broader economic activity.
For example, where an enterprise purchases waste scrap metal from producers and re-
processes this scrap into new inputs or outputs, this activity is easy to identify as an
EGS activity. However, when an enterprise reclaims metals from an old mine dump
as part of its normal course of mining business, using in-house resources, it is difficult
to separate out this activity and capture it as recycling or reclamation as a separate
activity within the firm’s broader economic activity. Similarly if a company
manufactures trucks some of which are used in general industry and some of which
are specialised for use in the waste collection business, how does one identify that
portion of the company’s activities which should be included in the EGS sector? As
only enterprises that specialise in EGS are easy to identify, it is possible to miss large
portions of EGS activity which are cushioned in broader economic activities. In South
Africa, for example, no Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code exists for glass
recycling. Whatever recycling Consol Glass undertakes is captured in SIC code 341
‘the manufacture of glass and glass products’, which fails to differentiate glass
production using virgin materials and glass production using reprocessed glass cullet.
As such official economic data collection fails to reveal the extent and size of EGS
activity occurring in non specialised enterprises across the country. These problems
exist not only at a data level, but also at an industry level. For example when SA
Breweries were asked about the recycled content of the bottles they use in certain of
their product lines, they were unable to answer the question since their bottle
suppliers sell them bottles some of which are virgin, some of which are recycled and
some of which are a blend of recycled and virgin inputs. As such any study of EGS
activity requires researchers to not only identify specialty EGS enterprises but to also
seek out firms who conduct some EGS activities as part of a broader set of non EGS
economic activities.

Related to this, a third data difficulty related to the EGS sector is enumerating the
number of people employed in EGS activities. If we take the truck example above,
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how many of the company’s employees should be shown as being employed in EGS
activities given that the company produces capital equipment for both the EGS sector
and the non EGS sector? Internationally some countries have attempted to get
around this issue by calculating the percentage of company turnover related to EGS
activities and applying this percentage to the total labour force to arrive at an
employment figure for EGS activities. This tends to over estimate EGS employment,
especially in those EGS activities which are capital intensive. It is problems such as
these that result in employment ranges as wide as 100 000 to 500 000 and suggest that
only a detailed micro enterprise approach will yield true employment data in the
sector.

Once the EGDI team became aware of these data difficulties, and the scale of the
problems to be dealt with in examining the EGS sector, the team understood that an
enumeration of the entire EGS sector would be a mammoth undertaking which
exceeded its capabilities, budgets and timelines. Rather than producing another broad
EGS analysis such as the ones undertaken by CSIR and FRIDGE, the team proposed
to narrow their field of analysis to a single EGS sub sector and to attempt an in-depth
economic enumeration of this single sector. On the basis of this study further EGS
sub sector studies cold be conducted until, over time, a picture of the entire EGS
sector was established. This is an approach which has been used in the UK, the
Netherlands, Germany and by many multinational organisations such as the OECD,
UNCTAD and the WTO. The sector chosen was the re-utilisation of waste sector.
The sub sector was chosen based on a review of international case studies which
showed that waste re-utilisation activities were the most labour intensive of all EGS
sector activities (see Employment Creation Potential of Recycling in South Africa,
EGDI, HSRC, 2007 for detailed analysis). Given that EGDI’s key research imperative
was to assess options available to South Africa to halve unemployment and poverty
by 2015, waste re-utilisation became an obvious focus area.

In March 2006, after the initial scoping discussed above, the HSRC commissioned a
study to consider ‘The Employment Creation Potential of Waste Reutilisation
Activities in South Africa.’ The report was completed nine months later and the
findings of the report concluded that waste re-utilisation and particularly recycling
activities held enormous promise as a future growth industry for South Africa,
however, the study made virtually no contribution to better understanding the scope
of the local industry, its level of activity or its employment contribution. This was due
to an almost complete lack of primary data related to recycling in South Africa.

The obvious next step in the process was to source funding to develop an initial
database of recycling activity in South Africa. Via the EGDI, funding from the
Department of Science and Technology (DST) and the Department of Environment,
Agriculture and Tourism (DEAT) through the Economic Cluster process was
secured, and this project was born.
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1.2 Purpose of the project

The aim of the project was at once simple and amazingly complex. The project aimed
to map out and enumerate the recycling industry in South Africa and to understand
the core economic dynamics at play within the industry so as to establish the growth
potential of the industry and the levers available to government to support this
growth, if indeed it did exist. The complexity of the project lay in how to define the
industry, how to identify industry participants and then how to accumulate relevant
data.

As no official data sources existed it was clear that primary data collection would be
required. The CSIR study, cited above, had attempted to collect data in 2000 based on
an in-depth questionnaire which was posted and emailed to a survey sample. The
process received a very poor response rate (less than 10%), many questionnaires were
returned with incomplete answers and many of the questions were felt by respondents
to be too general and hence impossible for them to answer. An additional problem
encountered in both the FRIDGE and CSIR studies was a lack of industry support
for the accumulation of such information. It is an international phenomenon that
EGS enterprises in general, and recycling industries in particular, often have difficult
relationships with government authorities. This is due to government’s environmental
policies and goals often having intended and unintended negative impacts on private
sector economic activity. As such the private sector is often hostile and unresponsive
to government’s attempts to better understand their industries and how they operate.

For all of these reasons it was decided by the programme team, in discussion with
DEAT, DST and the HSRC that this project would collect primary data by
undertaking face-to-face interviews based on questionnaires tailor-made for the
individual respondents based on where in the recycling supply chain they operated
(collector, recycler, converter) and which waste stream they operated in (paper, glass,
plastic, metals etc.). The decision to adopt a face-to-face interview technique had
substantial time and budgetary implications, thus early on in the process it was
decided that only three waste streams could be covered in the study. A criteria section
matrix was developed based on: potential level of industry co-operation, other existing
data sources, transparency of activity, complexity of waste stream and industry
linkages. Through this process the three waste streams chosen for enumeration were:
plastics, paper and glass.

With the scope of the project finalised, the next step was to determine what outputs
could be achieved based on the resources available to the project team. The final
outputs of the project were as follows:

1. An enterprise data base of recycling participants, divided into waste
collectors, waste recyclers and where possible waste converters for all three
waste streams. As DEAT is not in possession of any type of recycling
database, this collection of industry participants was seen as vital to future
industry interactions.

2. An economic database of recycling activity which would provide core
economic variable data to be used by government and non government
researchers to improve our understanding of many aspects of the operations
and potential of recycling in paper, glass and plastics in South Africa. Initially
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it was hoped that the database would cover five years of operations thus
allowing for detailed trend analysis. In the pilot studies conducted it became
obvious that enterprises did not have sufficiently detailed historic records
thus data for 2006 was collected, with several general five-year trend
questions being included to support some type of trend analysis. As such the
database would provide a benchmark. The data to be made available would
include at a minimum, information related to:

 Nature of the enterprise (type of corporate structure, area of
activity, percentage of turnover attributable to recycling, age of
company)

 Employment and skills data (number of total employees, number
of employees involved directly in recycling, type of employment,
skills profile, employment trends over past five years)

 Input data (sources of inputs, prices of inputs, input volumes,
trends in input volumes and prices over five years, breakdown of
material inputs and operational costs and inputs)

 Output data (volumes and prices of sales, local and external
markets)

 Profitability data (trends over five years)

 Linkage data (channels of suppliers and final clients)

 Capital base data (types of capital employed, values, planned
expansions, investments over past five years)

 Other information (role of technology, role of government,
potential growth for the industry, untapped opportunities, role of
industry associations, potential governmental and industry
interventions).

3. An initial introductory analysis of the data.

4. An initial introductory analysis of the role of technology and innovation in
the recycling industry

1.3 This report

The report which you are currently reading is the third deliverable listed above. It is
important to appreciate that the bulk of the programme’s financial, human and time
resources were applied to the creation of the enterprise database and the economic
database. Only 6 weeks out of an 18-month project and less than 1% of the
programme budget were applied to analysing the data collected in the survey. This is
because it was felt that investing in the database was of paramount importance and
that once industry data was available a plethora of detailed research projects would
flow from a variety of interested parties in academia, as well as from government. We
believe that research activities from DTI, DEAT and DST are in the process of being
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finalised and that the data collected in this project will form the basis of this phase of
research. In addition, in the conclusion of this report we list a variety of issues which
we believe deserve further research. The point we wish to emphasise is that recycling
activity in South Africa is an enormously under-researched topic. The contribution of
this programme is to provide primary data which has never been made available in the
country before. The purpose of the programme was not to analyse this data, but to
facilitate a long term industry research exercise which will bring us closer to
understanding this complex but potentially high growth sector of our economy.

As such the aim of this report is only to provide a broad brushstroke economic
picture of the three recycling industries surveyed. The report was compiled by
economists and not industry experts and deals with mainly aggregated findings rather
than an analysis of the detailed product-specific data collected during the interview
process and which is necessary to fully appreciate the workings of the industry. In
addition, because of time and budgetary constraints the analytical techniques applied
in this report are relatively crude – for example simple averages are used instead of
weighted averages. Despite these restrictions we believe that this report does succeed
in providing a broad overview of the size and dynamics of the paper, glass and plastics
recycling sectors in South Africa.

Copies of this report were circulated to all the industry associations for comment
prior to finalisation. The comments were largely critical. Criticisms related to technical
inaccuracies and incorrect inferences were accepted and changes made. Criticisms
related to actual data were not accepted as this study is based upon the responses
received from respondents – where an association or industry expert queried a
particular response of a respondent or group of respondents, the respondent’s
answers stood. Finally criticisms of the simplification of the supply chain were
seriously considered. All industry experts and associations rightly criticised the study
for being incomplete in scope most especially due to the limited collection of data
related to manufacturing converters. This is a valid criticism, however, as explained in
the next chapter on methodology it was impossible to include these participants
because of their inability to distinguish between recycled and virgin inputs. The issue
talks to the complexity of the industry and is possibly something which can be
addressed in future work in this area. The point we wish to reiterate at this stage is
that this is an initial, broad and relatively unsophisticated first cut in analysing the data
collected. Future analysis of this data will improve our understanding.

In terms of the layout of the report, Chapter 2 is a detailed methodological chapter
which explains how samples were arrived at, how the questionnaire was developed
and how interviews were conducted and data collected and processed. A full
explanation of the weighting procedure is also explained which was crucial in enabling
us to expand our survey sample data into industry wide data that is credible and
reliable.

Chapter 3 considers the glass recycling sector, Chapter 4 the paper recycling sector
and Chapter 5 the plastics recycling sector. All three chapters have been created using
the same headings and format so as to allow continuity and to assist in cross
referencing. Chapter 6 contains our final conclusions and recommendations.

The entire economic database is obviously too large to attach to this document, but
we hope the economic database will be available on line in the near future.
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2 Field survey report and methodology

2.1 Introduction

The fieldwork report provides insight into the research methods and the processes
followed in the finalisation of the interview instrument and the sample. The
description of this process is followed by a report on the realisation of the interviews
and actual problems encountered in the field and how these were dealt with. Lastly,
data management and quality assurance will be commented on.

The deliverables of the fieldwork for the study were:

1. A valid and reliable questionnaire.

2. A database of waste recycling agents – an enterprise database. The numbers
of entities involved in the sectors were not known. The study aimed to
provide more insight into this.

3. A systematic sample. It was originally estimated that approximately 240
interviews needed to be conducted.

4. A database on economic activity – an economic database. The data needed to
be coded and captured into a user-friendly database and accompanied by a
guide on the data file.

Before commencing the study, the relevant glass, paper and plastic associations had
been approached to inform them about the study and to ask them for their comments
as well as cooperation in accessing the enterprises in their respective sectors.

Subsequent to this groundwork, the project involved the following (often
overlapping) activity components:

 Mapping value chains and sample finalisation

 Questionnaire finalisation

 Interviewers appointed and trained

 Interview collectors, recyclers, and converters

 Data capturing and quality assurance

 Development of data base.

2.2 Value chains

The definition of the sample, the formulation of the interview questions, and the
weighing and analysis of the data had all to be informed by the value chain of each
waste stream. The first step in the study therefore was to define the value chains for
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paper, glass and plastic. This was partly done by a pilot study conducted before the
main survey. However, as the survey developed it became clear that the chains had to
be refined. The main reason for this relates to the fact that the various recycling
stakeholders have different concepts of recycling; the material processing chains and
points of value differ for the waste streams. Since no formal or commonly agreed
upon value chains existed for the waste streams in this study, they had to be
developed as the study unfolded.

The value chains of the waste stream involve three main categories of agents. These
are:

1. Collection, sorting and baling (plant)

2. Recycler (mill/factory)

3. Converter (mill/factory).

Definitions of collectors, recyclers and converters vary per industry and within
industries. The definitions used in the fieldwork allow for distinguishing between
those that collect waste (collectors), those that transform waste material into
something else (recyclers), and those that use transformed waste in manufacturing
another product (converters).

However, during the course of the fieldwork, the definition of converters in the glass
and paper industries changed two times. Firstly, converters changed to those
companies that do not just use a little, but that use a large proportion of recycled
materials in the production of their (predominantly) bottling and other packaging
products. It was on the basis of this definition that the final sample was drawn (see
next section). This definition had to be revised, however, since the large packaging
(e.g. Nampak) and bottling industries (e.g. SA Breweries) did not add value to the
recycled product as such, but just used it for packaging their products. In other words,
it is actually the recyclers who convert the material.

The following definitions were decided on in the end:

Collector -– The collector gathers the waste and sorts the material into types and grades.
Collectors may be one-man shows or large commercial entities, such as Mama She’s in
Gauteng. Collection may be from waste deposits/landfills, kerbsides, glass and paper
banks, smaller collectors, offices, the entertainment sector, manufacturers, etc.

Depending on the value chain, some collectors are part of recycling companies. Such
collectors focus on one waste stream. They are typically established to serve one large
user of secondary materials and are found predominantly in the paper and glass waste
streams.

Recycler – The recycler has the necessary infrastructure to transform waste. The
recycler specialises in one waste stream. The recycler buys waste from collectors, buys
and or collects directly from users (packagers, retail) and/ or uses its own (in-house)
secondary material to recycle.

The glass and paper packaging industries are largely dominated by two or a few
recyclers that have established their own collector entity (often called the recycler)
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either in the form of a cost centre or a rather independent branch or even PTY.
Examples here are Consol Glass, Nampak Packaging, Sappi Kraft, and Mondi
Packaging. The amounts of secondary materials used by these recyclers are often best
recorded by their ‘in-house’ suppliers, e.g. Consol Recycling, Nampak Paper
Recycling, Sappi Waste Paper, and Mondi Recycling. We regard these recyclers as
both collectors and recyclers and have collected information for both of their entities.

Converter/manufacturer – The converter/manufacturer produces a saleable product from
virgin-, recycled material or a mixture of both. In the paper and glass industries the
difference between a recycler and converter is difficult to identify. A paper mill
produces paper and board for printing or packaging purposes and a glass furnace
produces glass which is then formed (moulded) in a final product. The large
packaging and bottling industries do not add value to the recycled product as
mentioned previously. We had selected some of these role players however, as will be
shown when we discuss the sample, but decided that it was not informative to analyse
these as a separate stage of supply chain in the paper and glass industries. Recycling of
plastic, on the other hand, may result in various materials and products that after
another manufacturing process result in final products.

With inputs from large recyclers and the various recycling and manufacturer
associations, we drafted a number of chains. The final value chains will be presented
in the reports on the findings of each waste stream in the next chapters.

2.3 Questionnaire

The development of the questionnaire went through a number of phases. Issues of
validity and reliability of the questionnaire had been given special attention during the
questionnaire development process. The quality of the questionnaire was assured by
piloting the questionnaire extensively and making the necessary adaptations in order
to minimise problems with the interpretation of the question and answer options. The
core team members had conducted some of the interviews themselves both as part of
a pilot process and at the start of the main survey. These interviews served to identify
and overcome problems related to the understanding, interpretation and response to
the questions as well as to logistical aspects of the fieldwork.

Following a number of key high-level interviews with industry associations and large
companies, it became clear that the questionnaire should be rather specific to allow
respondents to provide correct information on their collection and recycling activities.
In addition to the importance of distinguishing between collectors, recyclers and
converters, the questionnaire had to address the various materials in the recycling
industry. This resulted in similar though slightly different questionnaires for (1)
collectors/suppliers, (2) recyclers, and (3) converters for the glass, paper and plastic
streams. A total of nine questionnaires had thus to be developed. The different
versions facilitated the interviewing process for each stream and for each level in the
value chain.
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Obviously, revising the questionnaires during the course of a survey has implications.
Standardisation is affected since respondents have answered different questions; some
questions might have been omitted in one or the other version of the survey and
some questions might have been formulated in more detail than similar questions in
another version. These inconsistencies were limited within the waste streams,
however, since the changes in versions had been made across all waste streams.

Using different versions also affects the data file design and capturing of data in that
these require continuous attention and good knowledge of the changes that had been
made. By using one dedicated, knowledgeable and experienced person in these
processes the impact of different versions was minimised.

The questionnaires focused on the following themes:

 Nature of the enterprise (type of corporate structure, area of activity, % of
turnover attributable to recycling, age of company)

 Employment and skills data (number of total employees, number of employees
involved directly in recycling, type of employment, skills profile, employment
trends over past five years)

 Input data (sources of inputs, prices of inputs, input volumes, trends in input
volumes and prices over five years, breakdown of material inputs and
operational costs and inputs)

 Output data (volumes and prices of sales, local and external markets)

 Profitability data (trends over five years)

 Linkage data (channels of suppliers and final clients)

 Capital base data (types of capital employed, values, planned expansions,
investments over past five years)

 Other information (role of technology, role of government, potential growth
for the industry, untapped opportunities, role of industry associations, potential
governmental and industry interventions).

The majority of questions were closed questions, which means that the respondent
had to choose one or more answer options that were provided in the questionnaire.
However, open-ended questions, where the respondent was allowed to freely
formulate an answer, were included in instances where qualitative information was
required such as views on the role of government in the recycling industry.

2.4 Sampling

Since the population of agencies in the recycling process was not known (only roughly
estimated), a cascading sampling method was applied, which cascaded from the
recycling agents to the collectors and to the converters for the paper and plastic
streams, and from converters to recyclers and from recyclers to converters for the
glass stream. The reason for this is that there are fewer recyclers than converters in
the plastic and paper stream.
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Cascading sample is an informal term used to describe a way of accessing a survey
population when little is known about the population of interest and more is known
about something else that organises that population. In this study, if we had no
information on collectors we could have interviewed a sample of Y recyclers (those
who melt the glass) and asked them to pass a questionnaire onto X number of
collectors. The idea would be that the returned ‘cascaded’ responses from X*Y
collectors would reflect collectors in general.

The method, as described, is not precise. However, without being able to use a better
alternative due to the fact that so little is known about the recycling industry role
players, we had no alternative option.

With this method of sampling the most accessible level of the recycling cycle was used
to successively identify clients or service providers in adjacent tiers. The selection of
agents in the adjacent tiers was made on the basis of information on the size and
nature of the services provided by each respondent. For example, recyclers in the
plastics sector can inform us about who uses the products and where they obtain their
inputs (recycled). On the basis of the responses received from recyclers as well as
other information collected through research, input providers and converters were
selected (output users). As the linkages between the tiers are explicit this strategy
allowed for access to comparable data on changes in the value chain – the primary
focus of the research.

There were nevertheless dangers with this method. In the absence of appropriate
additional data, the selection of the initial respondents could predetermine which
agents in the adjacent tiers the fieldworkers were exposed to. Careful selection of the
initial interviews was thus imperative. Nevertheless, in the absence of additional data,
it can not be known how representative the respondents are of the sector as a whole.
We decided to focuses on (semi-)formal business involved in the collection through
conversion activities.

As we had progressed, the value chains and definitions of collectors, recyclers and
converters underwent revision and we gained insight into the number of agents
involved. The following table shows the final estimations and associated sample
proportions amounting to 232 in total. It should be noted that this sample was based
on the first revised definition of converters in the glass and paper industries
mentioned above.
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Table 4 – Final Estimations of Number of Agents per Industry Sector
and Sample Proportions

Collectors Recyclers Converters Total

Estimate Sample Estimate Sample Estimate Sample Estimate Sample
Paper 500 64 8 8 30 8 538 80
Glass 400 64 4 4 4 4 408 72
Plastic 300 32 162 16 200 32 662 80

Given the reality that, as is the case in any study, unforeseen difficulties could be
encountered during the data collection process with some entities, we had deliberately
over-sampled up to a total of 300.

Within the selected companies, the most well-informed person was to be selected.
These were typically CEOs, Chief operational Officers, and Managing Directors and
in some instances also included logistics mangers, human resource managers etc. In
case the person refused we substituted the company with a similar entity on our
enterprise database.

By the end of January 2008, an enterprise database was developed, including about
850 collectors, recyclers, and converters. Five months later interviews with 255
enterprises had been realised. The numbers of respondents per sector are presented in
Table 5.2

Table 5 – Sample Realisation

Completed Collectors Recyclers Converters Total

Glass Paper Plastics Glass Paper Plastics Glass Paper Plastics

Gauteng 35 34 17 4 6 10 1 1 11 119

Western Cape 8 8 7 0 0 4 0 2 6 35

North West 3 4 5 0 0 1 0 0 0 13
KwaZulu-Natal 12 12 6 0 0 4 0 0 5 39
Mpumalanga 3 3 4 0 0 0 0 0 2 12
Limpopo 5 4 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 14
Free State 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 8
Northern Cape 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 6
Eastern Cape 2 2 1 0 0 2 0 0 2 9
Total 72 71 47 4 6 21 1 3 30 255

2 An interesting addition had been made to the glass recyclers, namely a company that produces glass
wool insulation, a growing industry in South Africa.
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The number of larger and formal paper collectors in South Africa was lower than we
anticipated. It appeared to be hard to find paper collectors. In all likelihood, many
informal collectors are operative, but those that collect paper in larger volumes (e.g.
over 30 tons a month) and more continuously might be far less than 500 and closer to
100 to or 150 collectors. As will be shown in the Weighting section, this was
confirmed once the data collected were weighted by their relative contribution, which
was based on volumes of recycled material.

2.5 Data collection process

Selected respondents were contacted by telephone and briefly introduced to the study.
A letter of introduction was emailed or faxed, which was accompanied by a
declaration of confidentiality before the interview took place. In some occasions,
where selected respondents had no email or fax facilities, the interviewee introduced
these documents on arrival.

Face-to-face interviews were preferred over postal/electronic distribution of
questionnaires. Low response rates to postal/electronically distributed questionnaires
consistently occur, despite numerous efforts such as sending reminders, stressing the
importance of the exercise, etc. Similarly, information sessions seem to have limited
effect. This is due to a variety of reasons, the most important of which are,
respondent fatigue, lack of interest/incentives, and lack of time.

It was expected that the type of information required, such as prices and volumes
would induce some reluctance among respondents. In view of this sensitivity of the
interviews, the interviews had to be face-to-face. The interviewers had to present the
questions as unthreatening as possible, and the respondent had to be assured of the
confidentiality of the information provided.

In addition, since the information required was rather complicated, such as average
volume and price per year, the interviewer had to be able to explain in more depth the
questions and take the respondent by the hand. This required in-depth training of the
interviewers so that they understood the processes involved in the various waste
streams.

Training was provided in Gauteng, Western Cape, and KwaZulu-Natal. In total, 21
interviewers had been trained. The interviewers had been selected on the grounds that
they were mature (older than 21), could speak various relevant languages, had
extensive interview experience in the corporate and social sectors, and were available
for an extended period of time. A comprehensive and insightful training guide had
been developed, which includes an overview of the recycling sector per waste stream
and the questionnaire.

Fieldworkers were deployed according to the seniority of the respondents. This
procedure contributed to consistency in data collection and assisted in selecting the
most appropriate respondents, which for instance, could not be guaranteed in the case
of emailed/posted questionnaires. It would have been preferable to assign
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interviewers to a specific waste stream and train them in these accordingly. However,
due to the fact that many agents were involved in more than one waste stream, it was
not efficient to separate glass, paper and plastic interviewers and interviews.

The glass and plastic industries were approached first, since on these waste streams
more data was available. The paper industry representatives were generally less open
about their suppliers and buyers than those in the other sectors.

The respondents were informed in time about the interviewer’s visits and an
appointment was made wherever possible. Where possible the questionnaire was
distributed electronically or by fax in advance to ensure that the required information
that had to be obtained from the respondent was more readily available during the
actual interviews.

The interviews lasted from 30 minutes to 2.5 hours, with an average of about one
hour. Some interviews required a physical and or telephonic follow-up because of
missing information and/or availability of the respondent.

2.6 Weighing

In order to translate the responses we collected from a selected sample of companies
to those of the whole recycling stream we had to weight the data collected. Weighting
thus aims to enable one to generalise findings from a selected group of respondents to
the whole population of respondents. In this study we did not focus on geographical
location, profile of the company or other company characteristics as are often used in
sampling, but instead focused on the material being recycled since more is known
about the latter than the former.

The method of calculating weights for the project was, briefly, as follows. The
principle underpinning the weighting approach was to first obtain estimates of the
total volume of products recycled by the industry (excluding imports) and (with some
caveats) weight the volume of those products reported by the respondents to meet
this total. As it was generally possible only to obtain industry wide estimates of the
total volume collected (as opposed to recycled or converted) this volume was
generally used for weighting of all three tiers. An exception was made for the paper
industry where there did appear to be significant volumetric loss between the
collection and recycling tiers.

2.6.1 Generalising the recycling study

When the study was started, there was little to indicate how many players there were
at each stage of the recycling process or what the total value of each component was
in terms of earnings, employment and so on. In order to make optimal use of the
available research resources, guesses as to the number of actors at each stage of the
recycling process were made. However, more reliable estimates became necessary in
order to generalise survey responses to the industries as a whole.
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The general process of making the estimates was to:

1. Obtain estimates as to the total volume of waste recycled by each industry.

2. Compare this total to the volume recycled by the respondents at the recycling
stage in each industry (i.e. the final stage). The difference between these two
estimates would indicate how many additional (hypothetical) recyclers would
be required to meet known production. .

3. The linkages between recyclers and collectors were explored to determine
what the shortfall between the amount of waste collected and a) the amount
of waste purchased at each tier was, and b) how these volumes differed from
what was known about the industry as a whole.

If we then assume that, for example, the plastic collectors interviewed were
representative of plastics collectors in general it becomes possible to estimate how
many ‘average’ collectors are required to ensure that supply and demand match. The
resulting weighting allows for appropriate generalisations of respondents to be made
in terms of employees, turnover etc. These weights are presented below.

The method is premised on the key assumption that the data collected from the
respondents for the nine processes (three products each with three tiers) is
representative of the process in that tier in terms of capital and employment intensity,
value of inputs and outputs etc.

In order to use this method, all possible instances of double counting had to be
eliminated. Double counting had a potentially highly deleterious effect on the
weightings as players that were involved in more than one tier of the industry tended
to be big companies who seemed to be providing the same base information for each
tier. The methodology was then generally to eliminate from the collectors’ database
those companies that also appeared among the recyclers. Because many collectors sell
their products to these recyclers, substantial bias in estimates could take place if these
volumes were also recorded as being ‘collected’ by the recycler. On exclusion of the
double counting the derived weighting could then be used to represent the status of
each tier as whole.

2.6.2 Paper

The industry as a whole recycles approximately 1 030 000 tons per annum. The
recyclers in the survey account for 80% of this volume. Consequently the recyclers’
figures must be weighted up by 1.25 to reflect the total for this tier.

As 17.5% of the paper that is recycled appears to be pre-consumer waste, collectors
are required to collect 850 000 tons of post-consumer waste to make up the 1 030 000
tonnes.

If we exclude recyclers Lothlorien, Sappi, Mondi and Nampak from the list of
collectors, the respondents collectively gather 192 670 tons. They thus account for 22
percent of the weight. To make them reflect the total post-consumer recycle volume
these must be weighted up by 4.4.
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The recyclers in the survey put 619 000 tons of recycled paper into their processes, yet
made sales on the basis of 801 000 tons. This indicates a volumetric gain of 30%.
Presumably the difference is due to other inputs or increased moisture content of
their output. This indicates that converters receive 30% more recycled paper (by
weight) than was collected. By inference 1 339 000 tons of recycled paper would be
available for conversion.

Between them the three paper converters in the survey used 15 924 tons of recycled
paper – this amounts to 1/84 of the total volume available. It would then be
appropriate to multiply these converters by 84 to reflect this sector of the industry as a
whole.

Respondents Weightings

Collectors 65 4.4

Converters insufficient linkages 84

Recyclers 5 1.25

2.6.3 Glass

The four recyclers in the survey dominate this tier of the glass recycling industry with
a total volume of 183 000 tons of glass recycled. These four, collectively, represent the
industry as a whole and have unitary weighting. Consol and Nampak/Weigand are
listed as both collectors and recyclers and when removed from the collectors’ list, this
results in a weighting of 1.51 of collectors.

If the weighting was based on the value of earnings/sales then a weighting of 1.41
would have been appropriate. This discrepancy suggests that the collectors surveyed
tended to be slightly higher value collectors than the collectors as a whole.

Respondents Weightings

Collectors 40 1.51

Converters 0 NA

Recyclers 4 1

2.6.4 Plastic

The total industry size in this sector is estimated to be 180 000 tons per annum. Total
value is approximately R260 million.

Recyclers account for 30% of the total volume recycled and thus a weight of 3.3 is
appropriate. Collectors, similarly, account for 30% of the volume recycled and they
need to be weighted by a factor of 3.0. This re-weighting is premised on the removal
of ‘Remade’ and ‘BS Recycling’ from collectors as they were included among the
recyclers.
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Respondents Weightings

Collectors 45 3.0

Converters 30 3.5

Recyclers 18 3.3

2.7 Data coding and data base

A comprehensive excel data file had been developed, which allowed for easy
navigation between the data and allowed for exporting the data into other formats.
For closed questions, codes for scoring the responses had been developed prior to the
data collection process in order to speed up the data entry process. For open ended
questions, codes were developed wherever this could simplify the data analysis.
However, in order to allow for detailed analysis, few open-ended questions had been
(re)coded.

Because of the complexity of the questionnaires, the date capturing process involved
rigorous quality control by means of deploying a highly qualified and experienced data
and IT specialist to capture the data into MS Office Excel. Although strict quality
control measures had been employed some capturing mistakes had to be corrected
once the data were being analysed. This is quite common however in quantitative
research of this nature, since outliners and inconsistencies only can be detected once
data can be compared. In order to facilitate the data analysis, each data file contained a
sheet with the relevant questionnaire. A brief data guide accompanied the data files.

In order to ensure confidentiality of the data, the names of companies, interviewees
and other contact persons had not been captured in the data file.

2.8 Quality assurance

The core team members were responsible for the verification of the information
collected. Data quality control activities had been undertaken, such as random and
selected check-backs, double capturing, and, after all the data had been captured and
partly been analysed by clarification, follow-up phone calls with respondents.

Quality had been assured by various measures:

1. Review and refinement of interview instruments

2. Selection of interviewers for different levels of interaction

3. Training manuals

4. Field checks
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5. Call backs (15%)

6. Data capturing checks (10% to 17%)

7. Data analysis checks

2.9 Challenges

Apart from the difficulties in defining the agents in the value chains and the related
impact on the development of the questionnaire and the sampling process, the main
challenge encountered in the fieldwork related to the difficulty in identifying
collectors, especially those collecting paper. This, most likely, related to the over-
estimation of collectors in the industry, but also to the fact that some of the larger
role-players in the paper industry were relatively reluctant to reveal from whom they
receive their materials.

Other hurdles experienced in the field are common to studies of this nature. For
instance, the respondents were generally active and busy businessmen who were not
interested in research and questionnaires. It was therefore important to use
professional people who were able to convince potential respondents of the
importance of participation in the study.

The information to be collected was rather sensitive in that it included profit or loss
made, and prices of their input and output materials. Interestingly, the smaller
collectors were generally keen to participate in the study. They were eager to talk
about the problems they experienced, such as for example accessing and transporting
materials. The larger companies were generally more reluctant, since they felt
uncomfortable disclosing profit and their providers. When it came to questions
regarding policy and government or developments within the industry sector,
respondents from the larger companies were relatively keen to comment.

We tried to enhance perceptions of reliability and confidentiality by informing
potential respondents about the purpose of the study and sending the questionnaire
plus a declaration of confidentiality before the interview took place. In those rare
instances where collectors had no access to email or fax, interviewers first explained
the study and showed the declaration to the respondent.

With regard to the quality of the information collected it should be mentioned that
some of the respondents and interviewers had problems with calculations relating to
volume and price. By means of quality checks of the responses, most of these faults
were corrected. However, in some cases these mistakes only surfaced when the data
had been captured and it was easier to identify outliers.

Often we had to interview more than one person, since the respondent was not
always involved in or informed about all the production, personnel or financial related
aspects of his or her business. As we expected, this resulted in a number of come-
backs.

Once captured, some of the information collected appeared odd or false. The majority
of these cases related to the calculation mistakes of one of the interviewers mentioned
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above. In the other instances, call-backs were made to check the data. In all of these
cases, the collected information was correct but required some background
information to facilitate logical interpretation of the data. The queries related to
extremely low payments made for input or in some cases to instances where very little
value was added. Explanations related to the source of materials (collected from
kerbsides, churches or shebeens etc.) and to the degree to which the material was
central to the enterprise activities.

With hindsight we can conclude that the obstacles in the field were surmountable and
could have been worse. Except for one large player in the field, respondents were
generally cooperative and pleasant to interact with.
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3 Glass recycling

3.1 Introduction

The glass market in South Africa is approximately 980 000 tons of which 75% is
produced by Consol and 25% by Nampak. Of this 980 000 tons approximately 183
0003 tons is recycled. The glass recycling industry is undergoing an interesting
metamorphosis at present in South Africa. In 2004 only 20% of glass produced in
South Africa was recycled. This performance is poor in comparison to other countries
such as the Netherlands who recycle 90%; the UK who recycle 45% and Brazil who
managed 40% in 2004. The main reason for low recycling rates is economic since the
production of glass uses raw materials which are easily available and cheap.

In 2002 the poor performance of glass recycling and the government’s satisfaction
with the plastics PET Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) led DEAT to enter
into negotiations with the National Glass Recycling Forum to sign an MOU which
would increase glass recycling levels to 50% in under five years. The MOU was finally
signed in May 2005 and a non-profit implementing company, The Glass Recycling
Company (TGRC) was formed and launched in June 2006. TGRC is funded through
a voluntary recycling fee levied on the sale of new glass packaging to particular
customers. As such it is fair to say that the glass recycling industry is being committed
to be a growth industry and as such provides fertile ground for analysts, businesses
and government to seek ways to maximise this growth, to support and foster industry
development and to seek out options to improve the efficiency, competitiveness and
labour absorbing opportunities within the industry.

Glass recycling is unique in household waste recycling in that glass is infinitely
recyclable – the recycling process adds nothing and leaves nothing. As such recycled
glass and virgin glass are indistinguishable and the integrity of the product remains
unchanged. In process terms once waste glass has been collected it is separated into
different colours of glass, cleaned and crushed to produce what is know as cullet. The
cullet is then mixed with the virgin raw materials – silica sand, soda ash, feldspar and
limestone. The mixture is melted in a furnace into a molten state and then poured into
moulds and slowly cooled.

There are three key sets of players in the glass reutilisation industry: collectors,
recyclers and converters. Collectors gather up waste glass for the purpose of selling
this waste glass to either converters or recyclers. Collectors can either source their
waste in the pre consumer market or the post consumer market. Pre consumer waste
is waste generated by a manufacturer of glass products who generates waste in their
production process or discards certain glass production because of quality control
issues. Post consumer waste covers the recovery of glass that has been used by
consumers and is then discarded. For example a household who purchases a glass

3 This figure does not include the returnable glass float.
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bottle, consumes its contents and then discards the glass container. Glass collection is
dominated by post consumer collection in South Africa. Given current legislation,
glass collection activities are a crucial element in the industry as the collection of waste
glass determines the supply of inputs available to recyclers and converters to process
and hence strongly influences the size of the industry and its potential to grow.

The second set of players in the glass reutilisation industry are the recyclers. Recyclers
take waste glass and clean it, sort it and crush it into cullet before heating the mixture
together with other inputs to produce molten glass which can then be formed into
various products. This creates a technical difficulty in distinguishing recyclers from
converters as once recyclers mould this molten recycled glass they technically become
converters since we define converters as manufacturers who take recycled materials as
an input and produce an output product. As molten glass cannot be transported from
a recycler to a converter by definition all converters must be recyclers and all recyclers
must be converters. This technical problem exists in the paper sector as well, but not
in waste streams such as plastics or metals where a recycled output can be transported
off site to a third party manufacturer/converter. As such in the glass reutilisation
sector we need to deal with recyclers and converters as a single category of supply
chain actors.

Summarising the supply chain in the glass recycling industry we thus see that we are
dealing with two main sets of players in terms of understanding the dynamics of the
industry. In the first place the collectors (yellow in the diagram below) and secondly
recyclers and glass producers/converters (green) who are merged by the fact that both
activities require cullet to be melted (in furnaces) and then formed into a final
product.

In terms of our survey we interviewed 77 respondents in the glass recycling industry
of which 73 were glass collectors and 4 were glass recyclers/converters. The large
variation in sample sizes along the supply chain characterises the nature of the
industry in South Africa. The collection of glass for recycling has multiple participants
which range from small informal enterprises and one man shows to larger more
organised companies. Competition in the collection industry is relatively high. In
contrast to this the recycling and conversion of glass is dominated by a single large
player. Due to the market power and dominance of this player there exists little room
for additional players in the market or much competition. As such although only four
glass recyclers/ converters were included in the sample they account for over 99% of
recycling and conversion activity in South Africa.
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Figure 1 – Glass Supply Chain
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A final introductory point which must be made regarding the glass recycling industry
in South Africa is that it is dominated by a high degree of vertical integration. This
means that the largest recycler as well as the second largest recycler both operate in
the collection of glass as well as the recycling and converting of glass. This collection
and recycling are undertaken to source raw materials for their glass production
processes and are not undertaken as profitable activities in their own right. As these
largest players operate as cost centres within larger companies the economic drivers
and information which would usually be applicable to gauging the operations of a
profit driven entity do not apply. This has limited our understanding of some of the
more detailed aspects of the economics of glass recycling in South Africa, although we
have been able to assess most of the basics required to understand the activity of the
sector. Related to this it is also noteworthy, but unsurprising, that given the small
number of recyclers and converters in the country some of the respondents were
unwilling to make available sensitive information.

3.2 Glass collectors

3.2.1 Introduction

The collection of waste glass for re-utilisation is a reasonably dynamic, competitive
and growing set of economic activities within the glass re-utilisation value chain. The
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analysis below is based on a high level interpretation of the survey findings and aims
to provide a broad brush stroke picture of the industry and a feel for the nature of the
work and economic activities undertaken by the sample population. This analysis does
not deal with the vast amount of disaggregated and detailed data collected in the
survey and so, for example, the analysis does not consider differences between
different colours of glass or the differences between flat glass and formed glass
activities. It also does not track all the sub components of input costs and only some
of the survey participants’ subjective perceptions on technology, the future of the
industry and required activities by government are covered.

A total of 73 glass collector interviews were completed. Of these 73 interviews only
40 respondents provided reliable price and volume data4. The volume of glass
collected by these 40 respondents was then compared to the total volume of glass
recycled by the four largest recyclers of glass in South Africa, as well as the official
industry volumes established by various industry associations. On the basis of this a
weighting of 1.5 was established. Final recycled glass volumes in South Africa appear
to be well documented and as such our level of confidence regarding this weighting is
high. Using this weighting we estimate that in order to reach the total volume of glass
recycled in South Africa in 2007 there would be approximately 110 enterprises
involved in glass collection activities. This is a less substantial number of enterprises
to find within an industry than we had anticipated, and, as will be shown below, many
of these enterprises are very small and some types of enterprises tend to be less
enduring than others.

3.2.2 Nature of the Firm in Glass Collecting

In this section we seek to understand the types of organisational structures found in
the collection industry, the size and extent of these enterprises, their direct
employment and the types of activities undertaken within these enterprises.

Of the companies sampled, 38% were informal enterprises mostly run either by
individuals or by individuals with other family members contributing to the
organisation. A further 38% of the sample comprised closed corporations and only
15% of collecting enterprises were Pty Ltd companies. With respect to the three
dominant large players in the market, none of these players were discrete companies –
two were organised as cost centres within larger parent companies and one operated
as a discrete operating division. As mentioned in the scoping recycling report which
underpinned this survey this is a common trend world wide and one of the reasons
why it is so difficult to quantify recycling activity and employment.

Perhaps unsurprisingly a strong trend emerged between the type of collecting
organisation and the age of the enterprise. When looking at all the Pty companies as a

4 The questionnaire was designed to double check certain key answers provided by the interviewees,
often the same question is asked multiple times using different terminology or the answer to one
question can be tested by seeing how it relates to answers given to other questions.
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group the average age of these enterprises was 18 years suggesting a strong stable
track record and a business model which has been successful for a long period of
time. Indeed only five new Pty’s have entered the industry since 1994. On the other
hand, informal enterprises and CCs have a less sustainable track record. Only one of
the surveyed informal enterprises has been operating more than 18 years, the average
age of these enterprises is a mere 3.3 years with the majority emerging after 2002. This
data can be interpreted in various ways. On the positive side one could interpret the
findings as indicative of an increased awareness of glass recycling as a commercially
viable economic activity and see the growth in informal participation as a sign of
entrepreneurs taking advantage of a new and growing market opportunity. On the
negative side one could interpret the short duration of informal activity in glass
collection as a sign that informal glass collection activities are undertaken as a
survivalist activity until a better opportunity comes along, or that informal glass
collection businesses are poorly run and hence close down after a short period of
time. The instability of informal glass collecting activity is hard to characterise,
especially in light of subsequent sections of this analysis which show strong profits
and returns being earned even by small, informal operators. The overall picture
appears to be that a stable core of glass collectors exist and that this core is growing.
This core is augmented by a high churn of informal collector grouping who display
varying degrees of success.

A further observation made in terms of the nature of the firms involved in glass
collection is that no trend was observed in terms of the type of organisation and the
degree of specialisation regarding collecting different waste streams. 41% of all the
collectors interviewed collected glass, paper and plastic for recycling, 36% specialised
only in glass collection and the remaining 23% collected glass and one other waste
stream. There was no pattern of specialisation when compared to the type of
organisation i.e. we did not see that informal collectors collected all three waste
streams and Pty’s only one waste stream – the spread of specialisation and non
specialisation appears to be unconnected with organisational type and as will be seen
later unconnected with profitability.

All the collectors, bar four did however show a strong locational specificity in that
they only operated in a single province. This is to be expected given the substantial
networks that are created by collectors, which will be covered later in this chapter.

As mentioned above and in previous papers written on the challenges of quantifying
and understanding recycling behaviour the biggest problem in this sector is that few
firms specialise only in recycling. World wide the trend exists that firms undertake
some recycling activity but that it is often a small percentage of the firm’s turnover. In
the past this has led to massive overestimations of the number of recycling firms in an
economy, an overestimation of the contribution of recycling to GDP and an
overestimation of the number of people employed in the industry. In order to avoid
this trap our questionnaires specifically made these distinctions and in terms of
interviewed glass collectors only 25% responded that waste collecting was their main
business, the remaining 75% all responded that collecting activities accounted for only
part of their business turnover. Of the 75% of enterprises that undertook glass
collection for recycling as part of their business only 15% earned more than 50% of
their turnover from these activities with 20% of them earning less than 30% of their
annual turnover from glass recycling.
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In terms of the activities that glass collectors undertake in their various enterprises we
have discovered some interesting and puzzling findings. First we asked all 73 surveyed
collectors what activities they actually undertook within their enterprises. The results
are shown in the graph below.

Figure 2 – Value-adding Activities

Only four of the surveyed enterprises operated furnaces which was an expected
outcome given the capital outlay and high volumes required to make such furnaces
commercially viable. A second expected finding was that most enterprises were
involved in weighting, crushing and transporting their collected glass. The findings
that surprised us were that only 27 companies sorted their glass; only 15 undertook
colour separation and only 8 cleaned their collected glass before selling it on. Given
that these value-adding activities are labour intensive and require virtually no capital
equipment we were surprised that so few enterprises engaged in these activities. We
discovered the answer to this behaviour in looking at the average price per ton
received for glass and measuring how prices received differed depending on whether
glass had been separated, cleaned, sorted etc. The findings revealed no direct
relationship between the price received for glass and the amount of value added
services applied to the glass. This contradicts normal economic pricing behaviour and
is an issue which will need to be further investigated.

3.2.3 Employment

As mentioned briefly above estimating employment in any area of recycling activity is
a difficult task, not only because many firms in the industry tend to undertake
economic activities other than recycling within their businesses, but also because the
percentage of recycling business within an enterprise is often not representative of the
number of people employed directly in recycling activity. In the scoping document
that supported the development of this survey, we reported that a CSIR study placed
recycling employment in South Africa at anything between 100 000 and 500 000. An
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understanding of the massive uncertainty related to these figures is explained by
looking at some of the information collected in our survey.

We begin with a baseline of total employees within our glass collection sample; i.e. the
total number of employees within these enterprises. We see that our 73 sample
enterprises employed 4 604 workers of which 2 150 are employed by the industry’s
largest player. If we apply our weighting of 1.5 to the figure of 4 604 we find that
close to 7 000 people find employment within the glass collecting sector alone. If we
apply the weighting to the sample minus the one largest market player we get a more
realistic figure of 3 700 glass collector employees at an industry wide level.

However, we were amazed to find that out of the 4 604 workers currently employed
in glass collecting enterprises only 1 148 of these employees were directly involved in
recycling activity. Using our weighting this suggests that the glass collecting
employment figure for the industry is closer to 1 700. Further to this we discovered
that only 854 of the 1 148 employees directly engaged in recycling activities were
permanent employees on an enterprise’s payroll with 156 being contract workers and
138 undertaking piece work. As such a narrow estimation of permanent employees in
the glass collecting sector in South Africa is estimated to be approximately 1 300. This
is a substantial deviation from the 7 000 employment figure mentioned earlier and
highlights the importance of being accurate when determining employment within
this sector. Although this figure is considerably smaller than expected, as we will see
in the backward linkages section of this chapter, these glass collectors establish
enormous supply channels to provide them with stock and as such the number of
people who earn a livelihood from glass collecting is larger than the 1 700 indicated in
this employment section. Employment within these collection channels is hard to
estimate and is dealt with in detail later in this chapter, but for now it is sufficient to
note that the 73 survey respondents used 6 500 other collectors to provide them with
product which suggests at an industry level that a further 10 000 individuals earn
livelihood from glass collection.

Company size is obviously an interesting aspect of this data collection exercise as we
know it is of interest to government departments who see recycling as an opportunity
for small and medium business development.

Overall across the entire sample of 73 survey participants we found the following
distribution of enterprise size based on total employment (i.e. not number of
employees engaged only in recycling activities).
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Figure 3 – Enterprise Size: Number of Employees

44% of the enterprises currently operating in glass collection for reutilisation are small
businesses who employ one to ten workers. These enterprises are organisationally set
up as informal enterprises, closed corporations and Pty Ltd companies and although
many of the 32 small enterprises are informally established there are several closed
corporations and Pty Ltd companies within this group. 18% of the enterprises in this
sector are medium-sized businesses employing between 26 and 100 employees and
once again various organisational structures are represented in these enterprises. Two
of the sample of 73 respondents employ over 300 employees and the sector’s largest
single player employs 2 150 permanent staff.

As mentioned above, however, these figures are not a true representation of recycling
employment by company size due to the fact that only some employees are directly
involved with recycling and only some of these enterprises specialise in recycling
activity. It was difficult to discern any strong trends in terms of type of company, type
of activity and the ratio of recycling employees to total employees. The only trend we
did see clearly was that most of the enterprises which stated that collecting was their
main business were small companies employing less than 20 workers and in these
instances the majority of their employment was directly linked to recycling activities.
Bar this trend we uncovered no obvious trend in terms of size of total employment,
size of recycling employment, type and size of company or even degree of
specialisation – as such we present a table below of some of the different employment
rates collected in our interviews. The table is included simply because it is the
inconsistency of direct recycling employment to total enterprise employment which is
interesting. For example a very small enterprise such as Company B in the table below
employs six people of whom only one is directly involved in recycling activities.
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Company W on the other hand employs 270 workers of whom, once again only one is
involved directly in recycling.

Table 6 – Enterprise employment: total employment versus recycling
employment

Enterprise Total number of
employees

Number
of

employees
involved

in
recycling
activity

Enterprise Total
number of
employees

Number of
employees
involved in
recycling
activity

A 15 15 U 35 1
B 6 1 V 320 30
C 14 14 W 270 1
D 17 5 X 7 2
E 31 4 Y 18 6
F 10 10 Z 130 130
G 17 8 AA 352 30
H 4 2 AB 5 5
I 60 40 AC 10 5
J 22 14 AD 80 80
K 18 18 AE 12 12
L 175 70 AF 60 30
M 18 9 AG 65 20
N 12 1 AH 3 3
O 16 2 AI 44 15
P 25 2 AJ 60 30
Q 25 5 AK 28 6
R 28 3 AL 24 2
S 17 17 AM 20 10
T 6 1 AN 2150 20

Turning to the levels of skills used in the sector, we asked our respondents to identify
the type of skills represented in employees who were directly involved in recycling
activity. With the sample we found that 15% of workers in glass recycling were skilled,
60% were unskilled and 25% semi skilled. When asked if enterprises found it difficult
to obtain the required skills for their businesses, 90% responded in the negative
stating that they faced no skills shortages. Three of the 73 companies surveyed said
that they did face skills constraints and that the skills they required were simply not
available in South Africa.

Turning to growth in employment over the past 5 years, amongst our sample of 73
enterprises we found that a total of 237 new jobs in recycling had been created which
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when expanded across the industry accounts for a total industry value of new jobs
being created of just 3 500. 40 of the 73 survey participants claimed that their
employment levels had remained constant over the past 5 years and had neither
increased or decreased. A quarter of all the enterprises said that employment had
increased over the past five years and that the main driver of this increased
employment was access to increased supply of glass. 14 of the 73 responded that they
had laid off workers in the past 5 years and that the key driver of this contraction in
employment was increased input costs, most especially transport costs.

3.2.4 Inputs, outputs and profitability

Because no detailed survey of glass recycling has been completed in South Africa to
date and because of the reality that many firms undertake recycling as only part of
their enterprise’s economic activity – policy makers and economists’ understanding of
the economic dynamics of the industry has been notoriously thin. In an attempt to
resolve this lack of detailed information our original questionnaire asked for time
series going back five years. In our pilot of the questionnaires we found that none but
the largest players in this sector were able to provide exact data for a five year period
hence we were forced to change the questions to cover five-year trends rather than
specific annual data over the period. What emerged from this series of questions was
an unclear picture of what has happened to input volumes and prices and output
volumes and prices, and profitability over the past five years. This finding surprised us
as we expected to be able to discern a particular trend. The lack of a definite,
discernable trend may be (1) a true reflection of a highly variable market and industry;
(2) it may be a reflection of the fact that the questionnaire actually called for a
perception of changes rather than a documentation of actual changes, or (3) it may
reflect the different ability of different enterprises to access or adapt to changes in the
industry. On the balance of probabilities looking at the data in more detail it appears
that explanation three holds the most weight as the larger and more sophisticated
players in the market had a more consistent view of changing conditions over the past
five years.

We began getting to grips with the economic dynamics of the industry by enquiring
about access to inputs i.e. the availability of glass to be collected or purchased for
recycling. Of the 73 respondents 18 said that supply had remained unchanged, 43 said
supply had increased and 12 said access to glass for recycling had decreased. All of the
larger enterprises reported that supply had increased quite substantially, and the
largest player in the market reported an astounding 85% increase in the volume of
glass available for recycling over the past 5 years.

The glass recycling industry is by its nature a supply driven industry in that glass which
isn’t collected obviously cannot be recycled. As such it is important to know whether
the scale of the industry could be expanded if more glass was available in the market.
We questioned our respondents about input problems over the past 5 years and 67
responded that there were no supply constraints, whereas the 12 largest players all
noted a shortage of supply. This suggests that smaller enterprises collecting glass are
working at full capacity and do not face input bottlenecks. In contrast the larger
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companies appear to have spare capacity and could collect more glass if it was
available.

We believe that on this basis it is defensible to conclude that the availability of inputs
for glass recycling has indeed grown over the past five years and that this increase is
quite substantial in volume. While smaller enterprises do not feel an input squeeze
because of their small scale – larger firms do face input constraints and could expand
their collection activities if more supply was available. This view is supported by
further sections in the survey which we will cover later in the chapter based on what
respondents feel need to be done to grow the industry. The fact that so many
respondents identify increased access to inputs and supply of glass suggests that
supply is indeed a key issue.

Turning from the volume of inputs to the price of inputs, respondents were asked
what had happened to the price they needed to pay for glass over the past five years.
44% of respondents said the price had increased, 51% said the price had not changed
and 5% said the price had decreased. Decreases in price suggest over supply and price
increases suggest a shortage in supply. The responses to price changes over the past
five years thus point to a finding that either the market volume is pretty much at
equilibrium (no change in price) or there is a lack of supply of glass for recycling and
thus increased competition to obtain this input which is expressed in increased prices.
Industry comments suggest that the market is not in equilibrium as demand exceeds
supply, but that the price is capped by the cost of the alternative to recycled glass
namely virgin glass.

Changes in prices paid for glass must also reflect where glass is sourced from and the
market power of those collecting the glass. This will be dealt with in detail in the
section on linkages, but for now it is sufficient to note that most glass for recycling is
post consumer glass collected either at drop off centres or by waste pickers and
kerbside collectors.

The absolute volume of glass collected by an enterprise, as measured in tons, appears
to be an important determinant of final profitability, thus the questions related to
volumes of inputs are an important topic to cover in some detail. Of our 73
respondents all 73 collected post consumer glass amounting to 277 346 tons in 2007.
In addition 36 128 tons of pre consumer glass was collected by 7 of the 73
respondents. In total R91 600 000 was spent purchasing glass for recycling, of which
the largest company spent R55 000 000 to collect 132 000 tons. As such one large
company accounts for 47% of the total tonnage of glass collected for recycling and
spent 60% of the industry outlay for the procurement of glass for recycling.

The volumes collected by our respondents is shown in Figure 4.

The bulk of collectors operate in the 50 to 1 200 ton range with 5 collectors sourcing
between 1 201 and 5 000 tons a year, 5 doing over 5 000 tons and year and 3 big
companies doing 42 000, 48 000 and 132 000 tons a year.
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Figure 4 – Firm Categorisation Based on Tons Collected

Once glass has been collected it is then sold to converters or recyclers. It can either be
sold in the form in which it was collected or value can be added to it in the form of
washing, sorting, crushing etc. It is here that we start identifying some confusing
trends. If we consider that the 73 respondents sold, as output, 296 529 tons of glass
with a sales income of R134 774 900, then the average income receipts per ton would
be R455 a ton. When we analysed price received per ton as a function of tons sold we
found that the larger the volume of sales the higher the price obtained, whereas the
lower the tonnage sold the lower the price received for the glass. On average
enterprises selling outputs of less than 200 tons a year earned R328 a ton, whereas
operations selling over 5 000 tons a year earned R475 a ton. Collectors who thus
operate at a small scale earn less per ton for their output than those who operate at a
larger scale. The 45% price differential per ton received by small suppliers versus large
suppliers is hard to explain, even accounting for higher administrative and transaction
costs associated with dealing with small suppliers. The explanation may be partly
explained by different transport arrangements.

A second and far more puzzling finding was that there appears to be no linkage
between price received for sales of glass that has been sorted and cleaned (value
adding activities) and glass that has not been sorted or cleaned. Looking at one
company who sorted, cleaned, crushed, weighted and transported their glass we found
that they received R450 per ton. Another company who merely collected and
transported their glass – with no additional value-adding services being rendered –
received R500 a ton. It is possible that industry experts will be able to explain this
counter intuitive finding, but from an outside analyst’s perspective only three possible
explanations exist. First, it is possible that volume is a more important determinant of
price than value added services; second it is possible that the technology used by the
recyclers ameliorates the value of value-added services provided by collectors (i.e. the
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recycler resorts and rewashes), or finally that market signals do not function normally
in the industry either because of a lack of market information or because of monopoly
power or other governance dynamics.

Overall in terms of our respondents’ answers to output questions we see that 55% of
respondents responded that sales volumes had increased over the past 5 years and
45% reported sales prices increasing over the past 5 years. With volumes and value
increasing over a five-year period one must conclude that this is a growing industry
albeit a slightly puzzling industry in terms of the pricing of outputs.

We are now in a position to consider the profitability of the industry. In numerous
DEAT, DTI and local government projects the commercial feasibility of recycling
projects has been questioned. Indeed the core concepts of the intrinsic value of
recycled products and the cost of transport in moving low unit value products to
recyclers has always tended to push authorities and policy makers to assume that the
recycling of household waste materials (as opposed to high value metals and minerals)
is not commercially viable. The findings of our survey results appear to put this view
to rest – glass collection as an economic activity is commercially viable, and not only
that it appears to be a highly profitable activity.

Our respondents who undertook recycling as only part of their enterprise activity
identified that it was difficult to discern the profitability of this part of their activity
outside of the rest of the company’s activities, but most of them did make the
distinction when answering the questions. Overall our respondents were equally split
between profitability having stayed the same over the past five years and having
increased over the same period. Only 11% reported decreased profitability and all of
these respondents identified increased transport costs as the reason for this decline.

Figure 5 – Profitability Rates
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The range of profits earned varies widely across the sample with no obvious pattern
related to the size of the enterprise. The profitability responses are shown in figure 5.

Thirteen percent (13%) of respondents earned profit rates of over 50% in 2007 while
20% earned profits between 40 and 49%. Only 10% of respondents in the industry
earned a return less than that of an RSA Government Bond which economically
speaking represents the opportunity cost for being in a business and earning an
economic profit as opposed to an accounting profit. These findings underscore that
the glass collecting industry is indeed a commercially viable industry and moreover a
highly profitable industry as well.

The last issue to consider within this section is to gain some initial understanding of
the capital based within the sector. We have not paid much attention to this section as
glass collection (as opposed to glass recycling) is essentially a labour intensive exercise
with the majority of capital equipment in the sector being transport equipment used
to move the glass from one location to another. In terms of capital equipment other
than transport only four respondents had crushing machines and only three sorting
machines. Those that did have expensive crushing and sorting capital equipment were
those companies with a high degree of vertical integration (i.e. they undertook
recycling as well as collecting) and are hence covered in the next chapter.

The overall value of capital equipment within the 73 respondents was R61 000 0005.
17 respondents ran operations with a capital base of between R1 and R3 million rand,
4 respondents had a capital base greater than R3 million and 23 had a capital base
under R100 000. 34% of all respondents said that they had added to their capital base
over the past 5 years and this addition to investment amounted to 6% of the existing
capital base. However when asked if they intended to invest in more capital
equipment in the next 24 months 59% of respondents answered in the affirmative. In
total R8 000 000 planned new investment is on the books in this sector which would
amount to a 13% increase in the capital base of the sector. This must be seen as a
strong signal of confidence in the industry as well as a signal that the sector is
expected to grow in the near future and that additional capacity is required.

3.2.5 Backward and forward linkages

Although we were interviewing enterprises which were glass collectors, we discovered
in our questions related to backward linkages that even small collectors establish
substantial networks of collection channels to amass their inputs. As we will see from
the open-ended questions and perceptions covered in the next section, access to
sources of glass for recycling is a key issue facing the industry and an area of the

5 The database value of capital is R179 million. Two large amounts were subtracted from this value. The
first was the capital of a company that operates in both collection and recycling – the capital was
accounted for in recycling rather than collection due to the nature of the assets. The second largest
amount was attributable to a company and appeared outstandingly high given relative value of other
similar sized companies. At the time of writing this report we have not yet been able to contact the
respondent to verify the data so have left it out.
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industry where industry players are keen to see government get involved to improve
supply. Supply options such as access to landfills, separation at source and separate
municipal collection and material recovery facilities are all interesting options which
will need to be considered by policy makers, but as mentioned in the employment
section the displacement of individuals who earn their livelihoods from glass
collection will need to be weighted up against the benefits of increased supply via
formal channels.

In the responses to how enterprises source their glass we found a strong correlation
between the type of company and the number and sophistication of channels utilised.
40 of the 73 respondents used only one channel to collect their glass and the majority
of these enterprises were smaller operations made up of CCs and informal operators
with fewer than 10 employees. 20 of the respondents used multiple channels to source
their inputs and most of these were larger players which were either cost centres,
divisions of larger companies or Pty Ltds. The diagram below illustrates the most
commonly utilised input channels.

Figure 6 – Input Channels

GLASS
COLLECTORS

SURVEY
SAMPLE

Direct from waste generators (23)

Converters and manufactruers (5)

Own kerb side collection (6)

Buy from dealers (11)

Drop off centres (29)

Buy back centres (3)

Scavengers, trolleymen, landfill (31)

Own agents (4)

Import (1)

An examination of the channels through which glass collectors amass their glass for
recycling is totally fascinating as well as crucially important in understanding where
employment or earning opportunities are created in this sector. Twenty-three of the
collectors sourced their glass directly from waste generators – retail stores, bars,
hotels, mall complexes, restaurants and cafes. These 23 respondents claimed to deal
directly with 507 waste generators which would suggest that industry-wide about 760
stores and waste generators have relationships with glass recyclers. This appears to be
a very small number indeed.

The six firms who responded that they sourced glass from their own kerbside
collection efforts are enormously interesting in that they claim to collectively use 2
447 people to undertake this collection for them. The questionnaire was insufficiently
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detailed to pick up the dynamics of this relationship and how these kerbside collectors
are remunerated and how they logistically operate. Certainly we know that they do not
constitute employees in the books of the glass collectors, and yet they are
differentiated from waste pickers and trolley men which suggests some type of captive
relationship or relationship of trust and continuity. Expanding this figure to meet
industry volumes our weighting suggests that up to 3 700 people partake in this
activity in the glass industry.

Differentiated from own kerbside collection is the purchasing of glass directly from
waste pickers, trolley men or the landfill site itself. Unsurprisingly nearly half the glass
collectors surveyed accessed some percentage of their glass inputs from buying
directly from waste pickers, trolley men or picking glass up directly from landfill sites.
Collectively the 31 enterprises who purchase glass from this channel regularly interact
with 2 394 providers suggesting upwards of 3 600 participants in this activity industry-
wide. These individuals cannot be considered employees in the sector but certainly
they must be included as individuals who earn a livelihood from these activities.

Another interesting finding was that several glass collectors source their inputs from
glass dealers. Our 73 respondents claim that in total they buy from 1 597 dealers
which implies upwards of 2 400 industry-wide dealers. Once again the questionnaire
did not cover the dynamics of this channel and it would be interesting in further
research to understand the role of the glass dealer in the overall industry and
specifically their influence on price. It does appear that these glass dealers need to be
differentiated from the enterprise’s own agents where enterprises contract with an
agent to source glass for their company specifically. Our reading of the responses is
that glass dealers are general market operators who sell collected glass to glass
collectors, whereas own agents collect and sell glass to a specific company with whom
they have contractual ties. It is likely that about 20 such agents operate across the
entire industry

.Apart from these channels buy-back centres and drop off centres at schools,
churches, shopping malls and parks appear to be an important source of glass. Buy-
back centres operate as a corporatised channel for a range of informal collectors such
as kerbside collectors and waste pickers and trolley men, and possibly also for glass
dealers although this is not absolutely clear from the survey. Drop-off centres also
appear to be important with several enterprises having strong on-going relationships
with these centres particularly those based at schools and churches.

Because of the large number of multiple channels used by glass collectors to source
their inputs we posed the question to our respondents of which of the various types
of suppliers were the most important source of their inputs. Exactly half the sample
population rated waste pickers, trolley men and access to landfill sites as their most
important source of inputs. 32% rated waste generators as their most important
suppliers with many indicating that bars and shebeens were the most important
clients. 11 enterprises ranked access to street bins as their most important source and
surprisingly only 7 listed drop-off centres and 5 retail outlets.
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Only one company reported importing glass from abroad and this was an insignificant
amount of 18 tons from Botswana. Industry experts believe the total SA import
figures are around 600 tons.

The complexity of these backward linkages is partially explained when looking at the
forward linkages of our respondents – i.e. who they sell their collected glass to. 85%
of our respondents sold their collected glass to larger collectors or to dealers. Only
two of the surveyed companies sold their collected glass directly to recyclers. 10% of
enterprises sold directly to bottle refillers – most notably Distil and SAB/ABI. 74% of
all respondents ranked Consol as their most important buyer.

The story which emerges from this section shows that glass collection is in fact a
multi-tiered sector with smaller collectors selling to larger sized collectors who then
sell on to even larger collectors with the majority of all collected glass finding its way
to Consol glass – the dominant player in the industry. These strata of collection and
the dynamics of these strata is crucially important to understand given the quantity of
people who earn a livelihood from these activities and the potential of policy
intervention to displace some of these strata if the sector is strategically developed.

3.2.6 Qualitative Issues of Perception, the Role of Government, the Future of the Industry
and the Role of Technology

Besides wishing to understand the quantitative workings of the glass collection
industry, we were also interested to understand industry participants’ views on a range
of issues which could not be expressed numerically.

First we asked respondents about their views regarding the level of recycling activity
in South Africa over the past five years. 63% of respondents felt that recycling activity
had increased over the past 5 years. 8 of the 46 respondents who believed activity had
increased attributed the increase to stronger demand for glass to be recycled; 11
claimed that activity had increased due to improved supply conditions, 9 attributed the
industry’s growth to increased awareness about recycling. The country’s largest player
attributed the growth of the industry to an increase in the price of glass.

Asked if they believed that there were untapped opportunities within the industry
70% answered in the affirmative. They believed these opportunities could be
harnessed if more households were educated about recycling, if more rural areas were
opened up to recycling and generally improving the supply of inputs and access to
waste. This all suggests that the industry is perceived to be constrained by a lack of
supply and that if volumes of glass available for recycling were made available,
enterprises would expand to collect this glass and increase the size of the industry.
When asked what could be done to achieve this growth in the industry an interesting
and varied set of responses were noted.

The dominant suggestion related to improving supply – 9 respondents stated that
supply needed to be increased and 29 stated that awareness needed to be improved
which we are interpreting as meaning that supply needs to be increased – as awareness
should lead to changes in behaviour and that change in behaviour should lead to
improved separation behaviour and making input available for collection. The next
suggestion to growing the industry related to suggestions that government should
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increase the funding of recycling – most specifically subsidising the cost of
transporting collected glass. 15 of the 73 respondents believed that they could increase
the volume of glass collected if such subsidies were made available. It is interesting to
note that this call for subsidisation emanated not only from small collectors but was
also noted as a growth lever by the country’s largest player. Other suggestions to
leverage growth in the industry included: breaking up the monopoly of the country’s
largest player, changing legislation, improving skills and improved marketing.

The next set of qualitative questions focused on the state and role of technology in
recycling. This section was believed to be more relevant for glass recyclers and
converters than for glass collectors, but we decided to include these questions for
collectors as well just to make sure we did not miss any interesting insights.
Traditionally glass collection uses limited technology and in South Africa we were
aware that a large number of glass collection enterprises were run by unskilled and
uneducated participants – however we were heartened by the responses.

In the section we asked three questions. First we asked if the respondents were aware
of any technology used in glass collection abroad which was not utilised in South
Africa but which would benefit the local industry if it were available locally. Bar some
respondents who claimed they did not know of any such technology the vast majority
suggested that separation at source needed to be implemented in South Africa.

When asked whether they knew or imagined what the next generation of recycling
technology was likely to be some very interesting ideas emerged. Some respondents
suggested that better cleaning technology would be developed in the future, some
suggested that more multi functional recycling capital equipment would be produced.
By far the most suggestions related to issues of supply and increasing the volume of
glass available for recycling – suggestions included: increased recycling stations,
recycling shops, recycling vending machines and material recovery facilities. In reality
these channels already exist in many developed nations and are not a future generation
of technology/process but existing practices which are not undertaken in South Africa
at present. Two further futurist suggestions were that products in the future would
have increased recyclable content and that alternative markets for the use of glass
need to be developed.

When asked specifically what the Department of Science and Technology should
spend a hypothetical recycling technology budget on: most respondents suggested that
the budget should be spent on the right and appropriate technology for separation at
source. Others felt that DST should spend money on developing better transport
solutions for moving glass, while a smaller percentage of survey participants suggested
that they apply their budget to new product development.

What arises from the opened-ended potential of the industry and technology
questions is a strong bias towards improving access to the supply of glass available for
recycling and the movement of that glass between locations. As such, if policy makers
wish to grow the glass collection sector of the glass recycling industry then they must
seriously consider various options to improve awareness and improve access to used
glass, and they need to consider how to ameliorate the increasing transport costs
related to moving glass from the point of collection to the premises of the recyclers.
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These ideas will be developed further in the recommendations and future research
section at the end of this chapter.

The final set of open ended questions put to the survey sample related to the role of
associations within the industry. Of the 73 respondents only 10 were members of an
industry association while 63 had no industry representation. Of the ten who were
members of an association, four felt that the association was beneficial to them in
terms of giving them market information, two enterprises received business referrals
directly from their association, one received marketing support and the rest felt that
they received nothing beneficial from their membership.

When asked what services they would like to receive from an association and what
services would make them sign up with an association – 16 respondents replied that
what they sought from an association was relevant, useful market information. Eight
believed that the association should lobby government on behalf of the industry, a
further eight believed that association should offer financial support, and seven
suggested that an association should operate a transport subsidy scheme. Three
respondents said that they would like an association to assist them in negotiating
contracts, while two sought training. One company believed that an industry-wide
association should be responsible for implementing ISO standards within the industry
while a further individual believed an association should regulate the industry.

The role of industry associations is debatable. In developed countries which have
strong and deep institutional structures, associations are seen as key drivers in policy
development and industry growth. In less developed countries where institutional
depth is limited and shallow, associations are often perceived as adding little value to
the growth of the industry or the environment of their members. Given that the
recycling industry in South Africa is in its infancy, but a sector of enormous interest to
policy makers we will need to consider carefully what role if any industry association
should play in moving this sector forward.

3.3 Glass recyclers

3.3.1 Introduction

Whereas the glass collection sector was comprised of as many as 600 enterprises
employing up wards of 17 000 individuals directly and providing livelihoods for as
many as 100 000 other sector participants, the glass recycling/conversion industry is
dominated by 4 companies who together account for over 99% of recycling activity in
South Africa. All four of these companies participated in our survey hence no
statistical process was required to expand the survey responses to an industry level.
The results analysed below are thus the responses of the four companies and by
extension the industry itself. One of the companies is the market leader and
dominates the sector recycling and converting more than 75% of the industry’s
output. Two of the four recyclers/converters can be described as very small players
who are relatively insignificant in terms of volume and sales of glass, but their views
on the market are interesting in terms of the challenges they face as small players in a
market with a dominant player. In our analysis we will refer to ‘the two large players’
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and the ‘two small players’ as the dynamics and economics between the two groups
differ substantially.

Overall in this sample survey we faced many questions being unanswered either
because of sensitivity, competition or because the companies operated in a larger
vertically integrated chain which made identifying values specific to recycling
activities, as opposed to broader company activities, impossible. In addition as
mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, the two largest recyclers/converters
operate on a non profit basis being cost centres within a larger corporate structure. In
these operations recycling is undertaken to provide raw materials for their own
production processes and hence with no external third party transaction taking place
much of our traditional economic dynamic analysis is non applicable. As such our
overall broad understanding of the economics and nature of the recycling/converter
sector in glass is less robust than the view we were able to develop for glass collection.
Nevertheless we have collected sufficient information to cover the key basics and to
create a baseline for further research, as well as, identify key issues facing the sector.

3.3.2 Nature of the firm in glass recycling and converting

The two large players in the glass recycling/converter industry are both cost centres
within major South African Pty Ltds who have operated in the country for over 60
years. The two smaller players are Pty Ltd companies in their own right and operate
on profit maximising principles. The market leader operates six plants – five of which
are in Gauteng and one of which is based in the Western Cape. The second largest
player operates two plants both within Gauteng, while the two smaller players also
operate, on a single plant based only in Gauteng. As such the industry is essentially a
Gauteng based industry with little geographic spread.

All four survey participants define recycling as their main activity accounting for 100%
of their turnover; and all four recycle and convert only glass. This shows that whereas
in the collection sector enterprises do not always specialise in glass collection, at the
recycling and converting stage of the supply chain specialisation is absolute, as is
expected given asset specificity and the unique production process involved in
transforming cullet into recycled glass and glass products.

In terms of activities undertaken by the sample participants, all four collect glass, clean
and sort it, crush it and then place it in furnaces to produce molten glass which is then
formed into final products. The two largest players produce as final products
packaging materials which mainly comprise bottles for the food and beverage
industry. One of the smaller players produces art works made from hand blown glass
while the final player produces glass wool which is used as heat and acoustic
insulation. We will pick up on this point later, but essentially because of the
dominance of the large players and their purchase of the majority of waste glass
collected, little additional waste glass is available for alternative uses outside of the
packaging industry. This is a pattern which is replicated in the paper industry where
again we see high degrees of market concentration. In the plastics industry, as well as
certain metal waste streams we see a different pattern where the alternative uses of
waste materials is substantial because there is no dominant market player.
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3.3.3 Employment

Glass recycling and conversion into packaging materials is not a labour intensive
process. The two largest players employ a paltry 28 employees between them, of
which 4 are highly skilled, 11 semi-skilled and 13 unskilled. This is not an unexpected
finding given that the processes are largely automated and employ highly sophisticated
capital equipment. What we do see is that for the two smaller players who do not
produce packaging materials as their final output – more labour is employed. The two
smaller players employ in total 229 full time employees between them of which 32 are
deemed to be skilled workers, 47 unskilled and 150 semi skilled. We need to be careful
about how we interpret this information. It would be nice to interpret that glass
recycling activities which do not generate packaging materials as a final output create
more employment than those operations which do generate packaging materials. If
this was in fact accurate then we could feel confident that we had found a niche
employment creation sector and that a strategy to develop alternative uses of waste
glass would assist the country’s endeavours to decrease unemployment. However, it
may be a fallacious argument and the visible trend in employment may simply be a
function of scale and the adoption of capital intensive processes. Alternatively the
disparity may lie in the fact that the two larger players who operate recycling cost
centres have no additional staff employed to deal with issues of admin and sales and
marketing etc. as these functions are undertaken in the broader company within which
they sit. For the smaller players their employment structures have to include all
normal business functions as they are stand alone entities. This is an interesting issue
which will need to be expanded in future research.

With respect to growth in employment, the 2 large players each reported a 100%
increase in employment over the past 5 years. However, this was not due to an
increased demand for labour but due to the fact that both had changed their operating
structures and brought their recycling employees into the company whereas
previously these activities had been outsourced. The two smaller players both
reported no change in employment over the past five years. As we will show below
three of the four respondents recorded an increase in output over the past five years
and the fact that these increases were achieved without a commensurate increase in
employment signifies either substantial spare capacity or additions to the capital base.

Irrespective of the nuances of this employment analysis, the overall conclusion must
be that glass recycling and conversion is not a labour intensive endeavour and that this
portion of the supply chain will never create the volume of employment generated by
the supply chain’s collection activities. As such while glass recycling and conversion
will not directly create substantial employment the growth of this activity will directly
drive, and indirectly generate substantial employment opportunities within the
collection sphere of activities.

3.3.4 Inputs, outputs and profitability

Three of the four respondents responded that glass recycling activity has increased
over the past five years within their operations. The dominant player in the market
cited an 85% increase driven by an increase in the price of recycled glass. Another
respondent claimed a 100% increase in recycling activity but this was a technical
increase due to bringing recycling back into the company after it had been outsourced.
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One of the small players reported a 20% increase in activity while the other small
player reported no change in recycling activity due to unchanged demand for their
final product.

In terms of the purchasing of waste glass from collectors both of the large players
reported increased volumes and increased prices. Across the 2 large players the
volume of glass purchased from collectors over the past 5 years has increased 70%,
with spending increases on the purchase of glass over the same period averaging a
substantial 115%. This large increase in the price of waste glass appears to be driven
by excess demand as both large players cited that they faced shortages in accessing
waste glass. This finding is particularly interesting given that one of the large players
sources waste glass only from pre consumer waste, while the other purchases glass
from post consumer waste. As such there are shortages in both the pre and post
consumer glass market. Although we have not dealt with detailed analyses of different
types of glass in this report it is interesting in light of these cited shortages that neither
of the large players source flat glass or windscreens – a portion of the waste stream
which appears to be highly under serviced.

One of the smaller players reported a 20% increase in the volume of waste glass
purchases by their company over the past five years with a 20% in the purchase price.
This respondent also cited that the company faced shortages in procuring waste glass
through both pre and post consumer markets. Although it is impossible to draw any
strong conclusions, it is interesting to note that this smaller player who purchased
inputs from only two dealers with whom the company has developed strong relations
faced far lower price increases than the larger players who had multi channel sourcing
arrangements. It is, however, equally likely that the price differentials were simply a
function of volume since our smaller player was sourcing 5 000 tons compared to the
180 000 tons sourced by the larger players.

From our calculations approximately R74 000 000 was spent on the purchase of waste
glass in 2007 by the four respondents. We asked our sample participants detailed
questions regarding other inputs costs such as: electricity, water, silicas, soda ash,
limestone, transport, depreciation etc. We received limited responses to these
enquiries, however with the assistance of the larger players’ answers we can calculate
that the purchase of waste glass inputs account for approximately 85% of production
costs in glass recycling.

In terms of outputs our information is sketchy due to the fact that the large players
sell their output back into their companies for conversion at cost as they are not profit
centres. For the two smaller players who do operate profitable businesses one
reported a 5% increase in sales and one a decrease in output volumes due to
unfavourable conditions for their final product.

When asked about the profitability of their endeavours one of the large players
reported no change, one large player reported a decrease, one small player reported a
decrease and one small player a marginal 5% increase over the past 5 years. These
responses must be carefully interpreted. Firstly we must bear in mind that the glass
industry has signed an MOU with DEAT to increase glass recovery rates from 20% to
50% in the next 5 years. This commitment alone drives increased volumes of
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recycling. Secondly, as will be seen in the perceptions section below all the recyclers
and converters believe the recycling/ conversion industry has opportunities to grow
and that this growth is commercially viable. Profitability is not a good gauge of the
‘health’ or ‘potential’ of the sector given the current structure of the sector and the
nature of it’s dominant players – however, the poor profitability of the smaller players
suggest that new entrants into non packaging uses of waste glass on a smaller scale
may not hold as much potential as we would like to think in the current market.

Turning to the capital base of the industry, as mentioned earlier this portion of the
supply chain is substantially more capital intensive than the collection sector. The
figures collected in our survey are however highly misleading. Because the two large
recyclers/ converters are part of broader parent companies and because their waste
glass and virgin glass production cannot be separated out at the point at which it
enters the furnace it was impossible for the respondents to isolate which capital in the
broader company should be attributed to recycling and which should not. As such the
data collected refers only to equipment used solely in recycling. It does not cover land,
buildings, transport assets or other equipment which is used in waste and virgin glass
production. As such the figures below are an underestimation of the value of the
capital base of these companies and is not comparable to the capital base of the glass
collectors sector.

The narrowly defined capital base at present is approximately R76 000 000 and has
been stable for the past five years bar one or two smallish purchases. However in the
next five years the two large players in the market plan to invest substantially into the
industry to a value of up to R55 million. This would increase the capital base of the
industry by 72%. Such investments would not be occurring if glass recycling was not
commercially viable and if such operations could not be run in a manner which was
profitable at the end of the day (albeit maybe only at the parent company level). This
point cannot be emphasised enough. In our interviews, respondents were very keen to
dispel the view that recycling was not profitable, even though this fact cannot be
ascertained by looking at input and output values given the complexity of the
arrangement of the industry.

3.3.5 Backward and forward linkages

All the respondent recyclers/ converters, bar the dominant market leader, appear to
have rather specific backward linkages where they source glass from a narrow range of
collectors. The dominant market player sources their inputs from a large and multi-
channelled collection system as described in the previous section. The more discrete
relationships entered into by the smaller players are most probably a response to the
dominance of the larger player in the market. Key suppliers across the respondents
are obviously the filling companies such as SAB, ABI, Distil etc. as well as the larger
collection companies such as EcoWash, Reclam, Enviroglass and Mamashe.

In terms of forward linkages the two large players sell their recycled glass back into
their parent companies. The smaller recyclers have a larger pool of linkages. The art
and crafts supplier sells to members of the public both locally and abroad, while the
producer of glass wool for acoustic and heating insulation sells their outputs directly
to the public through a series of agencies, as well as to the local construction industry.
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Because of the limited alternate uses of waste glass in the South African scenario, the
linkage network developed by the industry is extremely narrow. Both the smaller
players, however, in the open ended questions which will be covered below believe
that opportunities exist for alternative uses of waste glass to be developed and if such
a situation occurred thus would change the linkages impact of the sector.

3.3.6 Qualitative issues of perception, the role of government, the future of the industry
and the role of technology

All four respondents in our survey believed that untapped opportunities exist for the
glass recycling sector of South Africa to grow. For the two large players this
opportunity is bound up in increased recovery rates of waste glass. Given that glass
recovery rates are currently less than 50%, in principle the industry could almost
double in size if recovery systems were improved. For the two smaller recyclers, these
untapped opportunities lie in alternative uses of waste glass and increasing the final
demand for products made from recycled glass. As such the answers to our open-
ended questions reflect these two different perspectives, although even the small
players raised issues of increasing the supply of waste glass available for recycling.

All four respondents when asked what should be done to tap the untapped potential
of the market identified increased access to domestic waste as a core action that
needed to be addressed. When asked how this should be achieved all four suggested:
separation at source and increased market penetration especially in rural areas. When
asked specifically what the government should do to support this required activity,
answers were again very similar with all four suggesting that the government legislate
for forced separation at source. Alternate suggestions included setting up material
recovery facilities at landfill sites and a suggestion that government issue tenders to
access waste. The two large players also responded that government would need to
look at providing financial incentives, transport subsidies and tax exemptions to
facilitate increased recovery.

Turning to technology issues, the two large players suggested that if DST were going
to budget funds for R&D and innovation in this sector, these funds would best be
applied to researching separate waste systems and how these could be implemented in
the local market. They also noted that they believed the next generation of thinking in
this area would focus on alternative uses for waste glass and mentioned brick making
and filtration systems as two possible options to study further. The large players
import their technology from Europe and are using world class technologies at
present hence the need to do R&D on sorting, crushing and furnaces does not appear
to be required.

In terms of industry association participation neither of the small players are members
of an association while the two large players are members of The Glass Recycling
Company. It appears that the two large players give more support to the association
than they receive from it – but looking ahead they responded that they would like to
see the association: lobbying government on behalf of the industry, regulating landfills
and access to waste and providing transport subsidies. An interesting point raised by
one of the smaller players in relation to this question was that they would like to see
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the association regulate the price paid to collectors for waste glass. This highlights a
point made several times already, that smaller players struggle to access waste glass
due to the dominance of the larger players in the market, and that they are likely to
have to pay higher prices to secure their inputs.

3.4 Summary, conclusion, recommendations

The main aim of our survey was to understand the extent of the glass recycling
industry in South Africa in terms of the size of the industry and its employment. In
addition we wanted to collect data to allow us to understand the dynamics of the
industry as it is currently operated and to identify opportunities for future growth.

In terms of the size of the industry, the figures based on our survey and using our
weightings are shown in the table below.

Table 7 – Glass Industry Summary

Turnover (Rm) Capital base
(Rm)

Employment Number of
enterprises

Glass collection 102 90 1 700 (direct)

10 000 (channels)

110

Glass recycling/

conversion

74 131 257 4

Industry total 176 221* 11 957 114

*Note that the two capital base values are not comparable and the recycling capital base value is
underestimated as explained in the chapter. Also note that the R131m includes budgeted investments
in the next five years.

The overall findings suggest that the glass recycling industry is far smaller than we had
anticipated. Even with glass recycler/ converter turnover and capital base figures
being underestimated because of the nature of the companies and their operations as
cost centres rather than profit centres, the industry is small. Employment figures, even
those which include those who are not employed in glass recycling, but who earn a
livelihood from such activities, are disappointingly low in absolute terms. This trend is
however in line with employment figures for glass recycling internationally.

In terms of the dynamics of the glass re-utilisation industry the headline findings of
our survey are as follows:

 The glass recycling industry must be understood in terms of glass collection
activities and glass recycling and conversion activities. The two sectors exhibit
highly different characteristics and dynamics.

 The glass collection sector is a dynamic robust sector with a high labour
content and low capital content. There is a relatively high level of competition
within the sector in terms of sourcing waste glass.
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 The glass recycling/conversion sector is dominated by two large players and
has a low labour content and high capital content. There is very limited
competition within this sector.

 The market for final products produced from waste glass is dominated by
packaging materials and limited alternative uses of waste glass exist in the local
market at present.

 The whole industry has been growing over the past five years and all market
participants believe untapped potential exists for future growth. The capital
base of the industry is expanding.

 Glass collection and glass recycling/ conversion are commercially viable
activities. Glass collection is a profitable activity. Glass recycling and
conversion is hard to describe as profitable or not because the dominant
players recycle for their own use and operate as cost centres not profit centres.

 Transport costs are an important factor in the industry for both collectors and
recyclers.

 The purchase of waste glass is the dominant cost in producing recycled glass.
Waste glass input purchases account for 85% of costs with the other 15%
being processing costs.

 By far the biggest issue facing the whole industry is access to waste glass.

 Although a glass recycling association has been created, at present it is not
playing the role most industry participants would like to see it play.

Despite the industry’s small size, the potential for growth in the glass recycling
industry is a matter of fact. Last year 890 000 tons of glass was produced and only 183
000 tons was recycled. If recovery rates increased to 90% then recycling volumes
could potentially grow from 183 000 tons to 800 000 tons – a 340% increase. The
potential thus exists to more than treble the size of the glass recycling industry. Such
an increase would obviously increase the working capital of the industry, increase
employment and increase the sector’s contribution to GDP.

The rub, however, comes when we consider the options available to grow the
industry. All the respondents at all points along the supply chain have identified access
to waste glass as the key constraint facing the industry’s future growth. By far the
preferred industry response to this constraint is the implementation of a separation at
source programme whereby households are required to separate out their household
waste into paper, plastic, glass and organic waste which will then be collected
separately by the municipalities and made available to recyclers. While such a solution
resolves the volume issues faced by the recyclers, such a system would undermine the
collection sector and destroy the livelihoods gained by small and informal collectors –
putting up to 11 000 livelihoods at risk. Even less severe options such as setting up
Material Recovery Facilities (MRFs) or tendering for access to landfills would cut into
the employment opportunities for glass collectors.
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If glass collection volumes could be addressed there would certainly be some increase
in employment by the recyclers and converters, but as shown above this is not a
labour intensive sector. The only real potential job creating opportunity that could
exist if supply constraints were addressed would be if increased volumes allowed new
market entrants who are not involved in packaging to enter the market. If volumes
were such that alternative uses of glass other than packaging could be developed then
some potentially significant job creation could arise, although it is unlikely that this
new job creation would be sufficient to negate the loss of collection jobs which would
be necessary to increase volumes to support these new industries.

As such, although the glass recycling industry can triple in size in principle, the
likelihood that this expansion will create a substantial number of new jobs is low.
Indeed the challenge facing policy makers who wish to grow the industry for
environmental reasons, may in fact be the challenge of maintaining current
employment and livelihood levels rather than seeing this industry’s growth as a
potential net job creator.
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4 Paper recycling

4.1 Introduction

The paper market in South Africa is approximately 2 470 thousand tons per annum of
which 1 030 thousand tons are recovered. Paper and fibre reprocessing is a well
developed and established industry in South Africa. Conversion and recycling is
dominated by five large companies of which Sappi and Mondi are the best known and
largest market players. South Africa’s paper recovery rate has increased steadily over
time, from 24% in 1984 to 32% in 1998 to 41% in 2007 (PRASA, 2007). These rates
have been achieved despite the fact that the paper industry does not have an MOU
with DEAT as found in the plastics and glass sectors. Almost every paper product in
South Africa comprises some component of recycled waste paper – paper cartons are
100% comprised of recycled paper, cardboard boxes contain 50% recycled paper and
newspapers have 25% recycled content. Two thirds of all South African mills can
operate using recycled waste paper.

The paper industry is interesting in terms of the fundamentals of virgin inputs versus
secondary (recycled) inputs. Whereas the inputs to produce virgin glass are abundant
and cheap and the inputs to produce plastics also abundant (but not necessarily
cheap6), the paper industry’s access to virgin inputs is considerably more constrained.
Virgin paper is made from trees with 17 pine trees required to produce a single ton of
paper. With land available for forestry being limited, with the time for trees to mature
being substantial and with the threats of drought and fire making the supply of trees
vulnerable to disruption the incentive to recycle waste paper must be seen as greater
than the incentive in glass or plastics recycling. This is particularly true given that it is
difficult to increase land under forestation quickly when demand for paper products
increases, and substantial economic data exists to show that when GDP grows the
demand for stationary paper and paper products for packaging increases sharply.

As we have discovered in our research waste paper is not just waste paper. The
industry produced a wide array of types of paper which are characterised by differing
prices, differing uses and different inputs. The five main categories of waste paper are:
HL1/2 which is high grade white office paper (used in printers) and printed paper;
newsprint, magazine paper and then two types of paper known as kraft. K4 is
corrugated cardboard used predominantly in packaging and clean cardboard is (K3)
also used in packaging. In the recycling industry we also need to clearly distinguish
between post consumer paper waste and pre consumer paper waste. Pre consumer
paper waste is generated by enterprises which produce paper products and generate
off-cuts, rejects or unavoidable waste during their production process. This wasted
paper is then sold directly back to the paper suppliers and is deemed to be pre

6 Most plastics are made from feedstock yielded during the distillation process of oil or from crude oil
directly (see next chapter for more details).
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consumer waste because it is waste arising prior to consumers utilising the paper
product. Post consumer paper waste refers to paper and paper products which have
been utilised by consumers and then discarded.

Waste paper is collected and transported to a recycler or converter. The waste is then
placed in a vat where water and chemicals are added to produce a slush. This slush is
then cleaned and staples and thread grit removed. This cleaned slush is then placed in
a different vat where more water and soap are added to remove any ink from the
paper, the slush is then cleaned and washed several more times before it is bleached.
The end product is paper pulp. This pulp is finally converted into different types of
paper and paper products and sold to final users who are either in the stationary and
printing industry or the packaging industry.

In terms of the industry supply chain the diagram shows the key linkages in this
sector. There exists a high degree of vertical integration within this industry with some
companies participating in all four of the green circles and the yellow circle.

4.2 Paper supply chain

Figure 7 – Paper Supply Chain
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Our survey of this sector has proven to be more difficult than in the other two waste
streams covered in this report. This was due not to a lack of coverage of market
participants, but a lack of willingness of participants to make certain information
available. Many of our interviewers reported that their interview subjects found many
of the questions very sensitive in nature and as such a relatively poor response rate
was achieved. This sensitivity appears more heightened than in the other two waste
streams considered. This may be due to substantial market concentration vested in
two large companies as well as the fact that the sector does not have an MOU with
DEAT and appears keen to keep government uninvolved in its activities. With respect
to market concentration it is interesting to note that whereas substantial market
concentration also exists in the glass recycling sector, this concentration appears to be
less distortionary due to the fact that there is a single dominant firm than the
concentration found in the paper recycling sector where a strong duopoly exists.
Competition between the two large paper industry players and their combined
domination of the market appears to result in a market where price signals and supply
and demand behaviour is very difficult to understand and analyse.

4.3 Paper collectors

4.3.1 Introduction

The paper collection sector demonstrates a similar pattern of behaviour to that of the
glass and plastic collection sectors in that the collection stage of the supply chain is
relatively robust and highly competitive, as opposed to the recycling/ converting
sector which is more concentrated and less competitive. Our survey of paper
collectors included 74 respondents of whom 65 responded to volume and sales
questions in a sufficiently consistent manner as to allow them to be included in the
survey. The respondents (excluding those respondents who feature in both the paper
collection and paper recycling survey) together accounted for 22% of all waste paper
recycled in South Africa in 2007 which leads to a weighting to reach industry
collection values of 4.4. Our total industry volume figures are validated by the
industry associations, the packaging associations and the data supplied to us by the
large recyclers who dominate the market, hence we are fairly confident of the
weighting attributable to our collectors. It must, however, be noted that the response
rate to questions within paper collectors was far worse than found in the glass and
plastic sectors. Many respondents did not answer all the questions put to them and
our interviewers were consistently told that the questions being asked were ‘too
sensitive in nature’. From this it appears that the paper collection sector is highly
competitive and that enterprise information is viewed as highly sensitive and thus not
willingly shared. Despite these setbacks, and a general lack of consensus amongst
players in the collection sector, the analysis below provides a broad picture of the
industry as it currently operates.

Once again, we must draw the reader’s attention to the fact that this analysis provides
a broad brush stroke evaluation of the economic breadth and dynamics of the sector
but does not analyse in detail disaggregated paper collection data such as that for
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office and white paper, magazines, corrugated boxes etc. This data will be examined
by experts at a later date, but is fully covered in the database assembled.

4.3.2 The nature of the paper collection firm

In terms of the type of enterprises engaged in paper collection activities, the survey
revealed a mix of different entities dominated by small enterprises such as informal
collectors who operate on their own or with family members and closed corporations.
50% of all paper collection enterprises interviewed were closed corporations, 26%
were informal businesses, 17% were Pty Ltds while two operations were characterised
as cost centres within larger firms and three were operating divisions within larger
parent companies.

Looking at the age of the enterprises involved in the industry, we see a different
pattern to that which emerged in glass and plastic collecting. More than half the
respondents interviewed in the survey had been in business for more than eight years
and a quarter of the respondents had been in business since before 1994. Only 6
enterprises have joined the industry in the past 24 months. This suggests a relatively
stable collection sector with minimal new entrants, this is indicative of a more mature
industry than that of glass and plastic collection. The cost centres, operating divisions
and Pty Ltds show the longest and most stable track record, but even in the informal
collectors 21% have been in business since before 1994, 37% are at least 8 years old
and only 11% of informal paper collectors are new entrants who have come into the
market in the last year. This lack of market churn and lack of new entrants paints a
picture of a stabilised supply system into paper recycling, but also indicates a market
which does not appear to have the allure of glass or plastic where more new entrants
have been recorded. This may be due to the fact that paper recycling has been
undertaken in South Africa for a longer time and at higher levels than glass or plastic
recycling, or it may be attributable to high competition, low profitability or variable
prices which characterise the sector. All of these issues which will be considered later
in this chapter.

In terms of specialisation, the paper collection sector reveals some interesting
dynamics. First we considered whether paper collectors specialised in the collection of
waste paper, or whether they collected various types of household waste, of which
paper was only one waste stream collected. We found that only 14 of our 74
respondents focused entirely on the collection of paper. 25 respondents collected
paper and one other type of waste stream and 33 respondents collected all 3 types of
waste. The survey showed that the two enterprises operating as cost centres and two
of the three operating divisions of larger companies specialised in collecting only
paper waste. Amongst closed corporations, Pty Ltds and informal collectors no
specific pattern emerged regarding specialisation in paper waste collection. These
specialisation percentages are lower than those found in glass and plastic suggesting
that it is harder for smaller businesses to operate solely in the paper waste collection
sector as opposed to smaller businesses operating in glass and plastic collection. As
we will show later on, views on the paper collection sector’s growth and prospects are
mixed and difficult to interpret but what is clear is that the level of ‘positiveness’
about paper collection as an economic activity amongst the survey sample was
considerably more subdued than that found in plastic and glass collector respondents.
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The lack of specialisation in paper collection only is mirrored in the responses to
whether firms engaged in recycling as their main business or whether such recycling
activities were only a part of their core business. 85% of paper collecting enterprises
collected paper as part of their enterprise’s economic activity with only 15% citing
waste paper collection for recycling as their main business. Most smaller enterprises
(CCs and informal traders) did not specialise in recycling activities with only five CCs
and one informal trader responding that recycling was their enterprises main activity.
10 of the 12 Pty Ltds also claimed that recycling waste paper was only part of their
economic activity. These rates of specialisation in waste paper collection for recycling
are lower than those found in the glass collection sector which could suggest that
paper collection for recycling is less commercially viable as a stand alone activity than
glass collecting. This may be attributable to the trends we will note later in the chapter
regarding fluctuations in demand and prices paid for paper. Placing this finding
alongside the finding that paper collecting enterprises have longer and more
established track records than those found in the glass sector, suggests that the paper
collection industry is relatively stable and that some of this stability may arise from a
lack of specialisation which allows such enterprises to weather the variability in
demand and price in this sector better than enterprises whose main business is paper
collection for recycling.

Translating this activity into percentages of turnover, 25% of the respondents who
answered that recycling was only part of their enterprise’s activity earned between
10% and 30% of their turnover from such activities. 3% earned between 31% and
49% of their turnover from recycling, while 13% earned between 50% and 74% of
their turnover from recycling.

The last type of specialisation to consider relates to specialisation in the collection of
different types of paper, such as white office paper and printed paper (HL1/2), clean
cardboard (K3), corrugated boxes (K4), newsprint etc. In the data collected we see
some degree of specialisation although possibly not as much as anticipated given the
differing prices of different types of waste paper. The results of specialisation are
shown in the figure below.

43% of respondents will collect all types of waste paper. 25% will collect all types of
waste paper except clean cardboard. Only two firms specialise in K3 collection, K4
collection and HL1/2 collection while five firms specialise in collecting white office
paper and corrugated boxes.

Turning our attention to geographic spread we see that paper recycling is conducted
in all nine provinces and has a better geographic coverage than glass collection. Strong
collection activity is noted in Gauteng, KwaZulu-Natal and the Western Cape and
later in the chapter we will see that opportunities in coastal collection areas is
especially high given the opportunity to export waste paper. As with other waste
streams, in paper we once again see that most enterprises operate in a single province
(90%) with only 10% of enterprises engaging in operations in more than one
province. This appears to be linked to the creation of sourcing channels which are
highly geographically bound.
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Figure 8 – Waste Paper Collection: Specialisation by Type of Paper
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Figure 9 – Percentage of Workforce of Collection Enterprises Related
Directly to Recycling Activities

Of the 2 529 employees covered in our survey who worked exclusively in recycling
activities only 1 806 were on the enterprise’s payroll with 379 being contract workers
and 244 working on a piecemeal basis. Industry-wise this suggests that out of the 11
000 employees in the sector – 8 000 are full payroll employees, 1 700 are contract
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Moving on from the quantity of employment to the nature of employment in the
sector in terms of skills levels: 62% of employees in this sector are unskilled, 22% are
semi skilled and only 16 % are skilled. This breakdown is to be expected in this type
of economic activity and unsurprisingly no enterprises listed a skills constraint as a
problem, other than the five top companies who stated that there was no skills pool in
South Africa for paper recycling. Having answered in this way we do not know if they
did indeed face a skills constraint or not, although the obvious assumption is that the
answer is yes.

In absolute terms the size of the waste paper collection sector is small and even in this
labour intensive portion of the supply chain the number of jobs created and sustained
by paper recycling is not substantial. Relative to other waste stream collection sectors,
however, the paper collection waste sector appears to employ more people directly
than the other two waste streams surveyed. If we add the 11 000 direct jobs to the 34
000 indirect jobs and livelihood opportunities document in the linkages section of this
chapter then the industry in total is not insubstantial at all.

4.3.4 Inputs, outputs and profitability

A noteworthy finding of the paper collection sector is a consistent disagreement on
trends within the industry in terms of volumes, sales, prices, potential to grow and
virtually any other variable on which respondents were queried. In other waste
streams some broad consensus appears to emerge regarding the health and
performance of the sector but this was not apparent in the paper collection sector. We
have been unable to dial into why this disparity of views and experiences exists in
such a notable form. Certainly some of it is due to the volatility of the market, but one
would assume that the volatility is the same for all participants hence one can only
suggest that difference in views relate to the abilities of enterprises to deal with the
market’s fluctuations. Another noteworthy point is that many respondents failed to
answer many of the general questions such as ‘have waste reutilisation activities in
your enterprise changed in the last five years?’ and ‘to what do you attribute these
changes?’ These are not enterprise specific questions and are not sensitive in nature
hence the high none response rate is puzzling.

Fifty-five per cent of all respondents claimed that waste reutilisation activities in their
paper collection activities had increased in the previous five years i.e. that they were
doing larger volumes of business. Thirty-five per cent claimed there had been no
change in activity rates, while the remaining 10% said activity levels had decreased.
This is a far more blurred response to a general question on whether economic
activity in the respondents sector had increased or decreased than would be
anticipated. In the other two waste streams a far more significant view/trend was
noted. To try to uncover some of the workings behind this non consensus view, we
looked more closely at the responses of different types of enterprises and also at the
quantitative changes which were documented. No immediately obvious trend was
found.

Amongst informal traders, whom one would assume would be the least likely to be
able to deal with market variations, 33% responded that their business had grown in
the last five years, 66% reported no change in the level of their activity and none
reported a contraction of their business. For those informal traders whose businesses
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had grown the average growth rate over the past five years was 35% which is a sizable
expansion given the capital constraints that traditionally impede small business growth
in this sector. On the other end of the spectrum, the four large players in the market
all responded that their activity level had grown although the smallest growth rate
recorded in this category was a mere 4% growth over five years, while the largest
reported growth was 100%. All the Pty Ltd companies, bar one, reported increased
levels of activity. Three reported an increase in activity of 10%, three an increase of
50%, two an increase of 40% and one a 20% increase. With respect to the closed
corporations 35% responded that there had been no change in their activity levels
over the past five years, but 41% recorded an increase in activity in the order of 10 to
20%. 12% recorded increased activity between 30 and 60% while 12% acknowledged
that activity levels had increased over 60%. There appears to be no pattern to the
fortunes of enterprises in this sector over the past five years based on the type of
enterprise. By a small percentage it appears that activity levels have grown across the
respondents but this is closely followed by respondents who reported that their
activity levels had remained constant. The wide disparity in growth rates also makes it
hard to characterise what growth there is as either strong growth or moderate growth
– although 32% of the respondents did report growth rates higher than 40% which
would suggest the existence of high pockets of growth. As we will show later we also
found no trend between the tonnage of paper collected and the fortunes of
enterprises or a relationship between who paper was sold to and the fortunes of
enterprises.

When asked to comment on what had driven these changes in activity rates only 23
responses were given from the entire sample. Twelve respondents claimed activity had
increased due to higher demand for recyclable materials over the past five years. Seven
claimed that activity levels had fallen due to new market entrants and increased
competition, while four responded that activity levels had increased due to increased
supply of materials available for collection.

All that we can summarise from this section is that the paper collection sector is not
contracting. It has either remained relatively constant over the past five years or it has
grown. To the extent that the sector is characterised as growing, this growth appears
to be relatively moderate with some outstanding pockets of high growth, the drivers
of which we are unable to ascertain with any degree of certainty.

In terms of the volumes of waste collected by different market players we see that
twenty-nine collectors sourced between 1 and 300 tons annually. Nineteen enterprises
collected between 301 and 999 tons, five collected 1 000 to 1 500 tons, eight collected
1 501 to 5 000 tons, seven collected between 6 000 and 45 000 tons while three
dominant players collected over 100 000 tons. As such we could say that 72% of our
collectors are small players in the market collecting less than 5 000 tons a year. It is in
this part of the market that competition for inputs is highest and access to waste the
most strongly contested. Four per cent of our market participants can be categorised
as very large players, with the remaining 24% of players being medium-sized
businesses in terms of volume.

Given that accessing supplies of waste is generally viewed as a constraining variable
on the growth of a collecting business, we asked our sample of participants whether
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or not they had faced supply problems in the past five years. Sixty-two per cent of
respondents claimed that they had not experienced any difficulty in accessing supplies
of waste paper in the past five years. Twelve per cent responded that there was a
surplus of waste paper over the same period, while a further 11% stated that they
faced shortages in accessing waste paper. The remaining respondents claimed that the
situation had varied over the five year period. With 74% of respondents claiming that
they faced no supply problems or indeed faced problems of excess supply it is clear
that paper collection differs fundamentally from either glass or plastic recycling. In
both glass and plastic collection sectors shortages of recyclable materials were a key
constraint on the industry and resolving supply issues was a common call from all
participants. In paper this appears not to be the case, although in the open-ended
questions which are covered later in the chapter, most respondents believed that
government needed to improve public awareness and supply to waste paper in order
to grow the industry. Once again, we are faced with a curiously contradictory set of
responses from the industry participants.

In a basic economic assessment one assumes that prices increase when there is a
shortage and fall when there is a surplus. In paper collection we find 41 respondents
who claim to have increased the volume of waste paper they have purchased over the
past 5 years, 45 respondents claim that they have had to pay increased prices for this
paper over the same period and 46 participants claim that they have faced no shortage
in accessing waste paper. On this basis we must conclude that increased volumes of
paper are being collected at higher prices and this is a demand driven phenomenon
rather than a supply driven issue as found in plastic and glass. This means that for
policy makers and researchers the paper recycling industry is fundamentally different
from the glass and plastic recycling industry and that interventions in paper recycling
will need to be tailor made for this waste stream. This demand-driven finding is not
surprising as mentioned in the introduction paper production fundamentally differs
from plastic and glass production given constraints on virgin inputs.

Turning to a more detailed analysis of paper inputs we see that the dominant type of
paper waste collected by the survey respondents is post consumer waste. In total our
respondents collected 154 625 tons of pre consumer waste purchased for a sum of
R103 million and 814 655 tons of post consumer paper waste purchased for a sum of
R351 million.

Only seven enterprises collected pre consumer waste and this market is dominated by
four big players who collectively accounted for 99% of all pre consumer waste
purchased. The three smaller pre consumer paper waste collectors collected under a
thousand tons each and all three had post consumer waste as their key source of
inputs with pre consumer waste merely being an additional source of supply. As the
four big pre consumer waste collectors are part of vertically integrated operations
which recycle and convert paper it is unsurprising that they dominate this waste
source of paper and conclude contracts with their clients to buy back waste paper
generated during production. Pre consumer waste turns out to be a less important
market of waste paper than we had originally been lead to believe in our pilot study
and scoping exercise.

The most important source of waste paper in South Africa is definitely post consumer
waste and the most important contributor to this waste stream is corrugated boxes
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(K4). Before looking at the details regarding what is collected and how much is paid
for these inputs, it is important to highlight that the three major players in this market
account for 74% of all post consumer waste collected, with a single player collecting
39% of all post consumer waste. Although such figures suggest a high level of
concentration in the collection market, as we will show in the backward linkages
section collection in this sector is a multi tiered activity with smaller collectors selling
their accumulated supply to the four big collectors. As such for collection enterprises
the paper collection market is still highly competitive as they battle to source inputs to
sell up the collection chain.

The table below shows the type, volume, purchase total and price per ton paid for
post consumer waste. It must be noted that the prices reflected are technically an
underestimation of the price paid per ton due to the fact that several collectors source
their inputs at no cost, i.e. they do not pay for the paper they collect. These collectors
are few in number and the tonnage they collect is not significant thus the figures
presented below are a fair reflection of market prices, although technically not totally
accurate. The tonnage collected of both white office/printed paper and K3 clean card
must also be treated with caution as we will show below that the output figures in
these two categories of paper are far higher than the input figures. While this is partly
explained by white office and clean card being separated out of mixed collections and
then sold as outputs, some discrepancies still exist.

Table 8 – Inputs: Types of Paper Purchased by Collectors (Inputs)

Type of paper Tonnage
collected (000

tons)

Total price
paid for waste

paper (Rm)

Price per ton
(R)

White office/printed (HL1/2) 48 42.6 888

Newspaper 103 25.5 248

Corrugated box (K4) 382 215.1 563

Clean cardboard(K3) 44 26.3 598

Magazines 47 17.9 381

Mixed CMW 31 7.1 229

Mixed IMW 20 3.5 175

Mixed SMW 9 4.3 478

CMW = common mixed waste

IMW= industrial mixed waste

SMW= super mixed waste

The table shows that by volume more K4 is collected than any other type of waste
paper, with newspapers a second large source of inputs. White office and printed
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paper and clean card are the most expensive types of waste for collectors to purchase
closely followed by corrugated boxes. Newspaper is the cheapest source of sorted
inputs while mixed industrial paper waste is the cheapest of all recyclables to purchase
per ton.

Analysing the output data for paper collectors has proved to be a difficult exercise. A
technical problem exists with respect to one of the large collector’s output tonnage
being greater than their input tonnage by 24 000 tons. We have made enquiries
regarding this discrepancy but have been told that these are the official statistics. A
second technical difficulty arises due to the fact that a few collectors did not sell all of
their collected waste materials and are holding stock in hand. Although this is not a
large amount in tonnage terms it does muddy the waters somewhat in terms of overall
analysis. A third and far more tricky problem to deal with is the fact that some of the
larger collectors do not sell their output to recyclers as they exist in a vertically
integrated company and operate as a cost centre. A final difficulty relates to the fact
that specifically with regard to white office and printed paper and clean card the
output figures are 100% higher than the input figures. This may be partly explained by
common, industrial and super mixed waste being sorted after collection and white
paper and clean card sold as separate waste but some discrepancy still exists.

The outstanding finding in this section has been the massive variations in prices
received by collectors for selling different types of waste. For example in white office
and printed paper we have one company who sold 200 tons for R100 netting a price
of R0.50 per ton. On the other hand we have a company who sold 5 tons for R2 000
netting a price of R400 per ton for exactly the same paper. This discrepancy gets even
more puzzling when we see one company selling 24 tons for R48 000 netting a price
of R2 000 per ton while another company who also sold 24 tons received R550 a ton.
Overall the lowest sales price is R0.50 a tons, the highest price is R 4 000 a ton and
the average price across all collectors is R1 058 a ton. Higher prices appear to be
linked to higher volumes sold but sufficient small sellers earn high tonnage prices to
make this only a very general trend. Similar patterns are seen in all types of paper.

This trend is very troubling as it undermines our ability to analyse the dynamics of the
industry and to establish even a rudimentary understanding of what forces are at play
in this sector. We need to look at potential explanations for such price differentials
because in principle they suggest a market which does not function – i.e. prices do not
signal supply and demand conditions and no equilibrium exists. One explanation
could be a total lack of industry information whereby sellers are not aware of different
prices paid by different purchasers of waste paper. A second explanation could be that
various players in the different tiers in collection have very different levels of power
allowing them to manipulate prices. A third explanation could be that we have been
given fundamentally erroneous information by our respondents.

As such we are very tentative about the findings in this section and do not believe that
these figures can in fact be accurate. We know that the paper collection industry and
paper recycling industry are highly sensitive about pricing of different types of paper
and our attempts at clarification have proved less than successful. As such the figures
presented below should be treated with the utmost caution and this area of economic
dynamics must be further investigated.
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Table 9 – Summary Table: Inputs, Outputs, Margin on Prices

Type of paper
000 Tons
bought by
collectors
(inputs)

000 Tons
sold by

collectors
(outputs)

Price
paid to

purchase
inputs
(R/t)

Price
received
for sale

of
outputs
(R/t)

Margin
(%per
ton)

White office/printed (HL1/2) 48 83 888 999 13
Newspaper 103 102 248 611 147
Corrugated box (K4) 382 384 263 664 18
Clean cardboard(K3) 44 101 598 806 35
Magazines 47 55 381 618 62
Mixed CMW 31 25 229 256 12
Mixed IMW 20 2.9 175 138 -21
Mixed SMW 9 1.6 478 200 -58

The first thing to note in the table above are the disparities between the reported
input volumes of waste paper purchased by collectors and the volume of waste paper
sold as outputs. While the input and output volumes for newspaper, corrugated box
and magazines are roughly of the correct magnitude, we see that the amount of
HL1/2 and K3 sold by collectors far exceeds the volume of this type of paper
collected by the same agents. Looking at the volumes of mixed waste bought and
sold, some of this discrepancy can be explained. Since 60 tons of CMW, IMW and
SMW was collected but only 30.5 tons of it sold as mixed waste we can assume that
29.5 tons of mixed waste was sorted and sold separately as either K3, K4, newspaper
or office paper. These 29.5 tons can partially explain the variance between collected
and sold K3 and office paper but it does not account for the entirety of the gap. We
are at a loss to explain this gap and will refer back to the industry for assistance.

Moving on from volumes to prices we see that all types of waste paper collected are
sold for more than they were purchased for except in the case of industrial and super
mixed waste. This is not a remarkable result given that these waste volumes will have
been stripped of their higher value content which is sold off separately at higher
prices. As such the prices for all types of mixed waste as an output should be viewed
almost as a residual. Prices received as mentioned earlier are of great concern to us
given the wide range of prices paid for the same type of waste. We mentioned the
price differential in HL1/2 above, but for newspaper, K3 and K4 we see similar
variations. In newspaper for example the lowest price received by collectors selling
newspaper was R147 per ton and the highest price was R2 200 per ton. This is a price
differential of over 1 000% for a product which is readily available and for which no
shortage or surplus exists.

Equally confusing is the variation in the margin between the collection price and
selling price on different types of waste. The variations in these margins seem highly
suspect for a variety of reasons. First one would assume that if such variations did
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exist one would see far more specialisation in terms of what types of paper were
collected. Secondly one would only expect to see such variations if there existed major
differences in the demand or supply of various categories for paper. Reverting to our
questions of whether market participants faced shortages of any particular type of
waste paper, the general view was that such shortages do not exist. Of the four major
players none of them cited shortages in any of the types of waste which exhibit the
highest margins. We are at a loss to explain these margin variations found in our
survey and have no explanation for the particularly high margin in newspaper. Even
though newspaper is generally collected at no direct cost to collectors, one would
assume that the prices paid for this waste would reflect this reality.

None of our respondents were prepared to detail their cost of operations or to
disclose their profit margins after transport and processing costs were added to the
cost of purchasing inputs. Only 56 respondents were even prepared to answer a
general question as to whether profitability had increased or decreased in the past five
years. For those who did answer, 61% claimed profitability had remained unchanged,
29% claimed profitability had increased, while 10% said their profitability had
declined.

When asked what had driven these changes in profitability few responses were given
with only 17 participants answering the question. 8 respondents believed profitability
had increased due to increased supply of waste material while three believed that
increased prices for the sale of waste paper had contributed to their profitability.
Three enterprises noted the reason for their declining profitability as increased
transport costs, while two believed their profitability had declined because of
increased competition in the locations in which they operated.

On the basis of our data collected from our collection respondents in the paper sector
we must admit that our attempt to understand the economic fundamentals of this
sector appear to be thwarted. The data on inputs, outputs and profitability does not
provide a clear or even sensible picture of what is happening in this sector.

Turning to the collection sector’s capital base we see that our respondents collectively
used R315 million of capital for their collection activities. R220m of this is attributable
to the four largest firms who operate in a vertically integrated manner and undertake
recycling as well as collection of waste paper. Excluding these four large players, the
majority of collectors operate on a small capital base of less than R1 million (55%),
while 32% of collectors operate on a capital base between 1 and 3 million rand. As
anticipated waste paper collection is not a capital intensive activity and the majority of
capital for the smaller players is transport equipment and balers. What is interesting in
this sector is that 23 of the 74 respondents utilise capital equipment provided to their
enterprises by other companies either on a loan basis or equipment which was
donated. The value of this capital is small – only R7 million but it does show how the
larger companies in the sector make assets available to other collectors in order to
access paper waste. This also demonstrates that a small amount of capital can create a
large number of enterprises which is encouraging from a policy perspective.

In the opening section of this chapter we suggested that the paper collection sector
was stable based on the age of enterprises and the low level of entry into the sector.
We also showed that respondents were uncertain as a collective as to whether the
industry was growing or remaining constant over the past five years in terms of
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activity levels. Past and future investment decisions assist us in understanding some of
these findings. We found that 61% of respondents have not purchased new capital in
the past five years compared to 39% who had made investments. These new
investments were made by smaller collectors, with none of the large paper collectors
having made an investment. The total value of new investment was R26 million. This
suggests that the past five years have not been a high growth period, or that sufficient
spare capacity exists within the industry.

Looking forward, however, a different picture emerges. 63% of respondents
responded that they would be making investments within the next two years. The
total value of these planned investments is R55.64 million and includes large
investments by the sectors four large players. This planned spending represents a 17%
increase on the existing capital base and suggests an industry which foresees a bright
future.

4.3.5 Backward and forward linkages

The first thing we wanted to establish in this section was to understand where waste
collectors source their waste paper which they then on sell to recyclers. The pattern
which emerged differed from that seen in glass and plastics in that in the paper sector
most collectors source their inputs from a single channel as opposed to glass and
plastic where multiple sourcing channels predominate.

Thirty-eight per cent of respondents were dependant on a single channel to source
their inputs, while 41% used two channels with 90% of these enterprises sourcing
over 75% of their inputs from one of their two channels. Only 9% of participants in
the survey used three sourcing channels and 12% used four channels. Smaller players
in the market used single channel sourcing, while the larger players used multiple
channels to source their inputs. This is a picture which is consistent with the general
view of collectors that substantial competition exists in sourcing waste paper. The
dominance of single channel sourcing suggests that collectors carve out a sourcing
channel for themselves and then work exclusively with this supply channel.

Almost all waste paper is sourced locally with only three enterprises saying that they
imported waste. The imported waste quantities were small and insignificant in terms
of total waste paper collected and ranged from the importation of tissue grade waste
from neighbouring countries to magazines from Europe.

We asked our sample participants which channels they utilised to collect their waste.
These channels are shown in the diagram below.

Of these channels it appears that in terms of the number of enterprises using each
channel (not volume) collecting waste directly from waste generators is the most
important source of waste paper. The most common waste generators from whom
waste is collected are the large retail stores and shopping malls. The second most used
channel is trolley men, waste pickers and accessing waste directly from landfill sites.
The buy back centres and kerbside collection channels are crucially important by
volume but are the purvey of the large industry players and hence only utilised by the
large players themselves.
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Figure 10 – Paper Collection Channels
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Crucial in bolstering our understanding of employment in the sector is to understand
the extent of the network of people who earn a livelihood through paper collection
activities in the various channels described above. The list below tabulates the number
of suppliers in each channel. There may be some double counting in these figures due
to a single supplier selling waste to multiple collectors, but given the single channel
finding above we believe this double counting is probably not substantial.

Table 10 – Number of Waste Suppliers by Type and Number

Source of waste Number of
suppliers survey

sample

Number of
suppliers industry

total

Waste generators 1 825 8 030

Manufacturers 490 2 156

Dealers 377 1 659

Drop-off centres 228 228+

Buy-back centres 628 628+

Trolley men, waste pickers, landfill 4627 20 359

Own agents 452 1 989

Total 34 192

An analysis of the employment generated in the various collection channels in the
paper sector when compared to say the glass collection sector shows some interesting
differences which tie into the broader characterisation of the paper collection sector.
The first thing we notice is that far more waste generators (retail enterprises, shopping
malls etc.) and manufacturers are involved in making their waste available to collectors
than was seen in the glass sector where relationships with waste generators appeared
limited. These relationships should probably be interpreted as an indication of the
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greater maturity of the paper collection sector than the collection of glass or even
plastic. The second point to notice is the high number of agents used by paper
collectors – almost 2 000 in the paper sector compared to a mere 20 for the entire
glass collection industry. The importance of own agents confirms the high degree of
competition found within the paper collection sector and the need to establish
intermediaries with broad collection networks.

A third interesting finding is that generalised dealers are less dominant in paper
collection than in glass collection. This once again supports the view of tied
relationships and the importance of controlling input sources. Our final finding is that
waste pickers, trolley men and landfill pickers make up by far the largest percentage of
indirect employment in the paper collection sector with 59% of channel employment
or livelihoods coming from these participants. This figure is considerably higher than
that found in glass and suggests that a large number of informal market participants
earn a livelihood from collecting paper and selling it on to other collectors. This
number may be attributable to the ease of access of sourcing waste paper, or the fact
that paper is easier to transport than glass.

In terms of who our survey collectors sell their collected paper to we once again see
the strength of strong relationships and one-to-one business relations. Only 5 of our
74 respondents sold their waste paper to more than one buyer, the remaining 93% of
enterprise sold their output to a single buyer. 48% sold directly to a paper recycler or
converter, while 39% sold to paper dealers. When asked specifically which companies
the collectors sold to, 38 identified Mondi as their main client, 15 mentioned SAPPI
as their main client, 15 cited Nampak as their most important buyer, while 3 listed
Mama She, 2 Remade, 2 Paper King, 3 Cape Waste and 1 each for TW Waste and
Wasteman. The dominance of Mondi, Nampak and SAPPI comes as no surprise, but
does suggest that the variability in the price paid for input waste paper discussed
earlier in this chapter arises from differences between the prices paid by these three
big players in the market and their treatment of different types of collectors.

What is interesting in the linkages section of paper as opposed to glass is the rise of
waste paper exports over the past five years. When asked if new markets had opened
up in the past five years four companies responded in the affirmative with seven
enterprises indicating that they do export. By our calculations only 16 000 tons was
exported by our survey participants, which accounts for only 1.6% of paper collected
in South Africa every year. Using our weighting this may indicate industry wide
exports of 70 000 tons and approximately 6% of collected waste paper. India appears
to be the largest export market at present although opportunities in China have
recently been harnessed. Other Far East markets such as Japan and Indonesia are also
growing. Two companies also export to Swaziland where a recycling plant exists.
Overall the few enterprises who are currently exporting waste paper appear to be
bullish regarding the potential of this activity. Most suggest that exporting
opportunities will be limited to those collectors who operate in coastal areas and who
can access ports and lower costs than inland collectors. They all suggest that
supporting export activity is strategically important as it will increase local prices for
waste paper.
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Summing up this section we see that once again we have a tiered collection system
with a large number of individuals who earn a livelihood from paper collection selling
upwards to larger collectors who then sell on to a small number of large collection
companies who dominate the market. Close one-to-one relationships are characterised
in this collection sector more than in other collection sectors which suggests a high
level of market competition at the collection stage as well as a disproportionate
amount of power aggregated in the hands of a few market players in terms of setting
prices for collected waste paper. Whereas an MOU with DEAT and a single more
dominant player in the glass sector appears to allow for a more stable market in terms
of prices and demand, the paper collection sector with a duopoly/triopoly or
oligopoly structure and no MOU appears to undermine stability and the smooth
functioning of the paper market from the perspective of collectors.

4.3.6 Qualitative issues of perception, the role of government, the future of the industry
and the role of technology

Turning to our open-ended questions regarding perceptions of the industry, the role
of technology and the role of government in supporting the industry – the
outstanding characteristic of the responses from the survey participants was a general
lack of responsiveness. Whereas in the glass and plastics sector survey participants had
views on almost all the questions asked and were happy to share these views, the
paper collectors as a group appeared to be either unwilling to answer these questions
or simply disinterested in answering them. Whereas one was able to characterise the
glass and plastic collectors as robust and dynamic as a group one could only describe
the paper collectors as less enthusiastic. Another characteristic of the responses to
these open-ended questions was once again a lack of consensus in many areas and
several apparent contradictions – although several issues were highlighted on a regular
basis and these are dealt with below.

The first issue which is somewhat confusing relates to issues of supply and demand.
In the inputs and outputs section of the survey we found no trend view regarding a
systemic shortage in access to sources of waste paper, yet in our open ended questions
identifying and accessing additional sources of waste paper is highlighted. One
company even went so far as to suggest that the government must assist in accessing
the importation of waste paper from abroad; while two companies suggested that
government needs to support the exportation of waste paper. We do understand that
waste paper is a commodity and that commodities have cycles characterised by
periods of excess supply and excess demand – nevertheless in the waste paper sector
it appears difficult to create an overall feeling about whether the industry generally
suffers from supply side constraints or not.

In terms of areas of consensus when asked if untapped opportunities existed in the
paper recycling industry a solid 70% of respondents answered in the affirmative,
suggesting for the first time in the survey a positive belief by survey participants in the
potential of their industry. 90% of these respondents believed that the opportunity for
growth in the industry lay in increasing the supply of waste paper. Respondents fell
into three camps when asked how this increased supply could be achieved. The first
group strongly supported the idea of separation at source, the second group
supported additional public awareness and education programmes to educate
consumers and the third group endorsed the use of subsidised transport to improve
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collection rates. The separation at source supporters amounted to only 20% of
respondents which is a lower percentage than that found in the glass and plastics
collection sectors. Similarly with only 13% eschewing transport subsidies we once
again see a less than majority view on how increased opportunities should be
harnessed. Other ideas on how to harness opportunities within the industry included:
suggestions to regulate prices, improve storage and sorting facilities particularly for
very small players, to improve access to landfill sites and to subsidise access to balers.

When asked what the next generation of paper recycling technology and activities
were likely to be we received a very low response rate with most participants not
answering the questions. Of those who did answer the questions most suggested
separation at source technologies, with only one respondent suggesting that SA
should look at energy recovery emanating from paper recycling.

When asked a more specific question as to what the Department of science and
Technology should apply a hypothetical recycling R&D and innovation budget
towards, the respondents cited the best use of funds would be on education or
transport subsidies. Five respondents believed DST should spend such a budget on
looking at separation at source and MRF options while one respondent believed DST
could investigate new drying technologies as well as the use of paper for alternate uses
such as fire bricks, insulation and the production of ceiling boards.

When asked about association affiliations and services only 10 of 71 respondents
claimed that they were members of an industry association. Of these 10, 7 claimed
that they received nothing from their association and 3 claimed that they received
information. When asked what they would like to receive from an industry association
if they belonged to one: the majority of respondents said they would like to receive
market information, particularly information concerning prices. Others said they
would like the associations to get involved in price fixing or at least price regulation,
while some suggested that an association could get involved in subsidising transport.
No respondents suggested that the associations should lobby government on behalf
of the industry although two said the association should regulate the industry.

4.4 Paper recyclers/converters

4.4.1 Introduction

Our survey covered five recycling/converting enterprises who together account for
80.3% of all paper recycling undertaken in South Africa in 2007. This provides us with
a weighting of just 1.25 in order to reach total industry volumes. Within the five top
companies two companies dominate. In the purchase and recycling of pre consumer
waste we see more competition in the market than in the post consumer waste market
where a single company buys and recycles 50% of waste paper.
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Figure 11 – Market Share Top Five Recycling/Converting Companies
(Pre- and Post-Consumer Waste Markets)

As a result of so few market players and the existence of substantial competition it
was always anticipated that response rates of the five largest recyclers/converters in
South Africa to sensitive questions regarding their operations would be low and this
was indeed found to be the case. As such we are not sure if we have developed a
much greater understanding of this sector than could have been achieved using access
to public documentation, but some interesting information has come to light,
particularly in terms of input sourcing and output sales.
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4.4.2 Nature of the firm

Of the five respondents to the recycling survey two enterprises are Pty Ltd
companies, two are cost centres within larger organisations and do not operate in
order to earn a profit. One enterprise is an operating division within a larger parent
company. The fact that we are dealing in this sector with only two of the five entities
operating as profit making enterprises will obviously obfuscate our findings. This is an
issue which is dealt with in much of the international literature where recycling activity
occurs within broader production activities of parent companies making it difficult to
(1) identify recycling activity vis-à-vis virgin production operations and (2)
understanding the economic dynamics of the industry.

All five of the recycler/converters are well established and have been in the market
for a considerable period of time, although often their operating practices and
organisational parameters have changed. Most of the recyclers have been operating
for between 20 and 30 years in the local market. Two of the five recyclers source
100% of their input waste materials from a company or division wholly owned by
their parent company, leaving only three of the players to source recyclable materials
from the open market.

All five enterprises cite recycling activity as their main activity and generate 100% of
their turnover from recycling activities. This type of specialisation, not only in paper,
but also in recycling is a common characteristic of this portion of the supply chain
where asset specificity is high.

The recyclers tend to recycle a broad array of types of paper. All five respondents
recycle K3 and K4. Four of the five recyclers recycle waste office paper and printed
paper, while three of the five recycle newspaper. Only two of the recyclers include
industrial and super mixed waste and magazines in their operations. As such we see a
picture emerging of strong competition between recyclers for most types of waste
paper with competition being strongest with respect to kraft grade paper and least
competitive in regard to magazines and mixed waste. When asked to characterise the
level of competition within the industry four of the five respondents described
competition as ‘very strong’ but most qualified this position to state that competition
was demand-driven and that when demand increased competition increased, while
when demand conditions were low competition levels dropped. Issues of variability
appear to be an industry issue in the paper recycling industry more so than for the
plastics and glass recycling sectors. This is not an easy differentiator to understand
especially in light of the fact that forestry resources for virgin fibre is more
constrained than raw material inputs for the production of virgin plastic and glass. As
will be shown later the industry claims that there is no capacity shortage in mills set up
to recycle paper, thus with a view that demand for paper will outstrip growth in
forestry resources the variability in the demand for recyclable waste paper appears
hard to understand.

In terms of what the paper recyclers produce as outputs we see two important trends.
The first trend is that the recyclers/converters do not produce any final products
which constitute an alternate use for waste paper. In other words waste paper is made
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into more paper products be they: paper tissue, paper for the printing and stationary
sector or paper products for the packaging industry. This lack of diversification
(which was also evident in glass although not to the same extent) may be an issue for
further research as it may be a route to stabilise demand and hence the supply and
price of waste paper collection.

A second trend found in the analysis of outputs produced by the recyclers/converters
was that there appears to be more market segmentation in terms of what is produced.
Only four of the five respondents were willing to answer questions related to final
product outputs. Of the four respondents only one produced paper tissue and only
one magazine quality paper suggesting that a monopoly exists in the production of
these two types of paper. Two companies produced HL1/2, newspaper and K3, while
three of the four produced K4 as a final output. As we will show later when we look
at the linkages between the recyclers and their final clients, strong relationships exist
with a small number of large buyers of this output suggesting that market niches and
strong bilateral relationships exist in the industry. Overall this paints a picture of a
concentrated market and one where competition is limited when selling to end users.

4.4.3 Employment

All in all the five recyclers interviewed employed 583 people which translates into a
total industry employment level of 729 people. Of these 65% are on the company
payroll and 35% are on contract. Contract workers are generally involved in
outsourced transportation activities. As anticipated these figures are low firstly
because paper recycling, as with all other types of recycling, is capital intensive and
highly automated and secondly because these employment figures, for the companies
who are cost centres or operational divisions, include only core activity personnel,
with other business, marketing and administrative issues being covered by other
portions of the parent company.

In terms of the required skills set, as anticipated this portion of the supply chain is
more skills intensive than the collection sector of paper recycling. Of the 729 industry
employees in this sector 21% are skilled, 21 are unskilled and 58% are semi skilled.
When asked if accessing appropriate skills was a problem two respondents replied that
no skills base exists whatsoever to draw from while one respondent claimed to have
difficulty finding artisans, fitters and electricians.

When asked what had happened to general employment within their enterprises over
the past five years one company reported no change in employment, one company
reported an increase in employment while three enterprises claimed that employment
had decreased. When asked for specifics only two companies responded. One had
shed seven workers which represented 28% of their workforce. This job shedding was
due to the enterprise streamlining its activities and striving to decrease costs. The
second respondents when asked for specifics volunteered that they had shed 175 jobs
in the past 5 years which amounted to 54% of their workforce. Once again the
reasons given for this contraction in employment was cited as a change in business
management and business model which led to increasing business efficiency.
Shedding labour for reasons other than decreased demand suggests that the industry
is becoming more capital intensive, automated and less reliant on labour. As such this
trend together with only one company reporting an increase in employment over the
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past five years – the paper recycling sector cannot be viewed as a potential
opportunity for untapped job creation for South Africa.

4.4.4 Inputs, outputs and profitability

Turning to inputs, outputs and profitability – it was always likely that we would
receive scant information in response to our questions regarding the guts of this
sector’s operations. One company refused to answer any questions in this section thus
our respondent sample in this section is only four of the five recyclers. One company
was particularly forthcoming in its answers and some of our conclusions below are
based on the insights developed from this single respondent.

When asked a general question as to whether recycling activity in the industry had
increased or decreased over the past five years three of the five respondents said yes
activity levels had increased while two believed activity levels had declined. Two
reasons were given for the increase in activity. For two of the respondents increased
activity occurred because of added internal capacity and improved production speeds
and efficiency gains. Two respondents placed the driver of increased activity clearly in
the path of increased demand for final paper products which translated into increased
demand for recycled content into the manufacture of final paper products. In terms
of the quantum of changes in activity; one company reported a 30% increase, one
company a 10% increase and one company a mere 4% increase. It is hard to interpret
these various views and a strong conclusion as was possible in glass and plastics
cannot be made regarding the growth of the paper recycling sector over the past five
years and the value of the change.

Turning to inputs purchased by the paper recyclers/converters an equally unclear
picture emerges. The table below documents the responses received.

Table 11 – Inputs: Volume, Price and Supply Issues

Has the volume of
waste paper

purchased by your
enterprise increased
or decreased over the

past five years?

Has the price of this
waste paper you have
purchased increased
or decreased over the

past five years?*

Have you encountered any
supply problems in accessing
waste paper in the past five

years?

Co A Increase 10% no change none
Co B increase 50% increase 20% varies
Co C no change decrease 10% surplus
Co D increase 25% no change varies
Co E increase ( no % given) increase (no% given) no response

*Respondents were asked this question in a disaggregated manner in terms of price changes per type of
paper but too few responses were captured to allow us to analyse this data.
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If we begin our analysis by column we see that the dominant response with respect to
whether paper volumes purchased for recycling have increased over the past five years
is affirmative. This means four of the five big paper recyclers are undertaking more
recycling now than in the past five years which suggests a growing economic activity,
at least in terms of volume. In terms of changes in the price of waste paper purchased
over the past five years a less definite response is reported. Two firms claim the prices
they paid for inputs increased over the past five years, two reported constant prices
and one a decrease in prices. This variation in the behaviour of prices paid by
recyclers mirrors the divergent responses reported by collectors in terms of prices for
paper sold over the past five years. In the final column we see that once again there is
no consensus view on the volumes of supply relative to demand – what we do see
however is that no shortages of paper are reported by any of the sample participants.

What is of greater interest in terms of trying to figure out industry dynamics is to
consider the table above on a row by row basis. Analysing Company A and Company
D one would argue that their ability to increase their purchase volume of inputs by
10% and 25% respectively and face no increase in the price paid for these inputs, as
well as face no shortage in the face of these increased input purchases implies that
there is excess supply of waste paper in the market. If supply was at all constrained an
increase in demand for inputs would drive prices up. (Don’t forget that these are all
substantially sized companies in terms of volumes recycled.)

Company B, however faced a different environment over the past five years. When
this company increased its volume of inputs purchased the price paid for these inputs
increased. This suggests that the additional pressure of increased demand for waste
paper did indeed create some type of excess demand resulting in an escalation in the
price paid for waste paper. Simultaneous with the experiences of Companies A, B and
D, Company C found themselves purchasing a constant volume of paper but at a
lower price due to excess supply of waste paper in the market. As shown in the last
section, all five recyclers/converters are buying the similar types of waste paper yet
experiencing different market conditions. The only logical explanation we can come
up with relates to the tying up of supply channels by various companies. As we
mentioned in the collectors’ section most collectors appear to sell to a single larger
collector or dealer and dealers tend to have close relations with specific recyclers. The
fact that some recyclers have to pay more to procure additional inputs while others
face declining prices due to surplus supply of waste paper suggests that a free market
does not operate in terms of accessing waste paper collected. This dynamic if it is
correct suggests that collectors are unable to maximise their earning potential and the
profitability of some recyclers to increase their activity levels are subverted by other
recyclers having control of large portions of collected waste paper which are not made
available to competitors. Monopoly power and price manipulation are thus obvious
issues facing this industry. What is interesting, if this interpretation is correct is that
very few collectors in the collector survey highlighted price manipulation and the lack
of a free market in the sale of waste paper as issues facing either them personally or
facing the industry as a whole. It is possible that in this industry no one wishes to rock
the boat, or no one wishes to get onto the radar screen of authorities or policy makers
who might view such activities in an unfavourable light. As mentioned this is a
working hypothesis based on the limited information we were able to ascertain from
the industry.
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Trying to get more specific we found that the recyclers in total purchased 145 000
tons of pre consumer waste in 2007 which would suggest an industry total of 181 000
tons of pre consumer waste purchased in the year. Only three respondents who
accounted for 105 000 of the 145 000 tons reported their spending on this waste and
this amount summed up to R89 million. Thus on average the recyclers paid R848 per
ton which means that assuming the non responsive companies paid similar prices the
inputs costs for recyclers on pre consumer waste amounted to R153 million in 2007.

With respect to post consumer waste our sample survey accounted for 641 000 tons
out of an industry total of 801 000 tons. We received input costs of R294 million for
474 000 of these 641 000 tons suggesting an average price of R620 per ton paid to
procure post consumer waste paper. This sums up to a total spend by the industry on
post consumer waste of R496 million. Together this means that the recycling industry
paid in excess of half a billion rand in 2007 to procure waste paper for recycling.

In terms of sales of the outputs produced after these inputs were recycled we received
very little information. Only R333 million rand’s worth of output sales were collated
by the survey. This finding was expected since two enterprises operate as cost centres
and supply waste material to their parent companies and do not receive income for
such transfers. Other companies were not keen to divulge this sensitive information.
Whereas in the glass and plastics sectors we were able to inform some type of opinion
related to the commercial viability and or profitability of the sectors’ activities, in the
paper sector this conclusion eludes us. Only two companies responded to our
enquiries regarding profitability. One reported a R17 million loss while the other
recorded a R3 million profit. When responding to a general question regarding
profitability trends over the past five years three companies reported no change in
profitability while one reported a 100% decrease in profitability but did not provide an
elaboration as to what caused this change.

To try to gain some understanding at what forces were at play here we investigated
the composition of costs to see if this would shed any light on the economic dynamics
of the industry. This was never likely to be a useful path of investigation since we have
been unable to determine trends in the price of inputs, but nevertheless we did
undertake the analysis. Once again the results were partial and confusing. Two
companies shared with us that the purchase of waste paper, i.e. the purchase of inputs
accounted for 85% and 95% of their total costs respectively. This suggests that
operational costs are minor in this industry. However one other company reported
that 60% of their costs were operational and that input purchases only accounted for
40% of their total costs. We believe the difference in these splits on costs are
explained by the organisational structures of the entities with the company reporting a
60/40 split being a wholly owned Pty Ltd which operated a full set of business
activities while the two high input to total cost respondents were highly vertically
integrated entities. As such we believe we are safe in concluding that in paper
recycling the most import component of total costs is input costs of purchased waste
paper. If this is right then given the differing experiences of our five firms regarding
the price of inputs the variations in the firms’ profitability views is at least consistent.

As the reader is no doubt now aware, this has been an extremely frustrating section to
analyse. At the end of all our survey work and analysis of responses we are unable to
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make a finding that paper recycling is or is not a profitable activity to undertake and
worse than that we are unable to understand what drives profitability and commercial
viability and what could be altered to improve market condition in the industry. To
end this section we analysed data from our respondents regarding capital investment
as this appears to be a gauge of the health of the industry that companies are willing
to share in general, although one of the five sample respondents did refuse to answer
all capital related questions.

Of the four respondents who answered questions about their capital base we see one
very large enterprise (R200m), two medium sized enterprises (R60 and R80 million)
and a small operator (R4 million). The R363 million capital base of the survey suggest
an industry capital base of close to half a billion Rand, remembering that our
weighting will underestimate the total capital base due to the non response of one of
the survey participants. Finally in this section we see answers which all conform. All
four respondents have purchased additional recycling equipment in the past five years
and all four respondents plan to invest in additional capital in the next two years.
Planned new investment in the next 24 months is valued at R228 million which is a
63% increase on the existing capital base. Despite all mixed messages in previous
sections this appears a firm vote in acknowledgement of the viability and growth
potential of the industry.

4.4.5 Backward and forward linkages

We asked our recyclers/converters whom they sourced their inputs from, in other
words which channels they used to source their inputs and the percentage of their
total inputs costs attributable to these different channels. The findings are shown in
the five pie graphs below.

Figure 12 – Channels to Source Inputs

Company A
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Companies B and C source their inputs exclusively using a dealer network. With one
of them relying on a single dealer while the other has a channel of 130 dealers.
Companies A and D source more than 50% of their inputs from dealers and company
E 35% from dealers. Dealers are thus key players in this market and in terms of
further research to understand the peculiarities of this sector and particularly the
pricing of waste paper this group of channel participants would be worthy of further
investigation. The recyclers have no direct contact with post consumer waste
generators and their pre consumer waste activities are seen in the percentage
attributable to converters. Only one company deals directly with waste pickers, trolley
men and landfill pickers but this is a small percentage of their input spend. The
picture that emerges, as with other waste streams is that there is a tiered approach to
collection of paper. A vast array of different types of collectors amass paper which
they then sell predominately to dealers. These dealers are the main interface with the
actual paper recyclers.

Company E

dealers

35%

public/drop off

50%

converters

15%

Company D

dealers

convertors
44%

waste

generators
(offices)

5%

51%
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In terms of selling their final recycled output, our sample participants all show two
consistent trends. The first trend as mentioned earlier in the chapter is that they all
produce final products which are paper – either tissue paper, paper for stationary and
printing use or paper for the packaging industry. We found no survey sample
participant who sold recycled paper for an alternate use and in open ended questions
none of the respondents listed any alternate users that they were aware of. As such all
waste paper in South Africa is converted back into paper. This seems odd given that
paper fibre unlike glass for example cannot continuously be recycled as the fibre
degrades. One would assume that degraded fibre unsuitable for the production of
recycled paper products could be recycled into insulation materials (as found in
Europe) or firebricks (as found in Australia). The lack of alternate uses may be
commercially driven but could equally be a result of a less than competitive market
structure and operation of the industry.

A second trend was the low number of final customers the recycling industry sells to.
This was expected due to the vertical integration in the industry and the fact that
some recyclers transact with their own parent companies. Nevertheless we were
surprised at the concentration in the market. One company sold 100% of its output to
four paper packaging user companies. Two companies sold their entire output to their
own paper recycling mills. One company sold 100% of its output to four commercial
paper users (printers, stationers, converters), while the final company was the only
company to have a reasonably diverse customer base – selling to 165 paper packaging
users. In total then our respondents sell recycled outputs to only 178 customers of
which 165 customers belong to a single company. This concentration in the customer
market for recyclers adds to our concerns regarding the competitiveness of the market
in waste paper recycling and indeed the paper industry as a whole.

4.4.6 Qualitative Issues of Perception, the Role of Government, the Future of the Industry
and the Role of Technology

Our open-ended questions produced some interesting insights from the survey
participants, although once again one company refused to answer any of the questions
reducing the sample size to four. When asked if untapped opportunities existed for
the paper recycling industry to grow all four respondents answered in the affirmative.
This supports our finding in the last section that all the major recyclers are planning
investments to increase their capital base in the next two years and suggests that while
a dominant bullish sentiment can not be used to characterise the perception of this
industry regarding its future – there are signs and survey responses that lead one to
conclude that some potential does exist.

Of the four respondents who believed untapped opportunities existed in paper
recycling, three of them believed that this opportunity existed in the form of increased
post consumer recovery of waste. The respondents elaborated that K3 and K4 already
exhibit recovery rates of 75% and that future increased recovery would primarily arise
from increased recovery of office paper and printed paper (HL1/2) and newspaper.
While we do not wish to harp on the issue anymore than we have in previous sections
it is nevertheless relevant to point out that these responses which suggest the industry
could grow if supply was increased is contradicted by previous answers given by the
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respondents where none of them claim to have faced shortages of waste paper in the
past five years. We accept that supply and demand of the commodity waste paper do
vary over time but these contradictory answers make it hard to determine even at a
broad level whether the paper recycling industry is supply constrained or not.

One of the four respondents suggested that untapped opportunities for the local
industry lay in new technology in paper recycling, specifically plasma technology.
From our follow-up research we have found that plasma technology is a recycling
technology recently introduced to the international market by a Swiss company called
TetraPak. The technology focuses on extracting the best value from the non paper
portions of waste paper that cannot be used by paper mills. The technology allows for
production of paraffin oils and high-quality aluminium. This provides secondary
source energy production and alternate products in the form of aluminium powders.
The first facility of this type was recently established in Brazil by TetraPak. We were
most excited to see that at least one enterprise identified new technology as a growth
opportunity for the local industry as a key feature in all our waste stream analyses has
been a general dismissal of the role of technology in developing the recycling industry.
This lack of enthusiasm for recycling technology and new generations of thinking is in
stark contrast to the recycling industries in developed countries where R&D and
innovation are seen as the core growth drivers of the industry.

When asked specifically about how government could assist in developing the growth
potential of the industry all the respondents replied that government should legislate
for separation at source and aid in public awareness, education and the training of the
public to recycle paper products. One firm also suggested that the government could
consider specifying minimum percentages of recycled fibre content in end products so
as to bolster the demand for recycled waste paper. Despite these suggestions
regarding the role of government in supporting the industry two of the four
respondents were highly vocal in their view that government needed to create an
enabling environment for the paper recycling industry but that they should not get
involved in the industry. In open-ended questions these two enterprises claimed that
government muddied the water by different departments having different approaches
to the industry and failing to co-ordinate a view of the industry as a complete supply
chain from forestry to the paper industry to the paper recycling industry. Whereas in
other waste streams industry participants often suggested that government be lobbied
for this or that, the view of the paper recyclers appears to be very much one of an
industry keen to limit government involvement.

When asked which types of technology or waste approaches were utilised
internationally but not in South Africa the consensus answer was once again
separation at source, and the use of MRFs, with one company adding the option of
plasma technology.

Finally in terms of industry organisation we found that all five of our survey
participants were members of the Paper Recycling Association of South Africa
(PRASA). The participants in the survey believed that the association would provide
them market intelligence and data and complete some marketing and promotion of
paper recycling. It is interesting to note that the paper recyclers did not mention in
their answers that the association should: interface with government, lobby
government, assist with ideas related to separation at source or get involved in
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incentives or subsidies for transport costs – all issues which were raised in other waste
streams (and a role which PRASA is mandated to play). This view appears consistent
with the industry’s view of getting on with their business in the absence of
government involvement.

4.5 Summary, conclusions, recommendations

The main aim of our survey was to understand the extent of the paper recycling
industry in South Africa in terms of the size of the industry and its employment. In
addition we wanted to collect data to allow us to understand the dynamics of the
industry as it is currently operated and to identify opportunities for future growth.

In terms of the size of the industry, the figures based on our survey and using our
weightings are shown in the table below.

Table 12 – Industry Summary

Turnover (Rm) Capital base
(Rm)

Employment Number of
enterprises

Paper collection 478 198 11 000 (direct)
34 000 (channels)

326

Paper recycling/
conversion

416 493 729 6

Industry total 894* 691 45 729 332

* Figure is an underestimation of true value of turnover due to some recyclers operating within parent
companies and not ‘selling’ outputs on the open market.

From this we see that the paper recycling sector is a far more substantial sector than
the glass recycling sector, although in absolute terms not a big industry from a
national economy perspective. The sector is capital intensive as expected given the
enormous investment in paper mills and direct employment at 12 000 is low. Even
when all channel employment and livelihoods are taken into account a total
employment figure of less than 50 000 does not support the idea that major job
creation opportunities exist in this industry. More worrying perhaps is the fact that
employment has been decreasing in the formal portion of the sector and limited new
market entrants are joining the sector in the informal collection sector.

In terms of the dynamics of the paper re-utilisation industry the headline findings of
our survey are as follows:

 We do not believe that on the basis of the survey responses we have been able
to establish a meaningful understanding of the dynamics of the industry.

 The industry, at both the collector and recycler/ converter level, appears
unwilling to share information which we attribute to high levels of competition
in the collection sector, the dominance of three large paper
recyclers/converters in the recycling sector and a generalised larger mentality
which aims to keep government uninvolved in the industry.
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 A key characteristic of the industry is a lack of trends or experiences of industry
participants. Virtually no consensus is established on even the broadest issues
of industry growth potential, profitability, demand conditions or supply
conditions.

 Some enterprises appear to be doing moderately well in the collection industry
while in the recycling industry different enterprises appear to be experiencing
markedly different fortunes.

 The industry appears to be relatively mature and stable with limited new market
entrants at any point along the supply chain. While increased investment figures
suggest an industry with growth potential, experiences of different business
enterprises do not reveal a strong sense that the sector is growing, robust or
dynamic.

 The paper recycling industry appears to be highly variable with no strong
indication in the quantitative questions that shortages of waste paper exist.
However, in open ended questions issues of increased supply are raised as the
driver of future growth. It is not possible to conclude that the sector is in fact
supply constrained. In addition many survey respondents believe that the sector
could increase exports of waste paper in the future.

 Neo classical economic principles regarding movements in price related to
supply and demand appear not to function in this market leading to a
conclusion that market power is a major influencing factor in this industry and
that distorted market conditions prevail.

 As with other waste streams the procurement of waste paper inputs by
recyclers from collectors appears to be the most important component of total
costs making up possible 85 to 95% of total costs.

 While some mention of transport costs are made in this waste stream these
costs appear to be less of an issue than in other waste streams.

 Perhaps due to the highly concentrated nature of the recycling industry linkages
between the recycles and collection sector relationships appear to be crucial in
this sector and single channel sourcing and selling arrangements dominate with
the role of dealers being crucial.

 In terms of employment growth the sector does not appear to hold much
promise in its current format.

At present 41% of all paper consumed in South Africa is recycled. This suggests that
the industry could in principle double in size. As in other waste stream survey findings
this increase would be predicated on increased recovery rates which the industry
suggests can only be effectively achieved by operating a separation at source
programme. Such a programme would negatively impact on up to 34 000 individuals
who are involved in the paper collection sector, hence industry level growth in terms
of volume increases would be achieved at a substantial cost in terms of lost jobs and
livelihoods.

Alternate uses for recycled paper such as the production of fire bricks, insulation
materials and ceiling boards is currently not undertaken in South Africa and the
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potential of these operations cannot be gauged in terms of their job creating potential
or commercial viability. Given the limitations on the world and local supply of virgin
lumber to produce paper, and given that the demand for paper increases as GDP
grows it is likely that waste paper will continue to be directed towards the production
of paper products be they paper tissue, paper for stationary and printing or paper for
the packaging industry.

5 Plastics recycling

5.1 Introduction

The plastics sector and plastics recycling sector in South Africa is an enormously
complex and fascinating industry. The industry and its dynamics differ substantially
from the glass and paper sectors due to the absence of dominant market players
which leads to a dynamic, free market situation in which competition along the entire
supply chain is strong. Contrary to the supply chains shown in previous chapters
virtually no vertical integration exists and collectors, converters and recyclers operate
separate business entities.

A generic plastics supply chain is shown in Figure 13.

In terms of the plastics recycling supply chain we once again have three sets of
players. First we have the collectors who source either pre or post consumer plastic
waste. This waste is usually sorted and baled (compressed) to minimise transport costs
and then sold on to recyclers. Recyclers sort the waste again before embarking on
their recycling process and as will be shown in the chapter sorting is both difficult and
important in terms of the quality of recyclates produced during recycling. The
recycling process begins by granulating the sorted plastic which is simply the act of
size reducing waste plastic into small flakes often known as granules. Granules are
then washed and dried. Some recyclers stop at this point and sell granulated plastic
waste as their final product. The majority of South African recyclers, however, take
recycling a stage further. Once granules have been washed and dried, recyclers then
feed these granules into an extruder where the granules are melted and forced
thorough a die to produce strings of continuous recycled plastics. Once these strings
are cooled they are chopped into pellets and the pellets bagged and sold to converters.
Pellets are obviously a higher value added form of recycling compared to granulated
plastics recyclates and pellets tend to be preferred by converters as they are of
uniform size as opposed to flakes or granules which can vary in size. Recycled plastic
comes in varying qualities with extrusion grade being the highest quality grade
followed by injection moulding materials.
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Figure 13 – The Plastic Recycling Supply Chain
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Recyclates then make their way to converters who are producers of plastic products.
Some converters produce packaging materials such as films and bottles; some produce
home wares and industrial products such as trolleys and crates and buckets and plastic
cutlery. A large amount of plastic production is related to the construction industry
with sheeting, piping and cabling being large categories of plastic products. And finally
there are converters who produce what we term alternate uses of plastic i.e. plastic
products made from recyclates that are fundamentally different from the types of
products from which the plastic originated. These alternate uses vary from park
furniture, to fibre for carpets, fabric for T shirts and fibre fill for duvets, sleeping bags
and pillows.

The multitude of products produced from virgin and recycled plastic arises from the
vast array of different plastics available in the market. If one is going to understand
the plastics recycling industry it is necessary to understand at least some of the
technical nature of the industry. Just as different colours of glass and different grades
of paper represented sub markets in the paper and glass recycling sector, so too do
different plastic polymers.
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Table 13 – Types and Uses of Common SA Polymers

Source: Buyisa e Bag, Recycling Survey, 2005, p. 9
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The South African plastics sector is relatively unique as most of the industry draws its
raw materials from feedstock from Sasol, i.e. it is coal based. Over 60 different types
of plastic resins or polymers exist. High-volume commodity polymers such as low-
density polyethylene (LDPE), high-density polyethylene (HDPE), polyvinyl chloride
(PVC) and polypropylene (PP) are all produced in South Africa by Sasol Polymers or
Safripol/ Plastomark. Other polymers, most notable polyethylene terephthalate
(PET), is manufactured by SANS Fibres and Hosaf Fibres using imported raw
materials (crude oil) or imported directly.

Table 13 shows the most important categories of types of plastics used in South
Africa and a distinction is drawn between packaging and non packaging uses of these
polymers. In the graph below the table we see that different polymers have different
applications with only three or four polymers being predominantly used in packaging.

Figure 14 – Plastics Applications

Source: Buyisa e Bag, Recycling Survey, 2005, p. 4

From the above we can see that PET, PE-LD and PE-HD are the most common
types of plastics used in packaging and hence the most commonly found waste
materials collected in the post consumer market. For this reason we will focus the
majority of our chapter’s analysis on the three types of plastic although disaggregated
data is available in the survey for 20 different polymers.

In 2003 the overall rate of plastics recycling in South Africa was a mere 13%. While
low compared to paper and glass recovery rates the plastics recovery rate was
generally in line, albeit lower, with other recovery rates such as a 20% rate for the EU
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as whole, 27% in the Netherlands, 60% in Germany7 and 17% in Brazil. The
introduction of the plastic bag levy, the signing of a PET MOU with DEAT in 2004
and other internally generated industry initiatives have heralded a new age for plastics
recycling in South Africa, and as the chapter will show – the industry has been
growing exponentially ever since.

5.2 Plastic collectors

5.2.1 Introduction

As with the glass collection sector and to a lesser extent the paper collection sector,
plastic collection activities are characterised by robust competition and dynamism –
characteristics which are indeed shared across the entire supply chain in waste plastic
reutilisation. This section aims to provide a broad description of the activities of
plastics collectors, the type and size of businesses they operate and some of the
dynamics of their operations. Because of the complexity of the plastics industry, as
described above, our analysis in this chapter covers only general trends and industry
dynamics. Detailed analyses of the operations and behaviour of sub markets based on
different types of plastic materials will need to be taken forward in the next round of
analysis. We do not deal with a detailed disaggregated analysis in this overview.

In all we interviewed 45 collectors of plastic waste materials. All 45 provided
consistent sales and volume data so that all 45 could be used in developing our
industry weighting. Comparing the volume of plastics collected by these 45 survey
participants with the total volume of waste plastic recycled in the industry annually we
have come up with a weighting of 3.3 to reach total industry volumes. Viewing
industry statistics as well as the statistics provided by the Buyisa e Bag recycling study
of 2006 we are fairly confident in the accuracy of this weighting.

5.2.2 Nature of the firm

The dominant feature of characterising the nature of the firm and competition within
the plastics collection sector is the absence of a dominant market player as found in
both glass and paper. Because of high levels of competition, limited market power
concentrated in an individual firm and a lack of vertical integration – we see only one
entity in our sample operating as a cost centre – with all the others functioning as
standalone profit maximising enterprises.

Of our 45 sample participants 19 operate as closed corporations, 16 operate as
informal businesses either self operated or operated by the owner and family
members and 8 participants are incorporated as Pty Ltd’s. This split between
formalised and informal businesses is similar to the pattern found in the other two

7 Germany’s high rate includes incineration of plastics to produce alternative energy, actual reuse is
approximately 15%.
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collection sectors and is to be expected given the low barriers to entry and minimal
capital investment required to operate in the sector. In terms of the age and track
record of these enterprises we were surprised to see that 24% of enterprises operating
in plastics collection had been in business since before 1994. The fact that close to a
quarter of all collectors have been in business for more than 14 years suggests that
there is a strong stable core of activity in this sector. We anticipated that we would
find a large number of new entrants joining this market after the signing of the PET
MOU and moves by the industry to improve recycling rates. This expectation was met
as our survey shows 14 new entrants into the market between 2005 and 2007. This
equates to 47 new industry-wide collection enterprises having been established in the
last 24 months which equates to 33% of our sample. One can conclude that the
establishment of increased plastics recycling targets for the industry have elicited a
normal market response whereby new market entrants joined a growing industry.

What is very interesting in the nature of plastics collection enterprises is the lack of
specialisation in the collection of only plastic. Whereas in glass collection 36% of
industry participants collected only glass, and 19% in the paper sector specialised in
the collection of only paper – in the plastics collection sector only 14% of enterprises
restrict themselves to only the collection of plastic. 70% of all plastics collectors
interviewed revealed that they collected all three types of main household waste while
17% collected plastic and one other waste stream. This lack of specialisation could be
an indication of variable demand for plastic waste leading enterprises to spread their
risk, or it could indicate constrained supply or low prices received. We will follow up
this issue in the next sections to see which is the most plausible explanation.

In a similar pattern of diversification we also see that only 4 of our 45 sample
participants report recycling activities as their main business from which they derive
100% of their turnover. The remaining 41 respondents all cite the collection of plastic
waste as only a part of their business activities. Dependence on plastics collection for
recycling as a percentage of turnover varies enormously across our sample. 58% of
respondents earn less than 49% of their total turnover from plastics recycling, while
13% earn between 75% and 99% of their turnover from recycling. This split is almost
identical to the split found in glass and paper and thus suggests a general behaviour
pattern across all types of collection of recyclable materials irrespective of waste
stream. To some extent this is unexpected as one would have anticipated trend
behaviours to mirror price and demand variations across the waste streams.
Specifically one would have expected paper collectors to demonstrate a different
pattern as this appears to be the most volatile of all the waste streams.

Turning to activity levels in the plastics collection sector over the past five years,
respondents were asked whether waste collection activities in their enterprises had
increased, decreased or remained unchanged over the past five years. We were
anticipating a strong finding that activities had increased due to the industry
committing to increase recovery rates. Our anticipated finding was realised when we
analysed the data. 60% of our sample claimed that activity levels in their businesses
had indeed increased, 45% said activity levels had remained constant and 5% claimed
activity levels had decreased. When looking at the reasons given for why business
activity had not changed, we found most of the responses covered issues of capital
constraints whereby operators were unable to expand their operations mainly due to
transportation limitations. The 5% of decreased activity appears to have been driven
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by increased prices of waste plastic and higher operating costs due to transport
expenses. As such there is a clear signal that the plastics collection sector is growing
and that most participants in the industry are operating growing enterprises that are
undertaking more activity than they did five years ago. When asked what had driven
this increase in activity only 18 respondents answered the question. 11 of the 18
claimed growth had been driven by increased demand for plastic waste while the
remaining 7 claimed their growth was attributable to improved access to and increased
supply of plastic waste material. As such it appears that increased demand is the key
driver of growth in this sector but we will check these findings when we analyse the
recyclers’ survey responses later in the chapter.

Of the respondents who claimed that activity levels had increased over the past 5
years, a large majority (70%) of them claimed activity increases of between 5 and 25%.
10% of growing enterprises reported growth rates in excess of 75%. It would be
interesting in future analysis of the data to see if there is a correlation between the rate
of growth experienced by enterprises and their access to capital resources. Certainly it
appears at a general level that smaller operators in this sector are limited in growing
their activity rates due to transportation limitations and a lack of spare capacity or
capacity to raise additional capital. If this is indeed the case then access to financing or
transport subsidies could allow more participants in the sector to access higher growth
rates.

As mentioned in the introduction there are more than 60 types of polymers which
could be termed plastics. In our survey we cover only the 20 most common types. It
is interesting when understanding the nature of collection enterprises in this sector to
get a feel for which types of plastic are most commonly collected and whether
enterprises specialise in different types of plastics. This is interesting not only because
of the importance of sorting different types of plastics before they are recycled but
also because of access issues and price issues related to different categories of plastics.

Table 14 shows the number of individual collectors who collect different types of
plastic. The total is obviously far larger than the survey sample and this is due to the
fact that most collectors collect several different types of plastics, just as paper
collectors collected different grades of paper and glass collectors different colours of
glass.

As can be seen in the table the collection of plastic bottles, both PET and PE –HD, is
the most common type of plastic collected; while fewer collectors collect ABS signs,
Acrylic signage and PC sheeting. We assume that this is largely due to volumes
produced and circulated in the market8, as well as issues of access. As we will show
later on trolley men and waste pickers provide a substantial amount of the volume of
plastics available for recycling and as such types of plastics found on landfills and in
household kerbside garbage bins is most likely to be collected. In the inputs and

8 More expensive types of plastics such as ABS and acrylic signage tend not to be discarded and hence
offer limited recycling opportunities.
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outputs section we will reconsider these trends in terms of prices received for
different types of plastics.

Table 14 – Incidence of Collection by Type of Plastic

Type of plastic Number of collectors

PET bottles 37

PET fibres 9

PET preforms 12

PE-HD bottles 33

PE –HD pipes/carrier bags 23

PE –HD crates, trolleys 16

Soft PVC 14

Hard PVC 12

Clear PE-LD 21

Printed PE-LD 18

PE-LD cable 17

PP consumer 17

PP industrial 10

PP buckets 21

Polystyrene 10

HIPS mouldings 4

ABS signs 5

PC sheeting 3

Acrylic (PMMA ) signage 2

Of our 45 respondents only 2 collect every type of plastic in the table above. 21
collect between 1 and 5 types of plastic, while 20 collect between 6 and 10 different
types of plastic. This shows that collectors operate in particular niches and only collect
a small group of types of plastic. We assume, although we did not gather sufficient
information to support this view, that collectors’ niches are driven by the clients they
supply to.

In terms of what our enterprises do with their collected waste in terms of value
adding activities, the graph below shows these activities.
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Figure 15 – Activities Plastic Collectors

Transport and weighting are activities which are core to the industry and hence the
high rates of participation in these activities is expected. The high rate of sorting is a
special feature of this waste stream as different types of plastics are recycled at
different temperatures and for different uses thus quality sorting is imperative. It is
interesting to note that in the Buyisa e Bag survey mention is made of varying qualities
of sorting and concomitant varying qualities of recyclates. The role of technology as
well as operational issues related to sorting are obviously topics which must be
considered in the future. Few collectors wash, clean or dismantle their waste plastic
and one must assume that this is due to low returns earned from such activities as well
as the reality that such activities require substantial space which small collectors often
do not have access to – a point we will examine in the recyclers section of this
chapter.

Finally it is interesting to note that only 19 enterprises bale their plastics. This is an
important point in the economic dynamics of this sector as the low weight, high
volume properties of plastic mean that baling should be undertaken by all collectors in
order to maximise their transport efficiencies. Ideas about increasing the access of
sector participants to balers is an obvious idea if one is seeking to increase the
livelihoods and income-generating capacity of those who work in this sector. Industry
commentators point out that often small enterprises do not bale because they have no
access to electricity.

In terms of geographic spread we find plastic collection activities to be far more
widespread across all nine provinces of South Africa than paper or glass collection,
although activities in Gauteng still appear to dominate. The geographic split of our
sample is shown in the pie graph below.
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Figure 16 – Geographic Spread of Plastic Collection Activities

While a greater spread of enterprises is seen in this sector the trend of enterprises
operating in a single province and operating a single operation still exists. Only five
enterprises surveyed ran multiple operations. Three ran multiple operations within the
same province and two operated multiple operations in different provinces. This
provincial specificity and the trend to run a single operation appears to be closely
linked to the fact that most collectors operate unsophisticated, smaller type businesses
with limited business and co-ordination infrastructure. Even larger firms with more
sophisticated systems appear to operate in single provinces partly due to transport
costs and partly due to the need to orchestrate supply channels which require on-
going relationship building and maintenance.

When asked if competition in this sector was strong 70% of respondents answered in
the affirmative. One of the key reasons given for this competition was the large
number of companies operating in the sector. We raise this point in association with
geographic location because most collectors try to establish dominance in a particular
location or by accessing a particular source of waste in a given area. When new market
entrants enter the market they often attempt to ‘move into’ an existing collector’s
location rather than accessing untapped sources of waste. This gives rise to strong
competition.

In summary we can see that market forces prevail in the plastics sector with vertical
integration and monopolisation being absent from the sector. Competition is dynamic
and robust and new market entrants have entered the sector since the MOU was
signed with DEAT in 2004. The majority of businesses report an increase in activity
over the past five years with higher demand and improved supply driving these good
fortunes. With the number of collectors increasing by almost a third in the last two
years and the maintenance of improved activity levels – one can only conclude that
the sector is vibrant, robust and doing well. Having said this, however, most collectors
are not focused on only the plastics sector and most collect multiple waste streams. In
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addition only a small number of collectors count recycling as the main activity in their
enterprise. As such we can conclude that while plastic waste collection for recycling is
a growing and robust sector it is not a core, main business for any but a handful of
firms.

5.2.3 Employment

The 45 enterprises surveyed in our plastic collection sample employed in total 1 936
people suggesting enterprise-based employment industry wide of 6 400. However, of
these 6 400 only approximately 4 350 are involved in recycling activities. Of the 1 318
employees involved directly in recycling activities within our sample, 927 are on an
enterprise payroll, 74 work on the basis of contracts and 317 are employed on the
basis of piecework. This percentage of piecework employees is far higher than in the
other two waste collection sectors and we are not sure why this is. The most likely
explanation of the high percentage of pieceworkers is that they are utilised in sorting
which occurs irregularly when sufficient quantities have been amassed by a collector.
Once again, as with paper and glass we have unearthed no trend in terms of which
types of companies employ more dedicated recycling workers to general enterprise
workers. This split appears to only be a function of how an individual enterprise is set
up and operated and no trend is visible in terms of size, specialisation or type of
enterprise.

In terms of the size of our sample firms from an employment perspective we see that
as expected 52% of enterprises employ less than 20 people making them small
businesses. 28% of enterprises employ between 21 and 50 employees, while 13% of
businesses employ between 51 and 100 workers. Only 7 % of firms employ more than
100 workers. The lack of large firms (by which we mean firms employing more than
100 workers) is characteristic of the nature of the market where large numbers of
collectors sell to a large number of recyclers who then sell to a large number of
converters.

In terms of the range of skills utilised in the plastic collection sector we once again see
a high percentage of unskilled labour being used with little skilled employment
occurring. Of those workers directly involved in recycling activities of our survey
participants; 14% are skilled, 20% are semi skilled and 66% are unskilled. These
findings are equivalent to those of other collection sectors and the unskilled nature of
employment in this sector appears to be universal not only in South Africa but
internationally as well.

Turning our attention to employment trends over the past five years we see that the
plastics sector out performs the paper and glass sectors. While this is encouraging it
must be noted that plastic is working off a low starting base compared to glass and
paper collection which has been a longer established market with higher base recovery
rates. Even so it is positive to note industry wide over 1 300 new jobs have been
created directly in the plastics collection sector, compared to a net job loss in paper
collection and only 355 new collection jobs in glass. Although in absolute terms this
increase is insubstantial, relative to other waste stream collection employment figures
the sector is creating employment at a substantially faster rate.
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40% of our sample population claimed to have increased employment over the past
five years. 61% of them attributed this to business growth, while 39% specified that
employment had grown to deal with increased supply of waste material. 6% of our
sample had decreased employment over the past five years and all of the 6% agreed
that the reason for letting labour go was due to higher operating costs due to petrol
price increases. 54% of our sample claimed to have kept their employee levels
constant over the last five years. Once again this may be due to the inability of small
operators to gear up when business conditions are positive.

Due to the low requirement of skills in this sector it is unsurprising that only three
respondents noted a shortage of skills for their businesses and all three of these
identified the lack of qualified drivers as being a problem. Two respondents answered
that there did not exist a skills pool in South Africa in the recycling sector, while
everyone else did not feel there were any problems sourcing the requisite employees
they needed.

Once again in summary, we must remember that although the absolute number of
people directly employed in plastic collection is small in absolute terms, this core of
employment created the creation of livelihoods foe indirect participants in the market
– i.e. trolley men, dealers etc. As we will show in the linkages section up to 27 000
people earn a livelihood out of plastic collection activities.

5.2.4 Inputs, outputs and profitability

We began our survey of inputs, outputs and profitability by asking our respondents
some broad questions regarding trends. Our first enquiry was whether the volume of
plastic purchased or collected by their enterprise had increased, decreased or remained
unchanged over the past five years. 60% of respondents answered that volumes had
increased. This percentage perfectly corresponds with those who said that business
activity in their enterprise had increased in the past five years. 9% of respondents had
decreased their volumes in the past five years while 31 said volumes had remained
unchanged. These increased volumes mirror the increased recovery rates published by
the industry over the past five years.

In terms of the scale of these increases in volume, different companies experienced
very different ranges of growth. As the graph below shows most firms increased their
volumes by 25% or less, while a few firms increased volumes by upwards of 50%.

One of the reasons this is such an interesting phenomenon is that as we will see later
on, none of our respondents, bar two, claim to have invested in additional capital
equipment in the past five years. This means that some companies were carrying
enormous spare capacity prior to 2002 if they were indeed able to increase volumes
collected by more than 50% without additional capital being needed. Added to this a
high percentage of respondents do plan to invest in additional capital in the next 24
months suggesting that capacity constraints may be eased in the future which should
allow volumes to increase further. Generally a trend was found that Pty Ltd
companies enjoyed higher volume growth rates than informal enterprises and hence
capacity constraints seem to be a viable explanation for the differentiation in the rates
of volume growth.
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Figure 17 – Volume Changes over Past Five Years

Next we enquired about changes in prices at a general level over the past five years.
69% of respondents replied that prices for waste plastic inputs had increased over the
past five years. Only one enterprise said prices had decreased. The remaining 13
enterprises believed that no price change had occurred. When digging deeper into
price changes we found that most respondents who claimed prices had not changed
were the smaller operators in the sector who had not varied their input volumes
substantially over the same period. For larger players who collected higher tonnages
and who had grown their volumes, prices do appear to have increased. In the same
vein we also see that the percentage increase in prices paid for inputs appear to be
higher for the larger collectors than for the smaller collectors. For example two of the
largest collectors by volume cited price increases of 100%; while smaller volume
players cited price increases of 10 to 20%.

These findings are put in perspective when one looks at the responses to the question
of whether accessing plastic waste was a problem or not over the past five years.
Twenty-four respondents claimed to have experienced no shortages, surpluses or
supply problems in sourcing inputs. Nine respondents claimed they did face shortages
while just one participant said they had surplus issues, while one other said supply
issues varied over time. This raises a number of interesting issues. First it is crucial to
note that the nine respondents who cited facing shortages were the larger collectors,
which explains the increased prices reported by these enterprises. The picture which
emerges is that large players and small players are facing different environments in
terms of accessing inputs. Smaller players who have not increased volumes
substantially over the past five years have not faced supply constraints and have not
experienced price increases. For the larger collectors the picture is very different.
Larger players who have increased volumes over the past five years, report facing
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shortages and hence higher prices paid to secure inputs. The competition to source
these inputs amongst large firms is obviously enormous leading to price increases of
between 50 and 100% for some market participants. As such a general conclusion
would be that the industry is supply constrained.

Another notable point to raise in relation to general market conditions is that only one
respondent answered that issues of supply were variable. This is a marked difference
from the large number of paper collectors who characterised supply conditions as
variable, and a moderate number of glass collectors. This suggests that at least at this
moment in the plastic waste industry’s life cycle, commodity volatility and variability
are not a defining characteristic. This may be partly explained by: (1) the relative youth
of the industry compared to glass and paper recycling, (2) the need for the industry to
increase recovery rates off a low base, and/or (3) the fact that this is the only one of
the three waste streams which operates as an essentially free market in the absence of
large dominant players who exercise disproportional power in markets which effect
prices and competition levels.

Turning our attention to more specific input data, the first issue we were interested in
grappling with is the various scales of operations used in plastic collection enterprises.
The cost of collection increases sharply up to a threshold value according to industry
sources and it is important that all collection methods are aimed at collecting the
largest volume possible to bring costs down and improve viability. The graph below is
taken from Buyisa e Bag’s recycling survey of 2006, unfortunately no values are
provided for either axis. Because of the high number of different types of plastics we
were required to add into our questionnaire we were unable to cover all other input
costs as well in detail, thus although we would like to determine this turning point, we
have not collected sufficient data to allow us to do this. However, as will be shown
later in this section the vast majority of enterprises in this sector operate at a profit,
thus even though overall profitability could possibly be increased if volumes collected
were increased, even our small collectors who deliver less than 100 tons to market are
able to do so at a profit.

Figure 18 – Relationship between the Cost and Tonnage Collected

We start by simply charting what types of scales exist in our survey population. 36%
of our survey participants collected less than 100 tons; 25% collected between 101
and 500 tons, 14% collected between 501 and 1 000 tons and another 14% collected
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between 101 and 1 500 tons. Three large collectors stand out. One collected 9 000
tons, one 12 500 tons and the largest collected 24 000 tons. Although we will collect
data to populate the graph above later in this chapter it is very likely that the 36% of
collectors who collect under 100 tons will find themselves on the steepest portion of
the graph on the far left hand side of the graph, but quite possibly that all but the top
three big players will also be on this portion of the graph. This suggests that
profitability rates for these operators will be lower than for those operating on the
horizontal portion of the graph.

Having looked at the scale of operations and seeing how this influences profitability
and commercial viability, the next area to investigate is what prices collectors pay for
their inputs. As with paper and glass the first point we notice is that post consumer
collection is far greater than pre consumer collection both in terms of tonnage and
value. In total 3 045 tons of pre consumer waste plastic were collected by our survey
participants and they spent a mere R4.4million on these purchases. It is also
interesting to note that only 4 companies in our sample of 45 collect pre consumer
waste. In contrast to the small volume and value of pre consumer waste, in 2007
collectors in our survey sample collected 65 076 tons of waste and paid R58.5 million
to secure these inputs. Using our industry weighting this suggests that up to R193
million is paid annually by collectors to source waste plastic inputs.

This is broken down by type of plastic in the table below which combines pre and
post consumer waste.

Table 15 – Input Volumes, Types and Prices

Type of plastic Tons purchased Rm paid for
inputs

Price per ton to
buy

PET 28 328 19.8 699

PE-LD 13 565 15.7 1 157

PVC 10 139 5.2 513

PE -HD 20 579 8.6 418

PP 5 288 6.88 1 301

PS 491 0.39 794

ABS 10 386 5.7 549

PC 490 0.242 494

In terms of inputs PET and PE-HD are the most widely collected types of plastics.
These would include plastic milk bottles and soda bottles which are collected by
trolley men, waste pickers and kerbside collectors, as well as those sourced directly
from waste generators. It was always anticipated that these would be most highly
collected simply due to availability, ease of identification and access. PE-HD is the
cheapest type of plastic for collectors to purchase, while PP which is not collected in
high volumes is the most expensive to source. What is considerably more interesting
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to note – are the margins between the input price and the sales price. This is shown in
the next table.

Table 16 – Input Prices, Sales Prices and Margins

Type of plastic Tons sold Rm received
for outputs

Price per
ton sold

Margin
between

buy and sell
price per

ton

PET 20 913 22.1 1 392 99.2

PE-LD 13 565 29.9 2 199 90.0

PVC 10 127 4.5 2 116 312.6

PE -HD 17 908 34.7 1 328 217.8

PP 5 297 11 2 076 59.6

PS 10 531 12.9 1 229 54.7

ABS 10 286 13 3 497 537.2

PC 440 1.5 3 409 590.3

The first thing which is noticeable is the high margin between the price paid for waste
and the revenue earned from selling this waste. Even the lowest margin of 54% is
extraordinarily high in absolute terms. It is interesting to contrast these margins with
the specialisation in the collection of different types of plastics mentioned earlier in
the chapter.

The first thing we notice is that even though ABS signs and PC sheeting provide the
highest margins between purchase and sales price only five companies collect ABS
signs and three collect PC sheeting. There are four possible explanations as to why
more collectors are not focused on this highest margin portion of the market. The
first may be a lack of market information – a point which is raised in the last section
of this chapter, namely that many collectors are not aware of who buys what types of
plastics and what market prices are for various types of plastic. The second
explanation may be an issue of availability and access to ABS signs and PC sheeting.
Typically this waste does not find its way into the municipal waste stream and is hence
not available to the majority of collectors who collect domestic waste. The third
possible reason may be issues related to transportation and the fact that ABS signs
and PC sheeting are often cumbersome to transport and take up a lot of space on a
single vehicle. Finally the industry pointed out to us that the demand for ABS and PC
recyclates is limited due to the properties of the material and the difficulties in
recycling the materials to achieve virgin equivalent strength and clarity.

One finding which does concern us is the relative price of PET vis-à-vis other
recyclates bought by the recycling industry. Our understanding has always been that
PET which comes directly from crude oil as opposed to feedstock based polymers
generated as by products from Sasol should be the most expensive of the recyclates.
The fact that this is not the case requires additional research.

Even though we have not yet looked at costs, with margins such as these it would be
unsurprising if we did not find that the majority of enterprises involved in plastics
collection were not operating at some level of profitability. Six of our respondents
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refused to answer questions related to their enterprise’s profitability. Seven
respondents claimed they had not earned a profit. The remaining 31 (70%) all
reported having earned a profit in the past 12 months. Profit margins varied
considerably although a large 60% of respondents reported a profit margin at the
lower end of the spectrum of between 10 and 25%. 14% reported profits of 50%
while 7% reported profits of 70% and over 100% respectively.

When asked what had driven increased profitability the majority attributed their
fortunes to more supply of waste plastic being available which led them to increase
the volumes collected. This suggests that the cost recovery graph explained earlier
appears to have merit. For those respondents who reported a failure to derive a profit
from their collection activities, three attributed this to high transport costs, while two
blamed low market prices.

Turning to the capital employed by our plastic collectors – as with the other waste
streams we expected this figure to be low. In total the replacement value of the 45
respondents was a mere R77 million which equate to an industry capital base amongst
collectors of R254 million. In terms of the capital bases of various collectors we found
a surprising trend with more companies with substantial capital bases than expected,
or evident in other waste streams. Only 15% of respondents work on a capital base of
less than R50 000. 13% have capital in use valued between 51 and 250 000 rand, while
another 13% use capital valued between 251 000 and 749 000 rand. A high 27% of
respondents use capital valued at between R750 000 and R1.5 million while 12% use
capital valued at between R2m and R3 million. At the large capital base end of the
spectrum we see two companies with a capital base of R5million, three companies
with a R6 million capital base and the largest single company has an R8 million capital
base. These figures are interesting firstly because of the trend towards larger capital
bases than were reported in other collection sectors and also because of the small
absolute value of even the largest capital base. As such we see less of spread between
the smallest and the largest players than was visible in paper or glass. We believe there
are two possible reasons for these findings. First the larger capital bases, even
amongst smaller companies, is probably related to the need for larger fleets of trucks
in the plastics collection business than other types of waste collection. This is due to
the high volume nature of plastic containers and is exacerbated by a limited use of
balers (which decrease volumes) as pointed out earlier. Second, the larger number of
firms with high capital bases is probably related to the recovery cost graph shown
earlier where we see that over a particular tonnage recovery costs level out, whereas at
low tonnages the cost per ton recovered increases steeply. Finally the fact that no
large firms dominate the sector is evidenced by the low differential in the capital based
between say the largest player and the 14th largest player (i.e. R2 million versus R8
million). This is a relatively small gap compared to similar gaps in paper and glass
where the large dominant companies had capital bases 60 to 100 times as great as the
next 14th largest market participant.

A very interesting trend noted is that when survey participants were asked whether
they had purchased new equipment in the past five years all but two said they had not.
This is interesting when viewed against the increases in volumes collected in the
sector in the same period. Our best guess at the reason for the ability of the sector to
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increase collection volumes without additional investment is that enterprises ramped
up around 2 000 in anticipation of future growth in the industry and increased
sensitivity to reducing landfill volumes. Whatever spare capacity existed in 2004
certainly appears to be fully utilised in at least some enterprises with 39% of
respondents stating that they ere planning to increase capacity in the next 24 months.
The value of planned investment by these 17 companies amounts to R19 million
which is a 25% increase on the current capital base of R77 million. An interesting
feature of this increase in investment is that whereas in glass and paper increased
investment figures were usually dominated by only two or three big, lumpy
investments by dominant market players, in the plastic collection sector we see a nice
spread of reasonably sized investments across a host of different sized business
entities.

Investment trends are always a solid indicator of the health and prospects of an
industry. The fact that we see such strong future investment plans sits well with the
analysis in other sections that this is a sector which is growing strongly.

5.2.5 Backward and forward linkages

In this section we attempt to get to grips with whom our survey participants transact
with to source their inputs of waste plastic and who their final customers are in terms
of selling sorted waste plastics of various types as outputs. In the glass and paper
collection sectors we found evidence of a highly tiered collection channel system
whereby smaller collectors sell to larger collectors or dealers who then sell large
volumes to big recyclers. In these sectors we also saw extensive use of recyclers’ own
agents amassing waste from a series of small collectors. Because of the competitive
nature of the industry, and the lack of dominant players in the market, described at
the beginning of this chapter, in the plastics sector we see a slightly different system of
networks and channels being activated.

Figure 19 – Plastics Collection Channels

PLASTIC
COLLECTORS

SURVEY
SAMPLE

Direct from waste generators (24)

Converters and manufacturers (6)

Own kerbside collection (3)

Buy from dealers (2)

Drop-off centres (8)

Buy- back centres (0)

Scavengers, trolley men, landfill (34)

Own agents (1)

Import (0)
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The first thing we notice is the under-representation of the use of dealers and own
agents in the plastics sector. This varies substantially from what was recorded in paper
and glass in terms of the number of dealers and agents in the market, (although as we
will see later on many small collectors do sell onto this limited number of dealers). It
is possible to explain this phenomenon by hypothesising that dealers and agents are
not as necessary in this sector because there are a large number of buyers of waste
plastic, none of whom require a dominant percentage of the waste collected thus there
is no need for massive agglomeration as seen in other sectors. The lack of dealers and
agents may also suggest that supply constraints are not as onerous in this sector as
other sectors, although the previous section does suggest that larger collectors do face
shortages. A second feature we notice is the absence of buy back centres in this
sector. This is an issue we might want to look at in subsequent research on the sector.

A third interesting finding is that as with other waste streams, most enterprises utilise
a single supply channel, with 48% of enterprises utilising only a single source from
which to purchase inputs. A further 30% use two sources, while only 20% use three
input sources. The dominant source of single channel sourcing is either waste
generators or trolley men and hawkers. This reflects the under developed nature of
support infrastructure to access waste plastic. Whereas in glass and paper, collection
systems at schools, churches and malls, as well as buy back centres abound – as yet
very few equivalent facilities exist for plastics. As such direct relationships are more
frequent. 15 out of the 22 enterprises who rely on a single channel buy 100% of their
output from trolley men and landfill waste pickers. This is a far higher percentage
than in other waste streams and makes trolley men and waste pickers an important
resource for the collection sector. A second important resource is buying waste
directly from waste generators such as retailers, airports etc. In total 24 companies of
the 45 surveyed buy directly from 564 waste generators which means industry wide 1
860 waste generators participate in plastics waste collection. This is a far higher
number of waste generator participants than found in the other two waste streams.

Looking at the channels used in more detail we begin to establish a picture of how
many people earn a livelihood via the collection of plastic waste. Our survey
participants were asked to quantify the number of suppliers they use in each channel.
By multiplying this number by the industry weighting of 3.3 we arrive at a number of
people who participate in the plastics waste collection sector, even though they are
not employed by the enterprises in the survey. These findings are shown in the table
17.

The picture that emerges is that the majority of indirect employment created in this
sector arises from own kerbside collections and purchasing waste from waste pickers
and trolley men. In the event that separation at source policies were to be
implemented, this would devastate indirect employment in this waste stream, even
more severely than other waste streams.
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Table 17 – Value Chain Participants

Supply channel No. supplier
(sample)

Number of
suppliers
(industry)

Waste generators 564 1 861

Converters 80 264

Own kerbside collection 2 323 7 666

Dealers 11 36

Drop off centres 224 739

Trolley men, waste pickers 4 993 16 477

Own agents 30 99

Imports 0 0

TOTAL 8 225 27 143

Although once again these employment numbers are not massive, they are larger than
glass, but slightly less than those found in paper. If however volumes of recovery
continue to increase in this sector, and it develops and matures to an equivalent type
of sector as paper and glass, then indirect employment in plastics will far outstrip
employment in paper and glass.

In terms of selling collected waste to third parties we see that 43% of our surveyed
collectors do sell to the 11 dealers operating in the market. By cross referencing
volumes collected and clients to whom waste is sold we see that most of the collectors
who sell to dealers are the smaller collectors who collect less than 100 tons. This
makes perfect sense in terms of the economies of scale and transport issues which
characterise the industry. Wasteman and MamaShe are noted as the two dealers most
commonly sold to by our survey participants. The remaining 57% of collectors sell
directly to recyclers. The most common clients appear to be: Nampak Polycyclers,
Atlantic Plastics, Transpecto®, Pelmanco and Hosaf. What is interesting is that
whereas in paper and glass sales were made to a small number of dominant players; in
the plastics industry collectors sell to a wide range of recyclers and to multiple dealers.
This is a reflection of the inherent competitiveness in the market and the reality that
sellers can scope the market for their best selling opportunities rather than having to
be tied to established channels.

A final point to note is that none of our survey participants import plastic waste and
only two export plastic waste. The two companies who export to China describe the
relationship with Chinese companies as new but full of potential, and between them
they service five Chinese companies. These exports account for 5% of the turnover of
one of the companies and 30% of the turnover of the other. Both see growth
potential in these export relations.
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5.2.6 Qualitative issues of perception, the role of government, the future of the industry
and the role of technology

As the reader has probably already guessed, the plastics collection sector is in a good
place at present. When asked if industry participants felt there was untapped potential
in the market 71% responded in the affirmative with only 29% feeling that the sector
did not hold future growth potential. As with this section of the survey in other
collection sectors we found many respondents did not have views on current and
future technology related to the sector, nor very clear views on the role of
government in developing the sector. Nevertheless the information which was
compiled is discussed below.

When asked what the government could do to support the untapped potential of the
sector the dominant response was that government should increase public awareness
of plastic recycling and educate households and consumers about making waste
available to collectors. While this is a similar call to that recorded in paper and glass it
was not as emphatic a response as that elicited in other sectors – only15 of the 45
participants listed it as a necessary action. Seven respondents thought that
government should make finance available in order to grow the sector – especially in
relation to transport costs. Four respondents felt government needed to intervene to
increase selling prices in the sector, while two companies thought government could
increase supply and three felt government should improve access to landfill sites.

Asked how government should go about making their required changes the most
common response related to subsidies either for the collection activities themselves,
or more commonly subsidies for transport. Finance for balers, and appropriate
storage and sorting facilities was also mentioned. In terms of how government could
increase the supply of waste plastic once again separation at source was suggested
although by only 8% of respondents which is by far the lowest number of collectors
favouring this technique compared to their equivalent collectors in paper and glass.
15% of respondents felt that government needed to improve access to landfill sites
and concomitant with this was a call for government to make fenced off land available
adjacent to landfill sites to support sorting and storage for small collectors.

It is surprising that separation at source does not appear to be as strong an issue for
the plastics waste stream as the other two waste streams. We can only assume that this
is in some way connected to the nature of supply channels and the role of trolley men
and waste pickers. Certainly access to landfill sites is more of an issue in this sector
than in paper and glass. Despite this finding industry commentators stress that the
industry is strongly in favour of separation at source.

Finally in relation to membership association, we once again found poor absolute
involvement from survey participants but higher participation than other waste stream
collectors. 21% of our collectors were represented by an association. 50% of these
collectors who were part of an association declared that they received nothing from
their association. The remaining association members received information. What is
interesting is that in this sector participants divided the information they received into
technical and market information. Technical information revolved around different
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types of plastics available to be collected and which companies recycled which types
of plastics; while market information pertained to selling prices and potential clients.
It appears that due to the complexity of plastics waste in terms of different categories
of plastic and the need to distinguish different types and to sort them; as well as the
absence of dominant players and hence obvious clients to sell to – knowledge and
information is considerably more important in the plastics collection sector than in
any other waste stream considered in our survey.

This was borne out by the responses to the question – what would you like an
association to provide to you? Whereas in previous chapters the responses to this
question were weighted on the side of government regulation and the making
available financial support and subsidies; in the plastics sector the dominant request
for support was in the form of information. All in all 21% of respondents felt an
association should provide monetary support, a further 21% felt an association should
lobby government and act as a mouthpiece for the industry while 58% believed an
association should provide information. Within this 50% of responses were a request
for general and technical information and the other half specified the need for an
association to provide pricing information and information related to who buys what
in the market.

5.3 Plastics recyclers

5.3.1 Introduction

Our survey of recyclers covered 20 companies who together accounted for 33% of
total recycled plastic output in South Africa giving us an industry weighting of 3.

One of the hardest problems we encountered in undertaking this recyclers’ survey was
the level of specificity required and the range of options available. If you asked a lay
person what was happening in the South African economy, they would likely have a
view and say the economy was doing well or poorly. If you asked a trained economist
what was happening in the South African economy, they would require you to
reformulate the question with more precision before being able to answer it – for
example what is happening to interest rates, or what is happening to unemployment
etc. The same is true of plastics industry participants. You cannot ask them what has
happened to the price of plastic inputs in the past 5 years – you need to reformulate
the question to be more specific – i.e. what has happened to the price of PET in the
last 5 years. Whereas in glass we had 4 main categories of different types of glass and
in paper we had 8 main grades of paper, in plastics we have a minimum of 20
different types of polymers and these can each be recycled into 4 different types of
outputs. All of this means that in this survey we have had to ask very well defined
questions in terms of different types of plastics which has made our questionnaire
very long and complicated and extremely time consuming to administer. From an
analysis point of view it has made generating a broad picture of the industry very
difficult. As such in this section we will focus on only the most commonly collected
and recycled materials PE-HD and PE-LD, but have also included PET due to the
policy priority that has been attached to this type of plastic. In this chapter, more than
the previous chapters, a great deal of information has been collected at a
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disaggregated level which is not included in this chapter and which should be further
analysed by specialist industry analysts at a future date.

5.3.2 Nature of the firm

As in the other waste streams we find the recycling sector to be far more formalised
than the collection sector. Having said this, however, what we see in the plastics
sector which we did not see in the other waste streams is that even small companies
can operate recycling facilities. As such in this sector we see a larger number of
recyclers in absolute terms and a wider variety of firms with only 62% of recycling
enterprises being Pty Ltds, while the remaining 37% are closed corporations. All of
the firms operate only in the plastics recycling field and none of them recycle other
types of waste.

Once again in this waste stream we see a strong stable core of operators who have
been in the business for an extended period of time. A third of all the interviewed
recyclers have been in business since before 1994 and another third have been in
business a minimum of five years. Only one recycler has entered the market since
2005.

In terms of geographic spread we see a far greater spread of plastics recycling activity
across the country than in either of the two waste streams – mainly because we have
so many more enterprises involved in these activities. Ten of the recyclers operate
plants in Gauteng province, four operate in KwaZulu-Natal and the Western Cape
respectively and there are two Eastern Cape operators and a single operator in the
North West province. As seen previously enterprises in both the collection and
recycling portion of the supply chain appear to be largely provincially bound and tend
to operate single plants, and if more than one plant is operated it tends to be in the
same province. The plastics recycling firms are no exception to this rule. Only two of
the 20 firms interviewed operate more than one base of operation and both of these
firms operate 2 branches both in the Gauteng province.

In terms of specialisation, not only do all the plastics recyclers specialise only in
plastics but the vast majority of them specialise in recycling, with 94% of interviewed
respondents claiming that recycling activities comprised 100% of their company
turnover. The remaining 6% of the respondents earned more than 50% of their
turnover from recycling activities. This specialisation mirrors specialisation in other
waste stream recyclers and makes perfect sense given the need to develop economies
of scale and the specialisation of equipment required in plastics recycling.

Scratching the surface of specialisation a bit deeper we found that very few recyclers
specialise in the recycling of only one type of plastic, and similarly very few recyclers
are set up to recycle all types of plastics. As seen on the graph below most recyclers
operate in three of four main categories of plastics recycling. The most common type
of plastics recycled by our sample participants was PE-HD, PE-LD and to a lesser
extent PP, however, within a certain category of plastics, firms specialise in different
types of this plastic. For example we found that 17 firms recycled PE-LD clear and
printed plastic, while only 5 firms recycled PE-LD cable. In PE- HD 13 firms recycled
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PE-HD pipes and film, while only 8 recycled PE-HD crates, while 9 recycled PE-HD
bottles.

Figure 20 – Number of Categories of Plastic Recycled per Company

While vertical integration and the establishment of operating divisions and cost
centres were characteristics of the paper and glass recycling sector, in the plastics
sector we see only five enterprises reporting that they source some of their inputs
from a company or division of a company owned by themselves. For the remaining
15 enterprises inputs are sourced directly from the market. From an economist’s
perspective the dominance of third party market transactions makes analysing this
sector considerably more easy and as we will see later on this is the waste stream in
which we have developed the greatest understanding of the constraints and costs
related to running and growing a recycling industry.

In terms of general levels of activity, we see a clearer picture developing for the
plastics waste stream than we saw in either glass or paper. When asked if their
enterprise activity levels had increased, decreased or remained constant over the past 5
years, 15 of our respondents claimed activity levels had increased, one said activity
levels had decreased and two reported no change in activity levels. This is the most
categorical response received to this question in all three waste streams investigated
and makes it easy to characterise the sector over the past five years as a growing,
robust and dynamic sector which is offering higher activity levels than previously
experienced. Not only were the respondents unified in describing activity levels as
increasing, but the levels of increase were remarkable. 10 firms reported increases of
between 0 and 50%. Four reported increases between 51% and 100%. Two firms
reported activity level increased between 100 and 300% while one firm said their
business had grown 3 000% in five years while another reported growth levels of 4
000%. These growth levels are usually only found in sunrise industries or industries
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growing off a particularly low base. We suggest that the plastics recycling industry is
an example of both explanations, and that while activity level increases of these
magnitudes cannot continue indefinitely there is still a lot of growth in the industry.
When asked what the key driver of these increased levels of activity were – the
majority of respondents answered that the driver was increased demand. Only one
firm ascribed increased activity levels to increased prices for recycled materials, while
one other enterprise said the key driver of his firm’s growth was increased supply of
inputs. Increased demand appears a sensible explanation of a major growth driver
given increased oil and feedstock prices over the same period.

In terms of the actual activities undertaken by our recyclers in the survey, most offer
what could be termed a full house of activities as shown in the graph below.

Figure 21 – Recycler Activities

Most recyclers run major transportation operations both collecting waste plastics and
delivering their outputs to their final customers. Almost all the firms undertake the
basics of recycling which relates to dismantling sthe waste sorting it and granulating it
which is simply a fancy word for reducing the size of plastic articles into smaller
pieces which are technically known as granules. Granules are then washed and dried.
63% of our recycling participants end their recycling activity at this level of value
added. The remaining 15 go on to feed these granules into extruders where the plastic
waste is melted and extruded into long continuous strings. Once these strings have
been cooled and solidified they are chopped into pellets which are then bagged and
sent out to converters to be turned into a vast array of different final products. As
such producing pellets entails higher levels of processing and thus value add than
merely generating granules. A second point to note in understanding the activities of
recyclers is that the quality of recyclates differs depending on the quality of inputs and
the quality of recycling undertaken. The highest grade/quality output is extrusion
grade recyclates as opposed to injection moulding materials.
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Looking at our four key types of plastic we see that in PE-HD only one firm stops at
the granulating phase of recycling, while 12 firms go on to produce PE-HD pellets. 13
firms produce extrusion grade recyclates, while only 7 produce injection moulding
materials. A similar pattern is seen in PE-LD. While in PET we find only one
producer of granules, only one producer of pellets and two producers of bottle grade
recyclates. As such we can summarise that most firms in the industry have moved
quite far up the value chain, although especially in PET these is scope for additional
high value activities and opportunities to be tapped.

Given all of the above it is unsurprising that when asked to characterise the level of
competition in the industry, the respondents answered unanimously that competition
was strong. Given the lack of dominant players in the market and the recent growth in
activity this is an unsurprising finding and reflects the strong market forces driving the
industry. Interestingly when asked to identify the source of this competition, 40%
cited the large number of companies in the market, while the remaining 60% cited the
source of competition as the limited supply of inputs available for recycling. This
together with the growth phenomenon explained above suggests that this is an
industry which is supply constrained, although, as we will see later on not all
enterprises face consistent shortages – depending on the type of plastic waste they
recycle.

5.3.3 Employment

In terms of overall employment our 20 respondents in this survey employ a total of 1
007 people which provides an industry employment figure of nearly 3 000. Of these 3
000 employees involved entirely in recycling activity by far the majority (87%) are full-
time employees which are on the company payroll. Only 10% of employees are on
contract, while only 3% are employed on a piece work basis.

Classifying our enterprises by labour force size we find that most of the firms are
medium sized. 5 of our respondents employ less than 20 people; 10 employ between
21 and 50 workers while 4 employ between 51 and 100 people. Only 2 larger firms
exist employing between 101 and 150 employees. As such this is not an industry
dominated by large firms with large numbers of employees, but rather a series of
medium-sized businesses.

Despite relatively low absolute employment levels in plastics recycling, the growth
trends in employment are positive. In the past five years all the survey respondents
bar four said that they had increased employment. One firm had decreased
employment when they had to reduce activity levels due to high input prices and
soaring electricity and diesel prices, while three firms said their labour force had
remained constant in the last five years. This increased employment reflects increased
activity levels noted earlier. All in all 346 new jobs were created in the sector which
amounts to 52% increase in employment over a five-year period. Although in absolute
numbers this is small, the percentage increase is enormous and hence is an interesting
option for policy makers interested in looking where additional job creation potential
could be found in the recycling sector. Certainly compared to glass and paper, the
plastics employment trends are considerably stronger, but once again one must
remember that this is off a low starting base.
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Of those employed only 13% are categorised as skilled, 40% are unskilled and 47%
are semi skilled. This is a skills profile similar to that found in paper and glass. When
asked about access to relevant skills, 56% of respondents believed that there was no
skills base in South Africa in plastic recycling. Only 44% of respondents claimed to
not face difficulties in accessing skills.

5.3.4 Inputs, outputs and profitability

On questions related to five years trends in: volumes of inputs purchased, prices paid
for those inputs, output volumes sold and prices received for those outputs very
strong and positive trends were seen throughout. Most remarkable were the high
percentage changes noted.

With respect to whether plastics recycling firms were purchasing more inputs in 2007
than they did in 2002, 19 out of 21 respondents claimed that they were, with only 2
respondents claiming no change in the volume of inputs purchased. Volume changes
covered an enormous range with the lowest increase recorded being a mere 10%,
while the highest volume increase was noted at 3 000%. Six firms reported increasing
volumes by more than 100%. This must be looked at in context – up to a third of all
recyclers in South Africa in the plastics sector have more than doubled the volume of
inputs they have purchased in a five-year period – this signifies very strong growth,
and as we will see later in this section this has created a need for high levels of new
capital to be secured by industry participants.

In a highly competitive market, which we know to be at least partially supply
constrained, one would expect these increases in volumes to be matched by increased
prices paid for inputs as recyclers compete to access supply. All 21 of our respondents
claimed that prices of inputs had indeed increased over the past five years. Some of
these price increases have been phenomenal. We calculated these price change figures
using a simple average price change although future studies may wish to look at these
figures at a more disaggregated level and see whether price differentials change
between large and small users of plastic waste. In our analysis we found that on
average the price of PET inputs had increased 20% over the past five years. This is a
small increase compared to other price changes and is possible due to the limited
number of PET recyclers currently operating. PE-LD prices increased a massive 85%
in the last five years, while PE-HD increased 92%. Both of these changes are however
dwarfed by the 200% price increase related to PVC9.

It is at this point in our analysis, however, that we find some unsettling data which is
at variance with our general findings of increased demand for inputs, rising prices and
what we would have assumed to be constrained supply conditions. When asked if in
general our firms had faced any shortages or difficulties in accessing inputs of waste
plastic for recycling, 8 firms answered that they faced no shortages, while 11 stated

9 Industry commentators note that the number of firms recycling PVC has dropped dramatically in the
past five years as the use of packaging PVC has decreased.
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that they did face shortages. Looking at shortages at a disaggregated level, the findings
are even harder to explain. PVC which saw a 200% price increase had 20 firms saying
that they faced no PVC shortage while only 1 firm claimed they did face a PVC
shortage. Similarly in the PE-LD market 11 firms reported shortages while 10 cited no
problems in accessing supply. In the PE-HD market only 5 firms cited shortages with
16 stating no shortage conditions were experienced. The only explanation for these
massive price increases, if indeed supply is not a major constraint – is that demand has
increased, i.e. demand for recycled pellets, granules etc. If this is the case, as it appears
to be, then the prospects for the industry look even better than if prices were being
inflated by supply constraints.10

The above arguments get a bit more complex when we turn our attention to the
generalised questions regarding sales and the price at which outputs are sold. We
know from the above that input volumes and prices have increased substantially.
From this we would expect that sales volumes have also increased – and in this the
data supports our analysis and indeed we do see strong growth over five years in
terms of volumes of recycled plastics sold. Twenty out of 20 respondents claim that
sales volumes of outputs have increased over the past 5 years and the size of these
volume increases is again substantial. Eight firms increased sales between 20 and 50%,
four firms’ sales increased between 51% and 100% and five firms’ sales increased by
more than 100%. Similarly we also found that all of our respondents claimed that the
price of their output sales had also increased. The rub, however, comes when one
considers the price increases enjoyed on selling these increased volumes. The average
price increase for PET was only 18% compared to PET input prices growing by 20%.
Similarly in PE-LD we see sales prices on average growing at 54% compared to input
prices of 85% and a 92% input price increase versus a 64% output price increase for
PE-HD. This is interesting and at the same time hard to analyse. On the one hand the
fact that input price increases have outstripped output price increases suggests that
the constraint in the industry is indeed supply and that demand is not what is driving
price increases. On the other hand one could argue that competition to sell recycled
outputs is higher than competition to source inputs hence full input price increases
are not passed onto final customers of recycled plastics. Of these two possible
explanations, it appears that the latter may hold sway given the profitability issues
which will be discussed later in the chapter.

Moving from general input and output issues to more specific issues we see that in the
plastic waste sector pre consumer waste is a larger percentage of waste collected than
in paper and glass. Of the 54 000 tons of waste plastic collected in 2007, 18 000 tons
was pre consumer waste (33%) and 36 000 tons post consumer waste. Despite the
high showing of pre consumer waste, post consumer waste is still the bulk of waste
collected and accounted for R83 million of input purchases as opposed to the R62
million spent to purchase pre consumer waste. As our sample participants paid in total
R145 million to secure access to waste materials for their operations this gives us an
industry figure of R435 million. This is a far smaller value than found in either glass or

10 It is important to note that industry comments suggested that the reason for these variations are related
to whether individual companies have spare capacity or not. In addition they raise the point that firms
find it hard to raise capital to expand their capacity without having fixed supply contracts.
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paper by some margin. The table below shows pre and post consumer input
purchases for our three key types of polymers.

Table 18 – Inputs of Waste Plastic Purchased by Recyclers

Pre
consumer

volume
(t)

Value of
pre

consumer
input

purchases
(Rm)

Average
cost per
ton pre

consumer
waste

Post
consumer

volume
(t)

Value of
post

consumer
input

purchases
(Rm)

Average
cost per
ton post

consumer
waste

PET
11 850 2.2 2588 6171 19.5 3160

PE-LD 5585 20 3581 16082 38.1 2369

PE-HD 4052 14 3455 10474 18 1719

The first thing we notice is that for PE-LD and PE -HD pre consumer waste is more
expensive than post consumer waste. This is probably due to the fact that pre
consumer waste is less contaminated than post consumer waste and hence requires
less cleaning and sorting by the recycler and hence commands a higher price. With
respect to post consumer PE-LD and PE-HD prices, these average costs are in line
with the average selling prices explained in the previous collection sector section
which helps us feel confident in the quality of data provided by both plastics recyclers
and collectors. Post consumer waste in these two categories is cheaper than pre
consumer waste because of the need to sort, separate and clean post consumer waste
which is reflected in the lower price. With respect to PET we see that post consumer
waste is more expensive than pre consumer waste and that a large discrepancy exists
between the price. Collectors state they sell PET at R1 392 per ton and the price
recyclers pay per ton is R3 160. There are only two PET recyclers currently operating
in South Africa and it is possible that these discrepancies arise either from data
problems or some channel supply costs that have not been picked up in our survey.

Before we turn our attention to output volumes and costs so that we can determine
profitability it is interesting to look at recyclates’ losses. We had been led to believe
prior to implementing our survey that losses in the plastics recycling sector was a
substantial problem hence the addition of a question on this phenomenon. Plastics are
prone to be contaminated when collected from mixed waste and we believed that high
percentages of collected waste plastics were not able to be recycled. In addition a
problem faced by recyclers who purchase plastic that was recovered from landfills is
that often plastic containers are filled with non plastic materials (liquids, sand etc.) –
this means that 100 kg of collected plastic on a weighbridge may only include 70 kg of

11 PET prices do differ from those of other types of plastic because this is the only type of plastic on
which a levy is paid and hence pricing distortions occur when compared to different types of waste
plastics.
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plastic material. In reality we found loss figures lower than expected. Fifty-two per
cent of respondents reported losses of volume of inputs of less than 10%. Fifteen per
cent experienced losses of between 21 and 25% and 10% losses higher than 30%. The
fact that lower losses were reported than expected could be explained by improved
collection activities, better cleaning and sorting activities, or a suggestion made by
previous studies that some less than scrupulous recyclers utilise poor quality inputs in
their recycling processes resulting in poor quality outputs. We are unable to establish
which is the best explanation of these lower than expected loss rates, and this may be
a topic for further investigation.

Turning to output volumes and sales prices, the table below encapsulates the findings
for our three key polymers based on our interviewed firms.

Table 19 – Output Volumes, Sales Price and Margins

Tons sold Price received
for sales (Rm)

Price per ton Margin
between

purchase price
and sales price

PET 7 835 52.4 6 688 112

PE-LD 19 255 111.7 5 801 145

PE-HD 13 615 53.2 3 907 127

As we can see the margin between the purchase price of inputs and the selling price of
recycled materials is substantial and for all three polymers is over 100%. This is
however only the margin between buying and selling prices and does not take into
account production costs of actually recycling inputs into outputs. This was the only
sector in which all the respondents were happy to supply us with information about
detailed input costs. The graph below shows at a broad level the distinction between
input costs (the cost of purchasing waste plastic) and operational costs (the costs
involved in recycling waste plastic into saleable outputs).

Figure 22 – Cost Breakdown: Operational Versus Input Costs
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Although variations between firms exist, on average approximately 60% of the costs
faced by plastic recyclers are input costs. This makes input costs lower than in the
other two waste streams analysed (although don’t forget that we received scant
information on operational costs in paper and glass).

Of the 40% of total costs attributable to operational costs: wages, electricity,
maintenance and transport account for a large share of these expenses.

Figure 23 – Breakdown of Operational Expenses

It is hard to establish operating costs per ton because different firms operate at
different efficiency levels, they use different technologies and costs vary according to
type of polymer recycled and the volumes recycled. Nevertheless to try to establish
some picture of profitability based on our quantitative data, we have looked at all the
firms who provided complete data and the picture which emerges is that although
profits are made in the industry true profit margins, once costs have been taken into
account, are not nearly as high as the margins between input and selling prices
suggest.

An example is provided by what appears to be a representative firm – which we will
call firm X. Firm X purchased R2 million worth of waste plastic inputs. Their annual
operation casts were R7 million. They sold their output for R10.2 million leaving them
with a profit of R1.2 million. Given that electricity and transport account for 22% of
operational costs, and that both these costs have been increasing substantially in the
recent past – profitability levels in the industry which are already not particularly high
remain under constant pressure. Only 11 of our participants were willing to answer
questions related to profitability. 8 reported that they had earned a profit in the past
12 months, while 3 stated that they had suffered losses. However when asked a
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general question related to trends in profitability in the industry over the past 5 years.
77% of respondents claimed profitability had increased while 18% claimed profit
levels had remained unchanged. 6% claimed profitability had decreased. As such it
appears that profits can be made in the industry but that controlling operational costs
is massively important if firms are to be run profitably. With oil process driving up the
prices of virgin plastic and electricity prices increasing and transport costs increasing it
looks like tough times are ahead for the industry, although overall one must conclude
that it is a profitable industry in which to operate. A final point to add which was
raised when we spoke to some recyclers and converters was that many converters are
tied into annual fixed price contracts to supply big bottling companies. On this basis
converters squeeze recyclers to cut their prices and hence recyclers are seeing their
margins continuously squeezed. When looking at the fortunes of collectors, recyclers
and converters along the plastics waste supply chain, it is definitely the recyclers who
are carrying the majority of the pain.

Finally turning to the capital base of the plastics recycling industry we see that our
survey participants operated off a collective capital base of a mere R164 million which
suggests an industry wide capital base of R492 million. This is larger than the glass
recyclers’ capital base but smaller than that used in the paper sector. As expected
given the nature of the plastics recycling market we see a broad spread of capital
across all the recyclers with only two large players. Of the respondents interviewed
three operated on a capital base of less than R1 million. Four had assets valued
between R1 and R3 million, while five had capital bases between R4 million and R8
million. Six firms had capital bases between R9 million and R13 million while the two
largest players operated capital valued at R22 million and R33 million respectively.
The spread of capital and the fact that some recyclers operate with a capital base less
than R1 million suggests that barriers to entry in this market are far lower than those
found in paper and glass.

Given the high increases in activity levels and volumes traced over the past five years
in this chapter so far, we would expect that many of the survey participants had
invested in the past five years. We did indeed find this to be the case and 95% of our
respondents claimed that they had purchased capital in the past 60 months. The total
value of this was R89 million which suggests that in 2002 the capital base of the
industry was only R75 million and that it grew an amazing 120% in five years – i.e. the
capital base of the industry more than doubled in the past five years. Added to this we
see that 85% of respondents plan to invest further in the next two years. The value of
these investments is budgeted to be an additional R44 million which is a 27% increase
on the 2007 base. These figures suggest a strongly growing industry which is gearing
up for continued high activity levels.

A final feature to note in the growth in the capital base is that whereas in the paper
and glass sectors we witnessed large capital investments, but usually by one or two
large companies; in the plastics sector we see that bar two big investments,
investments over the past five years, and indeed planned investments in the next two
years, are broadly spread across a large number of firms making relatively small
investments. This finding reaffirms the finding that the industry is growing and
growing strongly across the board.
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In terms of the type of equipment being utilised in the industry we see a clear
distinction between transport equipment and low technology equipment being
sourced domestically and higher tech equipment being imported from abroad. For
example, all the granulators used by our recyclers were imported into South Africa:
seven from China, five from Taiwan and ten from Europe. Similarly when it came to
extruders five were sourced from China, two from Japan and nine from Europe.
Many of the smaller companies purchased this equipment second hand. The
importation of capital equipment is nothing new in South Africa, but given that
plastics recycling is a growing sector and that the barriers to entry in terms of capital
outlay appear low relative to other waste streams, the option of producing local low
cost granulators and extruders is an option worth thinking about and taking forward
for those interested in SME development and job creation in recycling.

5.3.5 Backward and forward linkages

Turning to where our recyclers source their inputs we see that most buy directly from
collectors who have amassed reasonable quantities from their own supply channels
such as trolley men and direct waste generators. We found that only two recyclers
purchased inputs directly from waste generators and only three purchased directly
from trolley men. 15 respondents said they sourced their inputs from larger collectors
or dealers. As such there appears to be quite a lot more aggregation of waste plastic
than was suggested in the collection survey. Drop off centres, buy back centres and
own agents are poorly represented in the survey supporting the contention made
earlier that less infrastructure exists in this waste stream than in paper or glass. Almost
all inputs are sourced locally with only three recyclers claming that they imported
waste plastic. This waste was imported from the SADC region but accounted for less
than 5% of the inputs of any of the three importing firms.

In terms of whom our recyclers sell their output to we find that 95% of recyclers sell
granulated plastic or plastic pellet outputs to converters. As opposed to paper and
glass there appear to be a wide array of final clients available for recyclers to sell to
and one single company sells to 30 different clients. What is of great interest is that
the question related to final clients was the one question our survey respondents were
unhappy to answer. Whereas in other waste streams sensitivities had been highest
related to issues of profitability and costs, in this waste stream, disclosure of client lists
was seen as the most sensitive issue. This suggests a high degree of healthy,
competition – a finding very different to that in the paper and glass sectors where
most recyclers sold on to the dominant market firms.

Based on responses from those who were happy to supply us with their client lists we
see a broad cross section of converters ranging from those who produce packaging
materials, to those who produce construction materials and home wares. What is most
interesting is that in plastics a number of alternate uses appear where plastic recyclates
are turned into products totally unrelated to the original product. This is particularly
true with respect to PET recyclers where SA firms do not yet produce bottle grade
recyclates in any quantity. Rather most PET is turned into fibres for garments, hollow
fill for duvets and pillows and fibre for automotive and domestic carpets. Even in the
PE-LD and PE-HD market we see the development of alternate uses for plastics. A
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large array of LD construction products is being developed and sold and blends of
low quality PE-LD/PE-HD printed plastics and metalised plastics which were
previously discarded are now being turned into wood type products used in items
such as park benches.

Whereas the majority of glass and paper recyclates were turned back into traditional
glass and paper products in the plastics sector we see that alternative usage is a strong
force in the industry and bodes well for the sector’s potential to grow and create
employment across a variety of industries and endeavours.

Due to the high price and continuous price increases in virgin polymers, demand in
the local market for recyclates is greater than at any time previously, however, our
survey participants still report a strong trend in exports. Our respondents claim that
despite high local demand exports have increased over 100% in the past five years.
Most exports are to SADC countries, most notably Zimbabwe, Zambia, Mozambique,
Namibia and Angola but one company has recently started exporting to the UK. Most
exports are traditional recycled plastic products such as films, pipes, bottles and crates,
however in the last few years, exports of geotextiles and automotive componentry has
also developed. Most respondents interviewed believed that growth in exports did
hold out new opportunities for the industry which is an interesting observation given
the strength of local demand.

5.3.6 Qualitative issues of perception, the role of government, the future of the industry
and the role of technology

The plastics sector was by far the most effusive, dynamic and interested in the role of
government and technology questions placed before them than their counterparts in
either paper or glass. This may be due to the fact that the industry is less well
developed, that it is more competitive and market orientated or that it is more
complex and faces specific technical challenges that do not exist in other waste
streams.

When asked about their perception of the future of their industry 65% of survey
participants believed that untapped opportunities did exist. Every respondent who
answered that untapped opportunities existed believed that any such opportunities
could only be harnessed if supply of good quality waste plastic was improved. In
addition issues of accessing sophisticated capital equipment was also raised, with the
main issue appearing to be that capital equipment in the recycling sector is most often
financed from retained earnings or personal loans raised by entrepreneurs. According
to the survey bank financing for recycling equipment is almost impossible to secure.
Given the great growth potential of this industry this is an issue which definitely
requires additional research.

Based on the unequivocal call for increased supply of recyclable material it is
unsurprising that, like in paper and glass, the industry sees its future growth as being
strongly based on separation at source. While collectors in the plastic supply chain
were less devoted to this idea, amongst recyclers 17 out of 20 interviewed believed
that separation at source was vital for the industry’s future.
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When asked what role the government could play in developing the untapped
potential of the industry 13 respondents suggested legislation for separation at source,
while 6 respondents believed financial support was required. Interestingly the financial
support requested was not simply transport subsidies as suggested in other waste
streams but more sophisticated options such as accelerated depreciation schemes and
tax holidays for capital expansion programmes, tax breaks based on outputs and
employment and performance targets as well as access to levies such as those enjoyed
by PET recyclers.

When asked what the Department of Science and Technology should spend a
hypothetical plastics recycling budget on, once again we found a host of interesting
suggestions. The first category of suggestions arose from the need for the industry to
decrease its energy consumption and respondents felt that research into more energy
efficient recycling processes would be a good investment. Several respondents
suggested looking at alternative washing and sorting technologies but by far the most
common suggestion was the need to look at product design in South Africa and the
need to help manufacturers to design with recycling in mind. We found this issue very
interesting and made some follow up enquiries. It turns out that one of the major
headaches for South African plastics recyclers is multi material packaging. For
example, wedges of pre packed cheese can contain up to three different types of
plastic polymer. Most often these are not labelled making sorting difficult and time
consuming. Respondents felt that if more packaging bore recycling in mind packaging
choices could be made which would support easier, higher quality recyclates being
available in the market. In the absence of this – more technology for sorting would be
required.

The issue of sorting raised its head again in questions related to the next generation of
technology in plastics recycling. Several respondents claimed that the next big step in
plastics recycling would be the replacement of manual labour sorting by mechanical
sorting. This type of technology exists overseas but has not been used in South Africa
to date due to the massive capital outlay for such machinery and the low volumes
recycled locally. However as the industry continues to grow the likelihood of the
adoption of this technology becomes more likely.

Finally we asked about industry association membership and found that 9 of the 20
respondents belonged to SAPRO (the South African Plastics Recycling Organisation).
All nine received networking contacts from the association and nothing else. When
asked whether they believed the association should provide other services five
suggested that the association act as an industry lobbyist and voice for industry
players, while three stated that financial support would be appreciated. One
respondent believed the industry needed to establish a Code of Conduct for the
industry, while the last respondent believed that technical advice and development
could be based in such an association.
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5.4 Summary, conclusion, recommendations

The main aim of our survey was to understand the extent of the plastics recycling
industry in South Africa in terms of the size of the industry and its employment. In
addition we wanted to collect data to allow us to understand the dynamics of the
industry as it is currently operated and to identify opportunities for future growth.

In terms of the size of the industry, the figures based on our survey and using our
weightings are shown in the table below.

Table 20 – Plastics Industry Summary

Turnover (Rm) Capital base
(Rm)

Employment Number of
enterprises

Plastic collection 396 254 4 350(direct)
27 000(channels)

150

Plastic recycling 429 492 3 000 60
Industry total 825 746 34 350 210

The overall findings of our analysis of the plastics recycling industry is that this is an
industry on the move. Starting from a low base the industry has grown exponentially
over the past five years and reveals signs of great future potential growth. Relative to
other waste streams the plastics recycling industry is larger than the glass recycling
industry but smaller than the paper recycling industry in terms of employment,
turnover and capital base. However, given growth indications in all three waste
streams it appears to be only a matter of time before the plastics recycling industry is
the largest of the three domestic waste streams in terms of recycling.

In terms of the dynamics of the plastics re-utilisation industry, the headline findings of
our survey are as follows:

 The plastics recycling industry is the only one of the three waste streams
considered that operates under true, open market conditions. There is limited
vertical integration within the supply chain and no dominant firms that
influence market pricing.

 Although several large firms do exist overall the industry at the collection,
recycling and conversion stage are characterised by medium-sized firms many
of whom have been in the business for more than 15 years.

 The industry has a stable core with some new entrants having joined the
market in the past five years due to strong demand conditions. Competition
points on the supply chain are robust.

 The volume of plastics collected and sold to recyclers and then sold to
converters has increased substantially over the past five years. A large driver of
increased demand arises from converters who have been seeking increased
supplies of recycled plastics as the price of virgin plastics increases in line with
increases in the price of oil. An MOU with DEAT related to PET has also
increased recycling volumes.
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 Both collecting and recycling of plastics are commercially viable and profitable,
although recyclers’ profit margins are being systemically squeezed by converters
who typically have fixed price supply contracts.

 Thirty to 40% of the costs of recycling are operational costs of which water,
electricity and transport costs are substantial contributors. With increases in the
pricing of these inputs profitability will be further squeezed. The industry
although growing, is a tough business to be in at the current time.

 Data is mixed as to how seriously the industry is supply constrained at present,
but a clear industry view is that if the industry is to grow the supply of
recyclable materials must be increased and separation at source will be the best
option in achieving this, especially due to the susceptibility of plastics to be
contaminated.

 The industry stands apart from glass and paper recycling in so far as recycled
plastics have a wide array of uses unrelated to the original products from which
they are produced. These alternate uses provide large opportunities for new
businesses to be created based on recycled fibres and pellets and thus offer
employment creation opportunities.

While paper and glass recycling activities in South Africa are relatively mature, the
plastics recycling industry is the new kid on the block and holds all the excitement and
potential of a sunrise industry. With current trends in world oil prices the market
conditions are ripe for the sector to continue its phenomenal growth and industry
players are investing to ensure that sufficient capacity exists to meet growing demand.

As with other waste streams access to waste is a large issue facing the industry and
domestic separation at source will increase the supply of available materials to support
industry growth. As mentioned in other chapters this approach will negatively impact
on collection employment along the supply chain, however, due to the mass of
alternate uses it is possible that these jobs could be recouped in the growth of new
businesses which could be supported by increased recovery rates. However, a further
job creation issue arises in the plastics sector. The quality of recycled plastics varies
considerably due to the quality of recycled materials used in the process. Plastics
sorting is considerably more complicated than the sorting of paper and glass because
often various types of plastics cannot be identified only by visual inspection. The
failure of manufacturers to place identification codes on materials, the use of multi
material packaging and the failure of packagers to design with recycling in mind all
contribute to quality and sorting issues. In the event that recovery volumes are
increased, manual sorting which is the method currently used in South Africa, would
be replaced by mechanical sorting and this too would lead to a reduction in industry
employment.

Even having argued the above; overall the growth and employment prospects for the
plastics recycling sector are enormously positive given the current low recovery rates
and market conditions. The competitive and dynamic nature of the industry and its
participants, positions the sector well for future success.
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6 Summary and future research topics

It is useful to remind ourselves at this stage that the purpose of this report was merely
to provide a broad brushstroke picture of the plastics, paper and glass recycling
industries. The report does not do justice to the complexity or nuances of each waste
stream’s particular issues and challenges. In addition the analysis that has been
undertaken has been not only superficial and highly aggregated but also technically
crude and a deeper and more sophisticated analysis of the data collected will reveal a
more enlightening and useful understanding of the dynamics at play.

Despite these qualifications, the report has hopefully presented a first cut enumeration
of the recycling sector in South Africa.

In terms of understanding the size and nature of the recycling industry in plastics,
paper and glass the survey revealed that:

 Contrary to popular belief, recycling is commercially and economically viable
and indeed in most cases quite profitable.

 The paper and glass recycling industries are relatively mature and well
established, while the plastics recycling industry is less well developed but
growing quickly. All three sectors do however have room to grow further based
on current recovery rates.

 The nature of the three recycling industries is fundamentally different and
policy and support issues should be developed with these differences borne in
mind. The industry is heterogeneous and waste-stream specific issues need to
be understood and addressed.

 The nature and operations of the three recycling sectors is strongly influenced
by the degree of competition in the market. The glass recycling sector is
characterised by a monopoly, the paper recycling industry by an oligopoly, with
only the plastics recycling sector operating under highly competitive and
dynamic free market principles.

In terms of the absolute size of the three industries and their contribution to GDP
and employment in South Africa, the data revealed that at present the industries are
small players in the local economy. The three summary tables, based on data collected
for 2006 are shown below.
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Table 21 – Glass Recycling Industry Overview

Turnover (Rm) Capital base
(Rm)

Employment Number of
enterprises

Glass collection 102 90 1 700 (direct)
10 000 (channels)

110

Glass recycling/
Conversion

74 131 257 4

Industry total 176* 221 11 957 114

* Figure is an underestimation of true value of turnover due to some recyclers operating within parent
companies and not ‘selling’ outputs on the open market.

Table 22 – Paper Recycling Industry Overview

Turnover (Rm) Capital base
(Rm)

Employment Number of
enterprises

Paper collection 478 198 11 000 (direct)
34 000 (channels)

326

Paper Recycling/
Conversion

416 493 729 6

Industry Total 894* 691 45 729 332

* Figure is an underestimation of true value of turnover due to some recyclers operating within parent
companies and not ‘selling’ outputs on the open market.

Table 23 – Plastics Recycling Industry Overview

Turnover (Rm) Capital Base
(Rm)

Employment Number of
enterprises

Plastic collection 396 254 4 350(direct)
27 000(channels)

150

Plastic recycling 429 492 3 000 60
Industry total 825 746 34 350 210

The general points noted from the three tables are:

 Recycling activities are essentially capital intensive, with most employment
being created in the collection phase of the waste streams supply chain.

 The majority of enterprises involved in this sector are in the collection portion
of the supply chain, with a limited number of recyclers existing, except in the
plastics sector where no dominant market players exist.

 Most of the employment created in the industry occurs indirectly through a
multitude of collection channels who supply collection enterprises with waste
materials that are on sold to recyclers. These collection channels include: trolley
men, landfill waste pickers, individuals who sell to buy-back centres, individuals
who collect drop off centres or who undertake kerbside collections.
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 Turnover values are high, and in all but plastics are underestimated due to
vertical integration within the industry which allows collected materials to be
transferred to recycling activities within the same company from a cost centre
or operating division which is not profit driven.

Turning to the potential of these industries to grow and create employment our key
findings were that all three waste stream recycling activities have the potential to grow
but that this growth is largely constrained by access to waste materials. Supply side
constrains characterise the industry and across the board survey respondents believed
that a system of separation at source was crucial to the growth of the industry.
Demand-led growth appears less of a factor in the glass and paper industry than in the
plastics industry where the massive increases in the price of oil, diesel and coal-based
feedstocks are driving converters to demand increased recyclates inputs in order to
keep their costs down, specifically in relation to packaging clients.

One of the avenues we were very interested in exploring was the potential of recycling
industries to spawn new industries based on alternative uses of waste materials. We
found that these opportunities are highly limited in the glass and paper sectors, but
that enormous potential exists in the plastics industry for a plethora of new industries
based on alternate uses of plastic polymers.

In terms of job creation the recycling industry itself holds little potential for job
creation based on the highly capital intensive nature of the recycling process. If
recovery volumes increase and recycling activity increases certainly some jobs will be
created but these will be very small in absolute terms. The majority of job creation
potential exists at the collection stage of the supply chain and in the creation of new
alternative uses of waste materials in new enterprises. This former source of job
creation will be threatened if separation at source is implemented as a way of
increasing supply of waste material to the industry thus policy options related to
increasing employment and increasing recycling activity need to be very carefully
balanced. In addition the need to improve the quality of recyclates available to
recyclers may shift the industry away from manual sorting towards mechanised sorting
and this too will seriously effect the number of individuals finding a livelihood or
employment in the sector.

In terms of how government and governmental agencies can support the potential
and growth of the industry there appear to be three broad areas identified in our
survey that require consideration.

The first issue as mentioned above is that the industry believes that government must
seriously consider passing legislation to force households to separate at source. Such
legislation, which is common in developed countries, would provide the recycling
industry with increased supplies of materials to recycle and better quality waste to
reprocess. Separation at source is an expensive option to implement in terms of
transporting waste separately and options will need to be considered regarding how
such increased disposal costs could be funded and who should bear the costs of such
a system. In addition the negative employment implications of a separation at source
policy, especially for those involved in the collection stages of the supply chain needs
additional consideration.
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The second issue in terms of growing and supporting the industry relates to input and
operational costs. In all three waste streams we found that the purchasing of waste
materials to recycle account for upwards of 70% of input costs in all three waste
streams. As such the pricing of waste collected through a separation at source process
would need to be considered, especially in light of the high level of concentration in
the recycler market in glass and paper. The remaining 30% of costs in the industry are
operational costs of which transport and electricity costs are the largest single
contributor after wages. Transporting waste at the collection stage and to recyclers is a
serious issue in the industry as waste typically is high volume, low value and transport
costs seriously bite into profit margins. With petrol prices increasing collectors and (to
some extent) recyclers are finding it difficult to maintain profit levels and certainly
smaller collectors are being pushed out of the market due to rising transport costs.
Industry players across the board are suggesting that some type of financial support
for transport costs may be necessary if the industry is to develop further.

A third category of support measures suggested relates to codes of conduct, pricing
levels for waste, market competition issues, and broad technology issues. These issues
vary across waste streams and cannot be generalised. What is interesting is that across
all waste streams there appears to be a general view that while these types of issues
need to be addressed they should not necessarily be addressed by government but by
the industry itself. Bar providing financial support and increased access to the supply
of waste materials, the recycling industry appears keen to keep government’s
involvement in its activities at arm’s length. Having said this, however, very few
industry players are represented by industry associations and even those who are
members of such organisations receive very few of the services they require from
these establishments. This lack of institutional depth in the industry is something
which should be borne in mind moving forward.

In summary the report shows that the recycling industry is commercially viable and
profitable and has the ability to grow if supply side constraints are addressed. Demand
for recyclates is increasing in some waste streams as virgin input prices rise and this
trend is likely to continue over time. Industry players believe there is untapped
potential in their industry and some of them are enthusiastic and dynamic about
harnessing these opportunities. Across the board we find substantial increased capital
investment in each of the waste streams across all point of the supply chain indicating
a healthy industry with a positive outlook.

As to the job creation potential of the sector, recycling itself will never be a major
source of job creation, but waste material collection and sorting and job creation via
the development of new enterprises creating alternative products from waste materials
is full of opportunity. As with all environmentally driven policies, worldwide, creating
employment in recycling may lead to job losses in virgin input production activities
and meeting the volumes and quality of waste required by recyclers may add to job
losses in the waste collection sector which is highly labour intensive. These issues are
raised across the world and each country battles to find the right balance for their
situation.

South African policy makers will need to do some deep soul searching in moving
forward in this area, but at least, for the first time, an initial set of data and
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information is available to assist them in these deliberations. It is hoped that this first
benchmark data collection exercise will be followed up by an annual or bi-annual
follow up so that over time series can be developed to better help policy makers and
researchers understand and support this area of economic endeavour which will
inevitably become an increasingly important sector in the local economy.

6.1 Future areas of research

It goes without saying that it is essential that the data for each waste stream be
analysed in detail, using sophisticated analytical techniques to produce more detailed
and nuanced understandings of the economic dynamics. Having said this, several
other cross-cutting issues emerge which also need to be further investigated. These
include:

 Looking at access to capital issues for collectors and recyclers. It appears that
bank financing for recycling activities are hard to come by even for
incorporated entities with substantial track records. Most capital is financed
either out of retained earnings or by individual entrepreneurs in their personal
capacities. Given that the collection sector in all three waste streams and
recycling in plastics all have low barriers to entry, these activities would suit an
SMME growth programme if capital issue could be addressed.

 Information issues appear as a considerable hindrance in all three sectors,
particularly related to: potential buyers, potential sellers and prevailing market
prices for sub categories of waste types. The large number of small and
informal enterprises in the sector appear to find it hard to access market
intelligence and market signals and any efforts to understand why these signals
do not penetrate the market and how these could be improved would be a
useful contribution to the industry.

 Transport issues and transport costs are a central issue in the collection and
recycling sectors in all three waste streams. Additional research is required in
two areas related to transport costs. The first is an investigation into the costs
and benefits, or indeed desirability or viability of developing some type of
subsidy or financial instrument to assist in keeping these costs within
acceptable limits across the industry. The second area of investigation needs to
look at methods to improve transport efficiencies, especially in relation to
decreasing volumes or improving carrying capacities. Research into different
options of bins, cages, balers and truck configuration could yield enormously
positive results for the industry.

 Separation at source is perhaps the key area requiring additional research.
This is a major undertaking and will require looking at technical options,
implementation options, pricing and structuring options, as well as the impacts
of such a system on recyclers and collectors. The impacts that need special
attention relate to profitability, pricing and net employment effects.

 Alternate uses for waste products. The research suggests that except in the
plastics industry, in paper and glass most recyclates are converted back into
products similar to their original use. In most cases this is packaging materials.
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Many respondents believed that demand for recycled glass and paper could be
increased if either alternate uses for these products were developed or if
minimum recycling content legislation was created. Given that developing new
industries will be a major impetus to job creation this is a worthwhile avenue
for further investigation.

 Education and awareness. The notion of increasing education and
awareness levels amongst the public and industry was a recurring theme
throughout the study. Of particular interest was the idea of increasing
manufacturers’ awareness of designing packaging and products with recycling
in mind. Often manufacturers specify their packaging needs in such a way that
it increases the complexity of sorting for recycling enormously. This can lead to
low recovery rates, expensive sorting procedures and high contamination levels
and losses. Designing for recycling has taken off internationally but appears to
be something not readily undertaken by South African firms.

 Institutional depth and industry attitudes. Across South African industry a
lack of institutional depth characterises most major economic activity
groupings. Strong lobbying bodies, powerful industry associations and industry
federations who get involved in the nuts and bolts of blocks of industry
participants is highly developed in western and Asian developed countries, but
are not well developed in South Africa. Given the need for the recycling
industry to work closely with the government and for the antagonist
relationship between the two to be repaired, it would be very interesting to
research how recycling associations could be developed and deepened to
provide a stronger institutional base for the development of the industry.

We believe that both the database developed and this report represent a first tentative
step towards understanding an immensely interesting but under-researched sector of
our local economy. The above research ideas are just the tip of the iceberg and the
original aim of this research project always was to catalyse an intense research effort
to enable us to better understand our recycling industry and its potential, and to
hopefully put in place mechanisms and systems which will see it flourish in the future
in a world where recycling will become an economic imperative rather than
environmental desirable.


